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EDITORIAL 

COMPILING THE 
COMPENDIUM Years ago, the editors of Dragon used to compile the best 

articles from recent issues into special editions called 

the Best of Dragon. The practice ended in 1986 with the 

fifth volume in the series. Since then, excellent material from 

Dragon's pages has come and gone, some sneaking its way 

into official D£jD products and some slipping away into the 

bookshelf-bound obscurity of an old magazine collection. 

In 2003, Paizo Publishing hit upon the idea of producing 

hardcover compilations of articles and adventures from the 

Dragon and Dungfon back catalogues, updated for play in 

the current edition of the D&tD game. Our first hardcover, the 

Shodcfed Gty Adventure Rath, was released in August to excellent 

reviews. But the second book was really the first one we had 

imagined, and initial work began on it more than two years ago. 

In my original vision, the Dragon Compendium would be 

a hardcover version of the old Best af Dragons, compiling 

excellent articles from the magazine's 29-ycar history and 

updating them to the most recent version of the game. 

As I combed through the archive, I began marking 

articles that caught my eye with colored post-it notes. It 

took weeks, but 1 finally made it through every single issue. 

By the time I was done, I not only had a better understand¬ 

ing of the magazine s history and how 1 might belter edit 

the modem Dragon, but I also had dozens of hanging file 

folders stuffed with photocopies of every single article that 

had caught my eye on the first pass. 

This spelled trouble, because there was just no way we 

could reprint all of the great material that had originally 

seen publication in the pages of Dragon. The monsters 

alone would have filled three 256-page books, and 1 only 

had one to work with. Clearly, the book couldn't be the 

definitive guide to the best material from Dragon, simply 

because no book could possibly hope to contain all of the 

great articles that have appeared in Dragon's pages since 

the first issue launched back in June of 1976, 

That's why we're calling this edition the Dragon Com¬ 

pendium, Volume 1. Our expectation is that the book’s sales 

will justify further volumes in the scries, so that we might 

do a book aimed at planar or "Oriental Adventures" mate¬ 

rial, and we might even do compilations of material ger¬ 

mane to the official campaign settings. For this first install¬ 

ment, however, weVe decided to aim at a general audience, 

providing top-quality material that will be useful to all 

players and Dungeon Masters, 

So what 

made it into 

the book? 

This volume 

of the Compendium features 

five PC races (the diabolus, diopsid, dvati, 

lupin, and tibbit), seven standard classes (ranging from 

the battle dancer to the death master to the sha'ir), 10 prestige 

classes (including the arcanopath monk, the flux adept, and 

the osteomancer), and dozens of feats and magic items culled 

from the best Dragon articles in the magazines history. But 

the Compendium is more than a simple collection of classes, 

spells, and magic items. It also features a lengthy chapter 

called "Classics,* which reprints popular feature articles like 

“The Glyphs ofCerilon " from way back in issue #go, Ed 

Greenwood's "Runestones" article from Dragon #69, and Gary 

Jordan's infamous "Tes$eracts{or3 Making Meticulous Map¬ 

pers Mad)," from issue #17. The articles in this section span 

three decades and three editions of the Dungeons «! Dragons 

game, and represent a sample of the best Dragon has to offer. 

Lastly, we round out the volume with more than two 

dozen monsters (including the orange, yellow, and purple 

dragons) and an appendix filled with lists of wondrous 

places, tests to determine the efficacy of your favorite dice, 

the famous "Good Hits and Bad Misses" critical hit and 

fumble charts, a pronunciation guide, and more. 

Looking over the almost-final printouts, I'm not only 

amazed by how many great articles we managed to update 

and include, but I'm also stunned by how much amazing 

material remains to be culled for future volumes in what 

we hope-will become a continuing series. 

The Drnqcn Compendium is slated for release in late 

November. Ask your retailer to order it today or preorder a 

copy at paizo.com. 

Erik Mona 

Editor-in-chief 
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5CALE MAIL 

Tell us what you think of this issue. Send an email to scalemail@paizo.com. 

Please include your name, city, and state. 

I'm Not Drunk Yet 
Dragon #334 was a great read, as it had 

some stuff that we had done before in 

our game (ie,, a kraken adventure). It 

was good to look over the article and 

see what things we did well, and what 

we could have done better. 

1 was particularly excited when I 

saw the catch phrase “Am 1 getting 

drunk yet?" on the cover. I thought to 

myself finally some rules on what to 

do when your character gets drunk! 

What l found was very informative, 

and believe me the booze described 

within the article will add great 

depth to our game. But what about 

the negative effects of normal ale, 

wine, beer and liquor? Maybe there 

is somewhere you can direct me, or 

perhaps you could publish a table that 

shows it dearly, (or maybe you re not 

wanting to advocate heavy drinking in 

a gaming environment?). 

Also, have you guys ever thought 

of putting in a crossword puzzle, or 

maybe star signs for characters? Just a 

thought. 

Thanks for your great magazine, 

Raymond Rowell 

Sydney, Australia 

Dragon ran dozens of crossword puzzles 

in fhr magazine starting a little before the 

release of third edition and $01 ng several 

months into the new era, publishing them 

under the “mindjktym" heading. Check 

hack issues^fom that period/or a wealth of 

crosswords and other word puzzles. As for 

star signs,you'll want to be on boardJar 

the upcoming Dragon #340, ivhtch will 

center around the theme of astrology and 

which is currently scheduled fo/eature an 

article on starsignsfor player characters. 

Hmv's that for quick service? 

f asked around the office, and Associ¬ 

ate Editor Jason Bui malm suggested the 

following system to simulate the effects of 

drinking in D8tD, Every alcoholic bever¬ 

age has an associated Fortitude save DC 

Beer or ale would he an easy 5, whereas 

elvtn wine might be 10, and the duwrvttt 

"spedai stuff" might clock in at a DC 15, 

Each subsequent drink raises the DC by 

it and the drinker must roll a save every 

time he drinks. Failure results in the char¬ 

acter becoming sickened for id4 hours. 

ltfs important to understand that the 

Paizo stuff and Wizards of the Coast do 

not encourage excessive drinking in or 

out of the game, but since Jason is Jram 

Milwaukee, you can rest assured that 

his system has seen significant real- 

world "play testing/' 

Dark Sun Mora 
Words cannot express how much 1 

love your magazine! You really know 

what a gamer wants, especially a DM! 

That being said,.. 

In Dragon #319,(the Dark Sun 

special), several of my favorite Atha- 

sian races were mentioned (beast-head 

KNOWLEDGE CHECK 
Question; What quintessential 

holiday movie features this 

beloved scene? 

giants, tareks, nikaals, ssurrans). I was 

wondering if the good people at Paizo 

were ever going to release official 

stats/info concerning these monsters. 

Please write back! 

Alex 

Via Email 

While me don't have any plans to feature 

the monsters listed above,Jans of the much- 

loved, much-missed Dark Sun campaign 

setting wilt lvant to grab next month's 

"Campaign Classics" issue, ivhich among 

oilier things null include an a rtickfea taring 

the Dragon Kings ofAt lias. If we receive lots 

tflcttm ralling fcr mote Dark Sun mon¬ 

sters (and Dark Sun coverage in general), 
weft definitely keep the requests in mind for 

next year's "Campaign Classics" issue, 

OCL 
First off I just have to say that you've 

done it again. Dragon's October issues 

are, routinely, my favorite, and I've got a 

collection running hack into the double 

digits to check through to confirm that. 

Issue #336 is no exception—the very 

first article, and I was hooked. 

Speaking of that article, on the haunt- 

mgs—how much of Dragon is con¬ 

sidered OGL now? Would "Not for the 

Living" be included? I remember the 

question being raised before, and the 

answer changing a few times, and fm 

not entirely sure which it is anymore. 

Congratulations on another great 

issue, 

Jason Leisemann 

Via Email 

Unless otherwise noted. Dragon 

contains no open contra! (ivhich is fo 
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say content subject to Wizards of tfie Coast's 

0|>e« Game Ikensrjl Our general philosophy 
fiyith afew exceptions) has ken to lei Wiz¬ 

ards of tlw Coast decide ujhaf cogent they'd 

Jitc fo make "open'* under die terms of the 

license. Since ificir harcteoixrs often incorpo¬ 

rate rnafmal /fom Dragon, we've decided 

liit ultimate decision should be up to them. 

FR Biffi Unm 
In the Scale Mail section of Dragon 

#336,1 recently read another reader's 

suggestion that you should print one 

article for each currently supported set¬ 

ting per issue of Dragon. This would 

mean one Eberron, one Forgotten 

Realms, and one Greyhawk article per 

issue. Although this might be difficult 

to implement in each and every issue, 

1 think it would be great if you would 

print 8 to 10 setting-specific articles (for 

each setting) per year. 

Being a long-time Forgotten 

Realms fan, 1 am extremely biased 

toward reading about the Realms. That 

said, I have frequently cherry-picked 

various ideas, themes, and/or details 

from other campaign settings—typi¬ 

cally, discovered in Dragon magazine 

itself—for use in my Forgotten 

Realms campaign. J do recognize, 

however, that there are other fans 

equally biased towards other settings. 

Therefore, why not satisfy us (the 

nameless masses) by sending us our 

monthly fix of Eberron, Forgotten 

Realms* and Greyhawk? 

Just so you don't think I'm com¬ 

pletely fixated on campaign settings, 

the **Ecology of.,” and " Demono micon" 

articles are cool; and by cool, 1 mean 

totally sweet. 

By the way, the Realms content (i.e., 

Crimmor) in issue #334 rocked! Oh yeaht 

issue #335 was good too. Keep those For¬ 

gotten Realms.,. er> and Fserrqn and 

Greyhawk articles coming, 

La&Jo Kotler 

Via Email 

You Go lorn! 
1 love Dragon. It's helped me piece 

together so many things in the game 

I’m running to help make my game 

come to life (and Fm seriously con¬ 

sidering buying Dungeon to see how 

good that is too). 

As much as 1 consider myself one 

of the good guys, playing good char¬ 

acters, fighting evil with them and 

stufTlike that, I have to admit that 

1 have an extreme fascination with 

the evil side of the coin, the foes my 

characters could possibly face and so 

on. The "DemonomicorT articles in 

recent Dragon issues have fed that 

fascination a bit (and having a copy of 

Book of Exalted Deeds and its counter¬ 

part, Book of Vile Darkness, keeps me 

up to dale on the arch-fiends). 

My only aggravation is that, while 

there is a great deal of information 

on the demon princes and archdevils 

in the Lower Planes, there is a Very 

Substantial Vacuum. Where are the 

llSliali^HiliyiiiBHTtg Aaron Williams 
PLRCMASED OVEE 

FITTED! YEARS A60 IN ZEEZffS 
NUGCSHOP THIS D£ HAS SEEN ME 
THROUGH THICK TWl, FW&LE 

http://www.nodwick.com 

smts<xamruoirviPiWE& 
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STACK JOKW AMO HAVE UFT TO 
Pt/RCmSE MORI PK£; 
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YOU STILL CAST A REfLECTlOW AND 
THAT PETS CAN STUi DETECT YOU* 

PRESENCE. 

STACKS OF THRU OR US& 
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jusnrt you are hou?ng your 
PUWEKS' NTEKEST AMP THE ONLY 
TUNG THAT MIGHT DISTRACT THEM 
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Ofr£ OF THER CHARACTERS 
presents* 



SCALE MAIL 

GAMER GIFTS 

Dragon 

Child! Play 

For its third year, gamer- 

driven webcomic Pienny Arcade 

I I * (penny-arcade.com) >s organiz- 

I £1 I lx ini *Oiikfs a gamer- 
driven charity for Children's 

Hospitals across the United States, In just two 

years of operation gamers of all stripes have 

donated more than 1500,000 of toys and video 

games for the benefit of sick kids. 

In addition to distributing games this year's drive will fund a johns Hopkins 

study called Project HOPE, which connects chronically ill kids via Xbox Live—early 

results show that kids who game during painful treatments require less painkill¬ 

ers, The success of Child's Play is due in part to its simplicity: to donate, just go to 

childsplaycharity,org and dick on the hospital nearest you. Youll be taken to an 

amazon.com wish list; buy a toy and itrll be sent directly to the hospital Gamers 

helping gamers, that's what it's all about. Happy holidays! -Mike Fehfcmcr 

a rchfiends of the yugoloths? Who 

are the big cheeses running the 

show on the neutral evil outsider 

turf? The good guys have their neu¬ 

tral good arch-celestials (like Tala- 

sid). Why shouldn't the yugoloths 

have their bosses? In fact, there's a 

surprising shortage on the nature 

of yugoloths in general It's pretty 

well known by now what demons 

and devils do in their spare time 

and how their hierarchies work. 

But all we know about yugoloths 

is “they commit evil without the 

bias of Chaos or Order/' If you can 

help fuel this curiosity, it would be 

greatly appreciated. 

Matthew Mayberry 

Via Email 

Ton knouj what? You ’re righ t. There 

isn't enough information about the 

jfugofoihs in the current edition of 

Dungeons £ Dragons, and we may 

very well be covering them some time 

in the/uture. As for their leaders, you 

may want to consult page tog of the 

Manual of the Planes, which dis¬ 

cusses the KhtVGm, a massive toiuer 

that houses the nominal ruler of the 

yugoloths, a being called the Oinoloth. 

The current Oinoloth is a (one assumes 

advanced) ultra loth named Mydi- 

anchlarus, who presumably deposed 

the former ruler, a being known as 

Anthraxus the Decayed. Arcfhraxus 

dates back to the first edition Monster 

Manual II, which also discloses the 

names of several prominent yugoloths 

(then called daemons): Bubouis, Cho- 

Jcrix, Typhus, and Dipl her* us. Other 

'Tinigue''yugoiofhs akin to demon 

lords or arehdevils presumably exist. 

Most of the relevant lore published 

about yugoloths to date can hcjbund in 

the second edition Pi a Nescafe cam¬ 

paign setting, notably in the products 

Faces of Evil: The Fiends a nd the 

Hellhound boxed set Both of these 

products are long out of print, so youll 

have to do some digging tojind them. 

J do recommend the search, and I think 

you'll be pleased by tithatydujifid. 

In the meantime, please consider the 

magazine open to proposals about the 

yugoloths and their inscrutable machi¬ 

nations.—Erik Mona 

KNOWLEDGE 

. CHECK ANSWER 
Answen Gremlins, of course! What 

could be more festive than a movie 

about receiving a gift that just 

keeps on giving? Happy holidays 

from the entire Dragon staff! 
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Scati Requests 

Official D&D 
4 Heroes of Horror 
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4 Dungeon Magazine #126 
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4 Advanced Player's Guide 
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4 Towers of High Sorcery 
4 War of the Lance 
4 Holy Orders of the Stars 
4 Legends of the Twins 
4 Spectre of Sorrows 
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FIRST WATCH 

Finally, spcllcasters can stop hauling 

such heavy loads on game day. All 

they need now is the Players Handbook 

and the 5JdI Compendium, Wizards of 

the Coast's first compilation volume 

of 3.5 edition spells. Authors Matthew 

Semctt, Jeff Grubb, and Dracqx’s own 

Mike McArtor culled these spells from 

Dha con issues #274 to #327 as well as 

from Wizards of the Coast books like 

the Complete series. Included among 

the hundreds of spells arc visual 

descriptions o f each spell, a master spell 

list for clerics and dm ids, a collection of 

domains, and comprehensive notations 

directing you toward all the original 

source material Now get casting! -Sil 

Your party desperately needs to spend \ 

time recovering hit points and gather- [ 

mg information at the local inn, but \ 

why not have fun while you're at it? I 

Featuring 72 cards emblazoned with ] 

iconic classes and famous dragons from \ 

Dungeons ® Dragons lore—including ! 

all your favorite colors and llamat. 

Queen of Evil Dragons—Three-Dragon I 

Ante is a non-collectible card game 

from Wizards of the Coast (wizards, 

com) designed to add flavor to even the [ 

dullest stakeouts o r barroom binges* \ 

Play it in character as pari of a crucial j 

encounter, by itself when you don't 

have time for a full game, or just use it 

as an amazing player handout! -JLSL ! 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON # 339 

CLASSIC CREATURES 

by Scar K Rtynotrfs 

From the animus to the wart, sateen of 

Grayhawk, M vs tar a, and Raven lofts 

deadliest denizens return to menace 

your campaign. 

RACES OF SPELLJAMMER 

f$jo$hua Coh 

The stoic giff insidious insecure. and 

pirat ical sere take to the stars again! 

DEAD FACTIONS 

try Montt Lrn 

Tie Mercykillers, the Sign of One. and 

IS DRAGON 33S December 2005 

Order Stick 
On the Origin of PCs 

by It kb Burtaw 

2m* 
Since 2003, Rich Burlew's Order of the 

Stick wekumic (giantitp.com) has been 

lampooning Dungeons $ Dragons 

to the delight of legions of fans, fore¬ 

going the usual gamer-as-nerd slams 

in favor of exposing D^D's innate 

in-game humor ("Wait everybody—1 

think 1 just failed my Spot check"). 

Now, after years of hilarity, Order of the 

Stick is finally coming to the pages of 

Dragon with all-new comics begin¬ 

ning this month. In addition, Paizo 

Publishing has enlisted as Order of (he 

Stick's official publisher, and both strip 

collections (Dungeon Crawlin' Fools and 

On the Origin of the PG) are now avail¬ 

able through paizo.com. -J&, 

more of Plane scape s forgotten fac¬ 

tions reclaim Stgif s streets. 

DRAGON KINGS 

by Chris Fkpse mtfjbn Scderqvisi 

Defile the Sand and raise your own 

empire as one of Dark Suns godlike 

dragon kings. The first in Dragons new 

Year of Dragons anniversary senes. 

PLUS! 

The Ecology of the Draconian, Spell- 

craft: Masque of the Red Death, a 

new look for Class Acts, and comics, 

including The Order of the Stick. 



reported hy Shelly BaurPAiian Grofie, Mike Fehlauer, Mike L. Fie^el, F, Wesley Schneider, and James Sutter 

DStD ONLINE 

Early next year, Wizards 

of the Coast and Turbine 

Entertainment Software 

add Dungeons b? Dragons 

to the ranks of massi vely 

multiplayer online roleplay¬ 

ing games with Dungeons 

si Dragons Online, Explore 

Eberrqn's jungle conti¬ 

nent ofXen'drik, delve into 

ancient dungeons, fight 

iconic DS*D monsters, and 

play with your friends online, 

all from your home com¬ 

puter. In the coming months 

First Watch will provide 

you with an exclusive look 

at Dungeons# Dragons 

Online, leading up to its 

release in Lite February. For 

more information, check out 

ddo.com and these pages 

next month for an in-depth 

sneak peak. WS. 

} GREMLINS, START 

| YOUR ENGINES 

[ Fight to the finish line 

| with Arthaus Publishing 

: and Sword and Sorcery 

| Studios' Racer Knijjhfs 

| of Falcon us, a new "con- 

I structible card game" 

: that combines demoli- 

[ tion derby action with a 

: fantasy setting. Each pack 

\ contains rules, dice, and 

[ all the plastic cardstock 

\ pieces you need to forge 

l your drag on-file led racer. 

: Compete against wily 

\ gremlins, spell-charged 

: wizards, hulking ogres, 

i reptilian serpids, and 

l other competitors, then 

s collect and trade pieces 

\ to seek out the parts and 

l drivers that will lead you 

I to glory. Learn more at 

I racerknights.com. -M.L.F. 

OVER THE EDGE, 

DARKLY 

The dystopian future of 

the 1970s comes to life in 

Damnation Decade, Green 

Ronin's latest entry in 

their Mythic Vistas series. 

Inspired by a variety of 

dark futures, like those of 

A Clockwork Orange, Logan's 

Run, Mad Max. and Soy lent 

Green, Damnation Decade 

portrays a world out of 

oil where corporate aliens 

control the government 

whUe global warming 

and acid rain poison the 

planet (hey wait, isn't that 

today?). A 160 -page soft- 

cover, Damnation Decade 

is compatible with both 

dzo Modern and Green 

Room's Truezo System. 

Find out more at greenro- 

nin.com. -A.C. 

COME ON INN 

Need a place to start your 

next adventure or collect 

a little information? Stop 

on by the Crystal Caste Inn 

(crystalcaste.com), a pains¬ 

takingly crafted and fully 

painted set piece designed 

for use with DS^D-sized 

miniatures. Unlike many 

commercial props, the 

Crystal Caste Inn is built 

to scale down to the small¬ 

est detail—windows and 

railings even hit minia¬ 

tures exactly where they 

would in real life. Moving 

doors and gates facilitate 

dynamic gameplay, the 

detailed courtyard, well, 

and stable out back add 

loads of character, and a 

removable roof reveals 

an interior ready for your 

next bar brawl. -J.S, 

FLIGHTS OF FANTASY 

Fantasy Flight's new1 Winter lineup begins with 

updates of two classic board games: In Britannia, play¬ 

ers battle each other in conquest of ancient Britain, 

while the reimagined Fury afDracula features a gothic 

foe, as players strive to bring an end to Dracula's 

reign of terror. Then there's World of Warcrq/L a table- 

top version of Blizzard's popular onli ne RPG in wdiich 

players build skills, collect artifacts, and smite their 

enemies. Also, don't miss The Lord of the Rings: The 

Confrontation Deluxe Edition, featuring a larger game- 

board and 18 new* characters, or the new Runebound 

expansions: The Island of Dread and Mid* 

night, the first full-size expansions for the 

popular fantasy board game. It's a lot, but 

it all releases this month, just in time for the 

holidays! Find out about it all at fantasy* 

ft i gh t ga mes.com, - M. L, F. 
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FIRST WATCH 

NATURAL 20 

Ever innovating new and 

exciting gaining experiences, 

Green Ronin Publishing 

presents TmesoAdwilwre 

Rotepfayimj. Founder Chris 

Pramas explains the system, 

which first released as part 

of their Blue Rose game, "The 

idea was to take the dao 

rules and strip them down 

to make them easier to 

learn*.* It was named TVuezo 

to reflect the fact that you 

only need a 620 to play." In 

the hopes of finding the next 

great fantasy world, Green 

Ronin conducted a open 

call for setting submissions* 

In February—check these 

pages for the Erst announce¬ 

ment of that search's results* 

You can also check out an 

advance PDF of the True 20 

rules at rpgnow.com, -W.S. 

j SMAUG, MOVE OVER 

: New this month, McFflr* 

I fane's Dragons 2 series 

j showcases a unique collec- 

j tion of six new draconic 

j menaces, each detailed in 

; vivid, hand-painted colors, 

j The collection consists of 

j five stand-alone dragons 

t and The Eternal Dragon 

i Clan 2 deluxe boxed set, 

\ featuring a mounted rider 

s locked in battle against 

\ a dragon in flight* Also 

[ available now is the Eternal 

\ Clan Dragon Limited Edi- 

] tionf a new version of an 

| original MeFarfane's Drag- 

j oris statuette, depicting 

: an avian like dragon and 

; rider perched atop a 

; crushed tower roof Check 

: out this entirely new- flight 

: of dragons and far more at 

\ spawn.com, -AG. 

ENTER OBLIVION 

The king is dead, the gates 

of Hell stand open, and 

only you can rind the heir 

to the throne and save the 

land. Enter the world of 

the Elder Scrolls IV: Obliv¬ 

ion—the sequel to the 

award -wi nni n g Mo rrowi nd. 

The designers at Bethesda 

promise a combination of 

free-form game play, cut¬ 

ting-edge graphics, and 

an improved combat and 

magic system* Available 

now for both the Xbox 360 

and the PC, Oblivion offers 

customizable characters* 

improved AIrand more 

of the vastly interactive 

environments fans of the 

series have come to love. 

Learn more about the 

entire Elder Scrolls series 

at bethsoft.com* -M.L*F. 

GOBLIN FOOD 

Leave that old Crown Royal 

bag at home and get your 

dice a goblin. A Dice Gob¬ 

lin, that is* These durable 

drawstring dice bags, mea¬ 

suring roughly 7,5" by 5.5", 

arc designed to lookjust 

like a furry little goblin, 

each ready to guard your 

luckiest dice. Handcrafted 

with a black satin liner for 

strength* every one has its 

own unique design. That's 

right—no two Dice Gob¬ 

lins are exactly alike, so 

it's first come, first served* 

You can even design your 

own, customizing your 

dice goblin with the exact 

colors, features, and all the 

eves, horns, and tentacles 

you’ve ever wanted. Pick 

up yours today at dicegob- 

Iin5*conr* -M*I*F. 

DUNGEON THIS MONTH # 129 

MURDER IN OAK BRIDGE 

by Uri fCurlranrbik 

The PCs match wits with an assassin 

driven insane by the accidental death 

other daughter* An Eserrgn murder 

mystery for jthdevd characters. 

GATHERING OF WINDS 

by Wol/cfflncj Bflirr 

The PCs return to Diamond Lake only 

to find the place in shambles after a 

visit from the black dragon I It bane. 

The sage All ustan is missing and 

tracking him leads to an active gale 

within the Whispering Cairn, Can the 

PCs survive the fully-active true tomb 

of Icosiol, General of the Wind Dukes 

of Aaqa? An Age of Worms Adventure 

Path scenario for nth-level characters. 

THE TWISTED RUN 

by WjI Upchurch 

With the unification of the North, 

the Beast lord Malar could no longer 

watch as his wilderness was slowly 

civilized. Now the god s chosen fol¬ 

lower wreaks a crusade of devastation 

and chaos upon all who defile the 

wilderness* A Forgotten Realms 

adventure for i7th-levd characters. 
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FIRST WATCH 

AlWtfD fOU 

FIELD REPORT 

Every student of the lantastic should 

sneak a peek at the new Arthur Spi- 

clenvicfc's Field Guide. Using an Audu¬ 

bon-style approach, illustrator Tony 

DiTerlizzi sketched creatures found 

in he and Holly Black's New York 

Times bestselling serial. The Spictencidc 

Chronicles. Covering boggarts, phookas, 

nixies, dragons, tree folk, and more, 

DiTerlizzi says, "It's like the Monster 

Manual for the mainstream public!" 

Co-author Holly Black echoes this 

naturalism in her detailed descrip¬ 

tions of the creatures and their envi¬ 

rons, revealing some of the original 

folklore and mythology of each. To 

learn more about the world of Spi- 

derwick, check out Deacon #331 or 

spiderwick,com. -S.R 

COMPLETE 360 

This month sees lire release of the first 

of the next generation game systems, 

the graphically ad vanced Xbox 360. 

With built-in online capabilities and an 

optional hard drive, the 360 promises a 

whole new range of gaming experiences. 

Put your shiny new 360s graphical 

muscles to work with Kameo; Etemnifs 

of Power. This in novat i ve adven tu re 

might best be described as a druid's 

fantasy as you shapeshift into a variety 

of creatures (yeti, faerie, dragon, pugi¬ 

listic plant) to overcome obstacles and 

take on thousands of enemies. Other 

upcoming fantasy and sci-fi titles for 

the 360 include; The Elder Scrolls IV. 

Oblivion, Kim| Kong, and Too Human, 

among others. For more information 

check out xbox.com. -M.F. 

ITEM CREATION FEAT 

How many times have your players 

forgotten about a potion until it was 

too late? Paizo Publishing's new Game- 

MusfeJ'y Item Packs make keeping track 

of magical loot easier than ever. Cov¬ 

ering the basics from weapons to rings, 

every pack features fifty-six, foil-color 

item cards, each illustrated by Vincent 

Dutrait and with brief descriptions of 

a specific treasure. There's even room 

for DMs to write in their own custom¬ 

ized information or for players to 

take notes* making every item unique. 

With color-coding for each type of 

item and numbers for easy indexing, 

Poke's Item Pacfcs make handing out 

and organizing treasure smoother 

and more satisfying than ever before. 

Order yours at paizo.com. -J.S, 

RPGA REPORT by tern Richards 

Wow, how fast a year goes byl Here we 

are again with Winter Fantasy right 

ahead of us. Before I start rambling 

on about Winter Fantasy 200O. let's 

look back a little. 

This year we saw the largest atten¬ 

dance for our summer shows ever. 

We planned for more and we sure 

were not dissipointed! To give you 

an idea, in it)99 the RPC A had a 

little over 1,000 events globally. Five 

years later we had more than 14.000 

reported events, with the biggest 

growth in the last three years. This 

year we bypassed that number in 

October with the final total still to be 

counted. This growth has a lot to do 

with us moving back into stores with 

a robust support plan, plus opening 

up home play so GMs and stores can 

oiler regular D^D experiences. 

As for what's on the horizon, the 

RPGA's own show, Winter Fantasy. 

returns to the P.C. area in 200(1. With 

the success ot'Winter Fantasy 2005 

we figured we could hardly move! 

Besides the usual discussions and 

big announcements, this year well 

be seeing more special events tor the 

leading campaigns, plus an increased 

amount of Mimufurrs play, 

including a special constructed tour¬ 

nament w ith a booster case of our very 

first set, HarhrurjtT, as the prize! 

Winter Fantasy 2006 is being 

held at the Crystal City Hyatt, located 

at 2709 Jefferson Davis Highway, 

Arlington, VA22202.Those planning 

to attend can receive a discount by 

calling I he Hyatt hotel at 703-418-1234 

and telling them you are attending 

Wizards of the Coast Winter Fantasy 

2006. Details of all the events, how to 

get tickets, and how to volunteer cun 

he found at rpga.com. ^ 
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SCHOOLS 

Deep mazes stretching hundreds of layers below 

the earth, floating arks the size of small islands, 

salty marshes teeming with both natural and aberrant 

lift forms—these are all plates wizards go to learn their 

powerful arts. These ins tit ul ions do not adlie re strictly 

to the curriculum of the “classical” schools of magic 

abjuration, conjuration, divination, enchantment, evoca¬ 

tion. illusion* necromancy, and transmutation. Then- 

arc historical and philosophical reasons these schools 

teach the spelk they do, and they do not always fit the 

classical categories perfectly. 

For lire purposes of this article* the original schools 

of magic listed in the Player's Handhold arc referred to 

as the "classical" schools of magic and the new schools 

presented here are referred to as “philosophicaP 

schools of magic. 

A character taught at one of the following philosophi¬ 

cal schools specializes in the spells taught at that school 

foregoing the ability to specialize in a classical school. 

In effect, a wizard who attends one of these schools ben¬ 

efits from an assortment of spells from d tile rent classic 

spell schools* 

A istdevd wizard, specializing in a philosophical 

school oi magic, is considered to have gone through the 

initiation process, attended the philosophical school for 

a certain period of time—usually more than a year— 

and graduated from that school Such students must 

still meet any prerequisites the school requires* 

A character beyond isl level who wishes to attend 

one of these philosophical schools must first find the 

location of the school a nd attempt to become a stu¬ 

dent. If the prospective student is allowed to attend, 

the effects of philosophical school specialization take 

place as soon as the character gams a level of wizard, 

those with pre-existing levels of wizard gain no ben¬ 

efit from attending a philosophical school 

A wizard specialized in a philosophical school of 

magic chooses his bonus spells from the spell list 

included with the description of that school If the 

wizard learns the spell from the school itself {it,. the 

wizard goes back to the school to learn the bonus 

spell), he gains a +y bonus on his Spdlcratl check to 

learn that spell; otherwise he gains a +1 bonus to learn 

that spell. Wizards studying at a philosophical school 

must neglect one specific school of magic in prefer¬ 

ence to those taught at the institution. This neglected 

school becomes his prohibited school. 

Presented hen* ore sample philosophical schools of 

magic, including the location, motto, description of each 

school, curriculum, and choices of prohibited school 

I 
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ALFREDO.CLOUTIER SCHOOLS OF MAGIC 

THE DRADENCH ACADEMIES 
Dear/ntheryjou uiera rijght framing 

to fit' a war Wizard is fmrt0fc>orL Hvo 

hours of combat practice, ihrec hoars 

of spdkasting on tor battlefield. and 

one hour training in military etiquette; 
all of this before lunch and without a 

single moments rest. 

Location; Six locations across 

several nations* 

Motto: "Maexer1' (Victory) 

Curriculum; War and combat 

magic. 

History/Dcscription: Macro- 

ous Dradench was an ambitious 

lord in a war-torn age. Through 

countless campaigns he canle 

to understand the advantage of 

having novice wizards scattered 

throughout his military forces, 

and in response, he built a chain 

of wizard schools across his terri¬ 

tories, Over Hrtie, however, these 

schools were destroyed or fell 

into other hands. Although these 

academies are now in different 

countries,and serve different 

nations, they retain the Dradench 

name and curriculum* 

A wizard who applies-to one of 

the D radench Academies must he 

proficient with one martial weapon 

and possess a proven record as a 

war wizard apprentice (i.e.. he must 

have a professional military refer¬ 

ence speak on Ms be hall). 

The Dradench Academies are 

rigorous and very disciplined— 

even more so than other wizard 

schools. Wizards at a Dradench 

Academy are expected to learn a , 

very narrow curriculum of spells 

in a short time, with few errors. 

In times of war, the schools 

relax their admission politics 

(allowing those without references 

to attend) and turn out undergrad¬ 

uate fighting wizards at an acceler¬ 

ated rate. 

The following spells ire taught at 

the Dradench Academies, 

o—rqy of frost 

±st—frymtflg fiends, chili touch * I 

2nd—bull's strength, flaming sphere 

L 13rd—fueball, flame arrow, lightning 

F boll 

,4th—stonesk/h 

5th—cone of cold 

6th—mass bail's strength, chain 

lightning. OtHuke's freezing sphere 

7th—delayed blast fireball, finger of 

It death 

T 8th—horrid miffing 

9th—meteor swoon 

PROHIBITED SCHOOLS 
Wizards schooled at the Dradench 

Academies must choose either It conjuration or illusion as their 

1 prohibited school, 1 

I*- ^ 

EVER UN’S HARVESTERS 
Today, my yo ung hmvesten, u»e sh^ZJ 

delve again info the realm of decay. Oar 

specimens arc shocker ftzgrffs* flflqimi to 

rot in fhcjFrterfng poofjfor one month. 

See hour the farm Is bloated and Its 

scales hrm begun to $ipfiom its flesh, 

hat pay (last attention to die fife fhal 

has spraiig/rom death. 

Location; Any swamp environment, 

Motto/Creed: "Viliovrab Vrcach"' 

(Lite En velops All) 

Clurricultini; OrganirimmpuLitioiu 

Hist oiy/D c script10 n; Eye rlin’s 

Harvesters are wizards who learn, 

hands-on, the mysteries of life in 

the biological muck of lhe Prodrulic 

Hatcheries, forlorn cave complexes 

located in the depths.ofa fetid 

salt marsh. The caves' perforated 

skrnr ceilings open to the sky, with 

numerous passages leading to deep 

anaerobic chambers below the gur¬ 

gling waters of the surface marsh. 

These numerous environments 

allow a wide variety ol plants and 

animals to flourish. 

Jn order to maintain the balance 

of life in the Prodrotic Hat cher¬ 

ies, a cadre of mystics established a 

school The college has no campus 

or buddings other than a few huts 

and some caves, but the teachers 

and students live well off the bounty 

of the land. 

The teachers at Ever I in's each 

take t hree pit p i I s, ca 11 ed "ha rves t- l 

erg," who are initiated when I he 

previous students graduate. The 

initiation process involves the 

contraction of two diseases simul¬ 

taneously (no initial saving throw); 

the red ache and the shakes, which 

the applicant must survive by non- J 
magical means in order to gain 

admittance to the school. These arc 

particularly deadly strains of both 

diseases and the Fortitude saving 

throws fo recover from them are 

made at -z penalties. The applicant f 

must recover from each disease 

separately, but may have one friend 

ad as a healer. 

f -- 
CURRICULUM 
The following spells are taught by • 

. Eyed in's Harvesters, 

o—add splash, resistance 

1st—enlarge person, reduce person 

2nd—summon swarm, web 

‘ 3rd—gentle repose, stinking cloud 

4th—contagion, f yard's black tentacles 

5th—animal growth, blight 

6th—circle of death 

f* 7th—of death, summon monster 

VII, tuaues of exhaustion 

pth—horrid witting 

^tjth—energy dra in, freedom, 

if: imprisonment 

PROHIBITED SCH00LS 
Wizards who learn magic from 

Eye rim's Harvesters must choose 

either enchantment or evocation as 

■ their prohibited school. 
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I 
|£r*y '«! 

GELETRODE MU LrTiVERSITV 
\m- i 

GWrirodc has a long hisioiy of providing 

rhcfinest arcane education fssikbic to 

aspiring wizards. Students at the Gelt* 

fr-twJr Multiversity rtudy a number of 

ditNTsc fopfo,Jrofft the theory of magic to 

practical application. 

Location: Any city. 

Motto: "Tastect" (Utility) 

Curriculum: Overall mix of spells. 

History/Description: Gelien 

Aqedoer Celt trod e, a wise and 

powerful human wizard, founded 

Geletrode Multiversity* Settling in 

a large city, the wizard tamed the 

nearby gnotJ hordes that plagued 

the area and was generally consid¬ 

ered a great ally to the community. 

As the city grew large and powerful 

with Gclctrode's assistance, so did 

the Multiversity. Today, long alter 

the founder's passing, the multi¬ 

versity still boasts an active campus 

with hundreds of students, teach¬ 

ers, and administrators. 

The teachers at Geletrode team 

varied spells of utility. Most consider 

a Geletrode education to be the most 

well-rounded and useful curriculum 

any historical school prorides, and 

many Geletrode graduates have gone 

on to distinguished carders as advi¬ 

sors and rulers. 

Applicants to the Multiversity 

must take tests designed to mea* 

sure their logical and spdlcasting 

abilities. Applicants art then inter¬ 

viewed, and their parents or spon¬ 

sors are required to pay a 500 gp 

tuition fee. 

The admission process for new 

characters is part of that character's 

background. Characters beyond 

ist-level must succeed at a DC 18 

Intelligence check to pass the tests, 

CURRICULUM 
The following spells are taught at 

the Gefetode Multiversity, 

'o—light 

1 ist—identify- Tenser's footing disk, 

unseen servant 

f 2nd—fox's cunning, locate object 

Ljrd—dispel magir,J]y 

|, 4th—RnjyJs mnemonic enhancer, 

L remote curse 

I 5th—hr to k e nth a n f m en tt fa brim 1 e 

6th—greater dispel magic, Marden* 

to men's lucubration 

fcth—greoter arcane sight. Drammij's 

instant summons 

;b—polymorph any object 

[ -9th—etliereai ness, freedom, 

i Mo rderifca men's disjunction 

then a DC iz Charisma check to 

impress the inter viewers. Failing 

those, the applicant can stiH pay 

\ 5,000 gp to bypass the test and 

interview requirements, A wizard 

who succeeds the test and interview 

must still pay the 500 gp tuition to 

gain admission. 

; PROHIBITED SCHOOLS 
% Wizards schooled at the Geletrode 

£ Multiversity must choose either 

jtjllgsion or necromancy as their pro- 

libited school. 

THE KIRDKRANE HAUNT 
77uTt is m mirth in these halhfor the 

dead patrol them. Tfu1 glioits teach not 

only «mfs of magic hut tffdicgmw* as 

welt, biou'ing that one day. cviry^udcnt 

wif/join fltcm in difir endless search. 

Location: Any lonely wilderness. 

Motto: "Krinor dal Seskanl1' 

(Death is the Door) 

Curriculum: Enchantment and 

deception. 

History/Description:* The hird- 

krane Haunt graduates some of 

the most cunning and powerful 

wizards in the world. Residing in 

an old lofty citadel overlooking 

a slow, fog-shrouded river, the 

school was once home to a cadre 

of powerful spelkastrrs. Ages agoT 

an unspoken catastrophe struck 

the place and all those inside were 

slain, later arising as ghosts. 

The Haunt is run by a number 

of these ghosts, who teach daily 

lessons and administer discipline. 

Other ghosts roam the grounds in 

search of something long forgot¬ 

ten or on errands that cAn never be 

finished, Those learning from the 

ghosts lhat inhabit the citadel for 

the entire length of their studies. 

A wizard who wishes to enter 

the school after 1st level must 

simply pass through the front 

doors of the school. Anyone 

approaching these iron doors is 

subject lo a charm person (DC 15) 

and suggestion spell (DC 17), which 

attempt to convince the prospec¬ 

tive student that, in order to gain 

admittance, a great monster must 

be defeated, that the applicant 

is in the wrong place, or other¬ 

wise mislead him away from the 

school. The doors cast these spells 

as a 6Di-level sorcerer and are 

artifacts that cannot be destroyed 

by mortal means. Those who suc¬ 

ceed at both saves gain entrance to 

the keep and can begin their stud¬ 

ies immediately. 

[CURRICULUM 
i 
|» The following spells afe taught by 

h . the ghosts of the Kirdkrane Haunt 

1 o—daze, touch offctfgue 

l 1st—rausejear, charm person 

and—btindnessfdeafness, daze monster 

■ |rd—deep slumber* hold person 

4th—bestow curse, lesser geos 

ft 5th—dominate person, magic jar 

i 6th—geasfquest, mass suggestion 

f 7th—insanity, power word blind 

fcj$th—symbol of death, symbol of 

M insanity 

wgth—dominate monster, energy drain 

PROHIBITED SCHOOLS 
Wizards schooled at the Kirdkrane 

* Haunt must choose either evoca¬ 

tion or transmutation as their pro¬ 

hibited school. 
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THE KLUCID MASTERS 
There is no placethe masters cannot 

take me and no femuufcdge they cannot 

teach me. I haue traveled farther than 

anyone and seen all the wonders this 

world has to offer. Now it is time fa 

move on to athere 

Location: Any body of water. 

Motto: 'Tcitloeb er Drosua En- 

PHisen$,r (Where the Water Takes Us) 

Curriculum: Illusions and 

knowledge. 

History/Description; The home 

of the Kludd Masters is built on a 

small /loafing island, the petrified 

remains of some titanic creature. 

A powerful wizard called Naenjio 

is credited with slaying the crea¬ 

ture and creating the unsinkable 

ark, now' called Nacnjio’s Husk. 

Appearing in all the major bodies of 

water in the world. Ihr Husk stays 

inxme place for a few days, weeks, or 

even months at a time, then simply 

vanishes, reappearing in a new body 

of water instantaneously. Up to this 

point, the Husk has never been seen 

in the same body of water twice. 

ThPfelucid Masters are a group 

of fi ve vizards who control the nav¬ 

igation of Naenjio’s Husk, traveling 

the world’s seas and oceans study¬ 

ing the nature of magic. Aloof and 

fickle, the masters do not seek stu¬ 

dents for training, but occasionally 

teach eager stowaways on Naenjio’s 

Husk. The Masters, however, 

do not take kindly to disruptive 

behavior and, as such, the bones of 

many unruly students rest at the 

bottoms of the world's oceans. 

A character w ishing to learn 

from the Kludd Masters must 

first find Naenjio's Husk and 

then find one of the Masters. 

To convince a Master to teach^a 

wizard must succeed at a DC 15 

Charisma check followed by a DC 

15 Spdlcraft check. Failing either 

of these checks means the Master 

is unimpressed and ignores the 

prospective student, The student 

must then search the Husk to 

find another Master and repeat 

the process. If 3 student fails to 

impress any of the Masters he is 

ejected from the Husk, teleported 

to a random location within 1,000 

miles (50% chance of being tele¬ 

ported underwater). 

_ 
CURRICULUM 
The following spells are taught by 

the Kludd Masters, 

o—detect magic, ghost sound, read magic 

I rst—comprehend languages, silent image 

and—detect thoughts, mirror image 

3rd—major image, tongues 

4th—arcane eye, hallucinatory terrain 

5th—contort other plane, mirage arcane 

|w.6th—misiead, true seeing 

greater arcane sight, project image 

. Sth—greater prying eyes. scintillating 

* pattern 

9th—fores ight, weird 

PROHIBITED SCHOOLS 
0 Wizards who study with the Klu- 

fc tid Masters must choose either 

P enchantment or necromancy as 

their prohibited school. 
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THE LABVRIWTH OF 
Day l have only [our days left to 

find my way out of this In# oft hr 

maze with a passim] grade. Of course, 

the one-way ch wfe that ltd brick to the 

beginning did not help any. Ifonly I 

had remembered lo bring that scroll of 

delect secret doors! 

Location: Any mountainous area, 

Motto/Creed: ‘Milin in Tallus en 

Callus'1 (For Every Wall a Way) 

Curriculum: Walls, barriers, free* 

dom of passage, and s tone masonry. 

History/Description: The Laby¬ 

rinth and Mazes were founded by 

dwan'cn wizards, who built a massive 

above-ground labyrinth and lasers of 

mazes reaching up to a mile under¬ 

ground, Although the land above is 

a rocky wasteland, it is a major way- 

point in the Underdark below. 

Dwarven tunnelefs and stone- 

masons train in the labyrinth 

MARBDABD1 AND THE MAZES OF LOET-RAB 
abovegroun d, whik the wizards train f* 

CURRICULUM bdow^in the Mazes of Loet-rab. Loct- 

rab is the name of the titanic column 

of stone that extends below l he Laby¬ 

rinth. Students graduate by creating a 

"mastenvork" maze one level deep.r 

than the previous mazef in the col¬ 

umn, Usually, an entire graduaring 

class works together to create one 

of these layers, each designing and 

building a small section* 

Admission to the Loet-rab school 

includes the creation of a domrfarrgu, 

a perfectly spherical ball made of 

mud and earth with a complex maze 

scribed into its surface. To make 

an acceptable dorodango, an appli¬ 

cant must succeed at a DC 13 Craft 

(stoneworking) check and a DC 20 

Intelligence check. Failing either 

means that the dorodango is imper¬ 

fect or too simple to solve. 

The following spells are taught in 

the Mazes of Loet-Rab, 

o—mending, open/close 

j,st—detect secret doors, reduce person ^j| 

^ and—If nock spider climb 

3rd—Leoimmd's tiny hot, wind wall 

4th—dimension door, wall of fire, 

wo 110/ ice 

I 5th—teleport, wolf of force, wolf of stone I 

£ 6th—moor earth, wall 0/ iron 

$ 7th—phase door greater teleport 

pV Sth—maze 

f 9th—teleport of ion circle 

PROHIBITED SCHG0LS 
■ Wizards schooled in the Mazes 

of Loet-Rab must choose either 

enchantment or necromancy as 

their prohibited school. f 

THE PILOPRAPTiS SCHOOL 
Hie Jjro/cssors speak oflJic juhirr as 

the past, always preparing as fit a time 

when our skills will be needed. Although 

they do not speak afitt something ter¬ 

rible is coming ond U>e arc riot yet ready. 

Location: Any land that can be 

reached by the mountain. 

Motto: " I nm.irta Exalgia 

Soropim” (Beyond the Eye is Truth) 

Curriculum: Transformation of self 

His to ly/Bcscri prion: The Pilo- 

proptis School is a relic of a very 

intelligent and powerful race able to 

travel through time. Presumably this 

fortress was the time machine itself 

but any magical or technological 

function it once had is now lost deep 

within its fused and superheated 

core. TTie fortress i$ called Pitograp¬ 

hs, and it is a great black mound of 

diatred alloys nearly the size of a 

mountain. At the base of Piloprapt is 

is a steaming lagoon of melted rock 

and soil. Pilopraptis moves slowly 

through this lagoon, melting the 

earth as it moves and leaving a trail 

of smooth 

molten slug trail. 

like a great, 

The dormitories and classrooms of 

the wizard school cluster near PUo- 

praptis* peak, protected from t he nox¬ 

ious vapors wafting up from the melt¬ 

ing matter at the base of the mountain 

The teachers and administrators of 

the school generally accept any student 

hardy enough to make it to the top of 

Pilopraptis, 

The teachers in Pilopraptis are all 

constructs, relics of the race who built 

the fortress. Home specula! that live 

constructs were originally created to 

teach the children of the builders of 

Pilopraptis. Keener minds postulate 

that the time travelers placed these 

constructs here to teach magic to 

humans and others in order to affect 

the future. 

Prospective students attempt ing to 

enter the school must find a way to the 

gates at the top of the fortress. Once 

j there, an applicant must knock at the 

gates and await entrance. If an appli¬ 

cant has climbed the fortress from 

the ground (not flown or teleported 

to the fop) and suffered the heat and 

smoke effects already, the gates open 

CURRfCtILUM 
The following spells are taught at 

the Pilopraptis School. 

0—mage hand 

1st—disguise self, expeditious retreat 

and—alter self cat's grace 

^ 3rd—drsp iacement, gaseous form 

►>4th—greater invisibility, polymorph 

I 5th—bole/id polymorph, seeming 

jfcv&th—shadow walk, veil 

Sitf th—ethereal jaunt, mass rmdslbdity 

’ 1 Sth—iron body, Screen 

I 9th—sfrapeeftange, lime stop 

PROHIBITED SCHOOLS 
Wizards who learn at the Pilopraptis 

£ School must choose either a bju ra¬ 

ft t ion or conjuration as their prohib* 

* ited school. 

in %dq rounds li the wizard applicant 

(ties or is teleported to the top of 

Pilopraptis, she is required to wait for 

id4+ie rounds. Any being outside the 

gates atop Pilopraptis is assumed to be 

breathing heavy smoke (sec DtJNGiOw 

Mustek's Guide page 304). 
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THE WIIAVHIMARHOPA WIZARDS 
BRAINERV 
A bed of ia and a bath of snow. 

We 71 soon id the magic flow. 

One more day and eight more Modes, 

If only J brought two more socks. 

Location: Any arctic environment, 

Motto/Creed: “Qewuil shin a sar 

Dedrohone” (North to the Vortex) 

Curriculum: lee-based attacks, 

boosting resistances, increasing 

stamina, and summoning 

History/Description: Founded 

bv eccentric mages who learned to 

summon yeti and live in the frozen 

wastes, the Wilwhinarhopa Wizards 

Btaine ry is a campus of ice that is 

forever being melted and rebuilt. 

Every- summer, the campus starts 

to fall apart, melting in the heat. 

The summer is short, only last¬ 

ing about a month; afterward, the 

campus is rebuilt using blocks cut 

from nearby glaciers. New students 

are admitted only after this thaw 

during the early tall. 

The criterion for admission is 

simple: hdp rebuild the Brainery* 

111 is sometimes proves to be very 

dangerous* because the coldest 

time at the Brainery is right after 

summer* during the rebuilding 

period. Wizards who survive this 

time are then admitted into the 

school for training* Rebuilding 

takes one month and for an entire 

week of that time characters arc 

exposed to cold weather (belowp 

401 F, see Dunceon Masters 

Guide). At night, the exposure 

becomes severe cold (below o* F) 

for eight hours. £ 

* .<•-—~~ ■ 

CURRICULUM 
The following spells are taught at 

| the Bramery. 

o—resistance 

1st—endure elements, summon monster! 

1.2nd—bear's endurance, resist energy 

3rd—sled storm, summon monster IF 

4th—lesser globe 0/in vulnerability, 

$oJid/og 

5th—cone of cold, summon monster V 

6th—Otihkt'sfleering sphere, repulsion 

■ 7th—control weather* Mordenlimnen's 

magnificent mansion, summon 

monster VH 

8th—polar ray, prismatic wall 

9th—prismatic sphere* summon 

; monster IX 

PROHIBITED SCH00LS 
1 Wizards who leam at the Brainery must 

.choose either enchantment or necro- 

i as their prohibited school. 
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Imps of n i -//vm 
IMBALANCE INCARNATE 

Br Da vie Schwartz 

illustrated by Jeff Carlisle 

arly in the 6th century bce, Greek idfros (physi¬ 

cians) began to associate disease with base ele¬ 

ments. This line of reasoning culminated in the 

system of four humors attributed to Hippocrates, the 

Father of Medicine. Understanding of the four humors 

became the basis of medicine in Europe for more than 

two millennia. During the Middle Ages, the Classical 

world was seen as a golden age, and the writings of Hip¬ 

pocrates and those who followed him became sacro¬ 

sanct. Only in the iBth century, when empirical science 

began to take hold, did diagnosis by humors fall out of 

favor. The four humors are traditionally known as: 

Choler (yellow bile): Choler is warm and dry. It is asso¬ 

ciated with the element of fire and the season of Summer. 

Corruption of the choler produces symptoms of fever, 

vomiting, and seizures {e.g.f cackle fever, the shakes). 

Melancholy (black bile): Melancholy is cool and 

dry. It is associated with the element of earth and 

the season of Autumn. Corruption of the melan¬ 

choly produces symptoms such as ashen skin and 

insensitivity, particularly numbness (e.g., blinding 

sickness, filth Fever). 

Phlegm: Phlegm is cool and moist. It is associated 

with the dement of water and the season of Winter, 

Corruption of the phlegm include symptoms such as 

nasal congestion, cold-sweats* and fluid in the lungs 

(e.g.r mindfire, slimy doom). 

Sanguis (blood): Sanguis is warm and moist. It is asso¬ 

ciated with the element of air and the season of Spring. 

Corruption of the sanguis produces symptoms that 

range from vanity to hemorrhaging (e.g., red ache). 

Once the corrupted humor is identified, treatment 

combines two elements: producing good humors 

through diet, exercise, and medicinal herbs; and expelling 

had humors with purgatives, bloodletting, and leeches, 

//vm and VzxsmWty 
In addition to Ihcir effects on the physical body, 

humors are also said to affect a person’s personality, 

ideally, a person's personality should contain the four 
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humors in equal amounts. Most 

people, however show a tendency 

toward one humor over the others. 

Too much of one humor causes an 

imbalance, otherwise known as a 

personality disorder, 

Choler regulates a person's ego. 

Those with choleric petonali¬ 

ties are confident and ambitious. 

However* too much choler leads 

to behavior that is domineering or 

outright violent. Choleric arche¬ 

types include the proud barbarian 

and the cocky sorcerer. 

Melancholy affects one's aware* 

ness and self-control. People with 

melancholic personalities are tern* 

perate in their actions and straight* 

forward in Lheir thinking. Unfortu¬ 

nately* too much melancholy leads 

to feelings of depression and apathy. 

Melancholic archetypes include the 

stem cleric and the grim assassin. 

Phlegm measures a person's 

intellect Those with phlegmatic 

personalities are thoughtful and 

meticulous. Too much phlegm, 

however, causes one to become slow 

to act and self-involved. Phlegmatic 

archetypes include the introspective 

wizard and the stoic general. 

Sanguis corresponds with one's 

social abilities. People with sanguine 

personalities make friends easily 

and are good leaders. A person with 

too much sanguis may he overly 

friendly or engage in overindub 

gent behavior. Sanguine arche¬ 

types include the lovable rogue 

and the rousing orator, 

IttpS of HI-/4W 
Imps of ill-humor are the embodi¬ 

ment of unchecked passions. Each 

kind possesses the negative qualities 

of one of the four humors. 

Like other impish creatures* imps 

of ill-humor resem ble small, winged 

humanoids. Their flesh is sickly, 

flushed with corrupt humors. Their 

faces are emotional masks, changing 

little regardless of the circumstances. 

Imps of ill-humor reside on the 

evil-aligned Outer Planes. Like oth¬ 

ers of their ilk* imps of iJJ-humor 

are most often encountered in 

the service of fiends or powerful 

wizards. Each of these imps can 

be acquired as a familiar with the 

Improved Familiar feat by a Neutral 

Evil ylh-levd arcane spellcaster. 

Imps of ill-humor speak Abyssal, 

Common, and Infernal 

Combat 
Imps of ill-humor fight differently 

depending on their temperament. 

However, all enjoy the taste of fresh 

humors (both the actual fluid and 

its spiritual essence) and aim to 

sting an opponent if possible. Their 

sting syphons the humors from the 

target, causing an imbalance. Some 

sages speculate that stolen humors 

are like a drug to these imps, giving 

them temporary relief from their 

imbalanced condition. 

An imp of ill-humor's natural 

weapons, as well as any weapons it 

wields, are treated as evil-aligned for 

the purpose of overco ming damage 

reduction. Imps of ill-humor can 

be summoned using a summon 

moriiirr fV spell. 

Improved Grab (Ex): To use this 

ability, an imp of ill-humor must 

hit with a daw attack, ff it wins the 

ensuing grapple check, it establishes 

a hold and attempts to sling the 

target as often as possible. Imps of 

ill-hum or receive a +4 racial bonus 

on grapple checks, which is already 

included in their statistics. 

Imbalance (Su)j A living creature 

stung by an imp of ill-humor must 

succeed on a DC *3 Will save or suf¬ 

fer humor imbalance, The effects 

of imbalance vary with the type 

of imp (see the following descrip¬ 

tions). Imbalance is permanent, 

but can be removed with a remove 

disease or heal spell. The save DC is 

Charisma based. 

Contagion (Sp): An imp of ill- 

humor can cast confagitm once per 

day as the spell (caster level 5th). The 

disease chosen must be one associ¬ 

ated with the imp's humor. 

Choi arte top 
Small Outsider (Evil, Extra planar) 

Hit Dice: jdS (13 hp) 

initiative: +5 

Speed: 30 ft. (0 squares), fly 30 ft. 

(average) 

Armor Class: 15 (+1 size, +1 Dex. +3 

natural), touch 12, flat-footed 14 

Base Atlack/Grapple: +3/45 

+6 melee (id}+2) 

Full Attack: 2 daws +6 melee (id3+2) 

and sting +1 melee (idj+i plus 

imbalance) 

Space/Reach: 5 fL/5 ft. 

Special Attacks: Contagion, imbal¬ 

ance, improved grab 
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david schwartz IMPS OF ILL-HUMOR 

to fight until unconscious, dead, or 

no living things remain within 30 

feet. Until cured of this imbalance, 

the first time the affected character 

attacks or is attacked in melee, he 

must make another Will save or 

again enter this beserker rage. 

ftelaicboito Jhp 
Small Outsider {Evil* Extraplanar) 

Hit Dice: 3dS+3 (16 hp) 

Initiative: 42 

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares), fly 30 ft, 

{average} 

Armor Class: 16 {+3 size, 42 Do;, 43 

natural), touch 13, flat-footed 14 

Base Attack/Grapple: +3/43 

Attacks Claw +6 tnelee (id}) 

Full Attack 2 claws 46 melee (idj) and 

sting 4i melee (id} plus imbalance} 

Space/Reach: 5 ft./s ft- 

Spetial Attacks: Contagion, imbal¬ 

ance, improved grab 

Special Qualities: Damage reduc¬ 

tion s/magic, darkvision 60 ft., fast 

healing 2, immunity to disease 

and poison, resistance to acid 5 

Saves: Fort +4, Ref 45, Will + 4 

Abilities: Str to, Dex 15. Con 13, Int 

10, Wis 12, Cha is 

Skills: Bluff 4S, Diplomacy 44, Dis¬ 

guise 42 (44 acting), Escape Artist 

+8, Heal +7, Hide 412, Intimidate 

47, Listen 47, Move Silently +7, Spot 

+7, Use Rope 42 (+4 with bindings) 

Feats: Dodge, Weapon Finesse 

Special Qualities: Damage reduc¬ 

tion 5/magic, darkvision 60 ft,, fast 

healing 2, immunity to disease 

and poison, resistance to fire 5 

Saves: Fort +3, Ref +4. Will 4 4 

Abilities: Str 15, Dex 13, Con 10, Ent 

io, Wts t2, Cha 15 

Skills: Bluff 48, Diplomacy +4, Dis¬ 

guise 42 (44 acting), Escape Artist 47, 

Heal 47, Hide 411, Intimidate 410, 

Listen 47* Move Silently 47, Spot 47, 

Use Rope 41 (43 with bindings) 

Feats: Improved Initiative, Power 

Attack 

Environment: Any evil-aligned plane 

Organization: Solitary, gang {2-4 

imps of mixed type), mob {5-12 

imp s of mixed type) 

Challenge Rating: 3 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment: Always neutral evil 

Advancement: 4-6 HD (Small); 7-9 

HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: — (Improved 

Familiar) 

This swwiJ, winged humanoid has jaun¬ 

diced skin and mar$ an expression of 

seething anger. 

burning anger He im 

aiely enters a the spell). 

While raging, he attacks 

the nearest creature 

and con¬ 

tinues 

Choleric imps are angry at the 

world and pick a fight with the least 

provocation. In combat, they attack 

relentlessly, with little regard for 

their own safety. 

Contagion (Sp): Cackle fever or 

the shakes; initial Fortitude DC 15. 

Imbalance (Choler) (Su):The 

affected character is filled with 

Environment: Any evil-aligned plane 

Organization: Solitary, gang {2-4 

imps of mixed type), mob (5-12 

imps of mixed type) 

Challenge Rating: 3 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment: Always neutral evil 

Advancement: 4-6 HD (Small); 7-9 

HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: — (Improved 

Familiar) 

This small* winged humanoid has a 

moum/w! expression on its ashen Jaw* 

Melancholic imps are pessimistic 

and fatalistic- They prefer to avoid 

combat, and often try to talk their 

way out of conflict, usually by pro¬ 

pounding their bleak worldview. 

However, if given the opportu¬ 

nity, they have no scruples against 

stabbing someone in the back. 

Contagion {Sp): Blinding sickness 

or filth fever; initial Fortitude DC 15. 

Imbalance (Melancholy) (Su): 

The affected creature is struck 

with deep depression and takes a 

-2 penally on attack rolls, saving 

throws* ability checks, skill checks, 

and weapon damage roils. The first 

time the affected character attacks 

oris attacked in a subsequent 

melee, he may make another Will 

save to overcome this effect until 

the end of the encounter (after 

winch the penalties return). 

Phi eattaftc top 
Small outsider {Evil, Extraplanar) 

Hit Dice: 3d846 (19 hp) 

Initiative: +0 

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares), fiy 30 ft. 

(average) 

Armor Class: 14 (41 size, 43 natural), 

touch 11* flat-footed 14 

Base Attack/Grapplc: 43/44 

Attack: daw 45 melee (id34i) 

Full Attack: 2 dawrs 45 melee (id3+i) 

and sting 40 melee (id^ plus 

imbalance) 

Space/Reach: 5 ft/s ft- 

Special Attacks: Contagion, imbal¬ 

ance* improved grab 
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Special Qualities: Damage reduc¬ 

tion 5/magict darkvision 60 ft.f fast 

healing z, immunity to disease 

and poison, resistance to cold 5 

Saves: Fort +$, Ref +3, Will + 4 

Abilities: Str 13, Dex ioT Con 15, Int 

io,Wi$ i2,Cha 15 

Skills: Bluff +10, Diplomacy +12, 

Disguise +2 {+4 acting), Heal +7* 

Hide +10, Intimidate +iot Listen 

+7? Move Silently +6f Spot +7 

Feats: Persuasive, Power Attack 

Environment; Any evil-aligned plane 

Organization: Solitary, gang {2-4 

imps of mixed type), mob (5-12 

imps of mixed type) 

Challenge Rating: 3 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment: Always neutral evil 

Advancement: 4-6 HD (Small); 7-9 

HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: — (Improved 

Familiar) 

This small, lumped creature has sickly, 

green-tinged and eyes that sum 

am) He fojbcus. 

Phlegmatic imps are lazy, cowardly, 

and narcissistic. Although more 

forward thinking than most other 

imps, phlegmatic imps spend most 

of their time thinking of ways to get 

others to do their work for them* In 

combat, they prefer to let others do 

the fighting, attacking only when the 

danger to themselves is minimal. 

Contagion (Sp): Mind fire or slimy 

doom; initial Fortitude DC 15. 

Imbalance (Phlegm): The affected 

creature becomes sluggish, apathetic, 

and unresponsive as per the slow 

spell. The first time the affected 

character attacks or is attacked in 

a subsequent melee, he may make 

another Will save to overcome this 

effect until the end of the encounter 

(after which it returns), A haste spell 

counters this effect for the duration 

of the haste spell. 

SaflrfAUfi Ibp 
SmalfOutSider (Evil, Extraplanar) 

Hit Dice: 3d8+3 (16 hp) 

Initiative: +1 

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares), fly 30 ft. 

(average) 

Armor Class: 15 (+1 size, *1 Dex, +3 

natural), touch 12, flat-footed 14 

Base Attack/Grapple; +3/+4 

Attack: Claw +5 melee (id3+i) 

Full Attack: z claws +5 melee (id^-n) 

and sting +0 melee (id4 plus 

imbalance) 

Spacc/Rcach: 5 ft./5 ft. 

Special Attacks: Contagion, imbal¬ 

ance, improved grab 

Special Qualities: Damage reduc¬ 

tion 5/magic, dark vision 60 ft., 

fast healing 2, immunity to dis¬ 

ease and poison, resistance to 

electricity 5 

Saves: Fort +4, Ref +4, Will + 4 

Abilities; Str 13, Dex 13, Con 12, Int 

lo.Wisiz, Cha 15 

Skills; Bluff +6, Diplomacy +to, 

Disguise +2 (+4 acting), Escape 

Artist +7, Heal +7, Hide +nr 

Intimidate +4, Listen -1-7, Move 

Silently +7, Spot +7, Use Rope +1 

(+3 with bindings) 

Feats: Dodge, Mobility 

Environment: Any evil-aligned 

plane 

Organization: Solitary, gang (2-4 

i mps of mixed type)* mob (5-12 

imps of mixed type) 

Challenge Rating; 3 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment: Always neutral evil 

Advancement: 4-6 HD (Small); 7-9 

HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: — (Improved 

Familiar) 

This small, winged creatures pink skin 

is marked with gin blossoms. If has 

a corpulent build and an ouer-sized, 

toofhy smile. 

Sanguine imps are jovial and genial. 

These imps are happy to engage 

in conversation with interesting 

company Howrevert they show equal 

glee w'hen attacking folks who fail 

to entertain them. Sanguine imps 

prefer to stay mobile in combat, often 

jumping from ibe to foe as the whim 

strikes them. 

Contagion (Sp): Red ache: initial 

Fortitude DC 15. 

Imbalance (Sanguis): The affected 

creature becomes easily amused. He 

is immediately affected by the spell 

Tashas hideous Irtishrrr and con¬ 

tinues to laugh for id4 rounds. In 

addition, the first time the affected 

character attacks or is attacked in 

melee, he must make another Will 

save or again suffer fits of laughter 

for id4 rounds* 2 
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BOCCOB 
By Sean K. Reynolds - illustrated by Matt Dixon - cartography by Rob Lazzaretti 

Boccob is the Archmage of the deities. He has traveled through count¬ 

less planes that even the gods oi madness, death, and terror avoid. 

He sees the past, all the way hack to the creation oi the world, and 

even the future when magic itself has succumbed to a slow wasting end. He 

battles a deity who wishes to unrave ! the fah ric of the universe, using hts 

staff of the magi as fulcrum for his power and every iota of magic as the force 

to leverage his victory. He knows every spell ever crafted and every magic 

item ever made, has raised mortals to god hood, and has blasted would-be 

challengers into oblivion. He is above mortal concerns, willing to use good 

and evil, law and chaos, to serve bis purposes, gaining strength by keeping 

them balanced in opposition. He k nows what you are going to do before you 

know it yourself, and bis plans already account for it. 
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SEAN K REYNOLDS CORE BELIEFS: BOCCOB 

Boccob is an ancient deity 

known by all races of the 

world, certainly predating 

all civilizations and all 

but the oldest of gods. He oversees 

the maintenance of magic on Oerth 

and investigates anything that 

weakens or interrupts the power of 

magic* Called the Uncaring, Boc¬ 

cob is indifferent to whether ot not 

people worship him, as his strength 

is based on the power of magic itself 

rather than mortal worship. He 

embraces balance as his philosophy, 

eschewing alignment interests and 

extreme points of view and holding 

knowledge as his ultimate goaf 

His role as god of foreknowl¬ 

edge is a blessing and a curse, for 

his vision shows him that magic is 

declining on Oerth and will eventu¬ 

ally fade away. As he believes that 

Oerth's magic is what makes it a 

unique and fascinating place— 

having visited parallel worlds with 

no magic at all, and finding them 

dull and petty in their technologi¬ 

cal conflicts—its slow decline is a 

source of great sadness for him 

and he works to forestall it as long 

as possible, although he knows in 

the end he will eventually fail. He 

believes that Tharizdun (Complete 

Divine, page 123), an evil god of 

entropy imprisoned ages ago by the 

concerted efforts of all the gods, is 

somehow responsible despite his 

confinement* and Etoccob always 

investigates news and rumors of 

Thatizdun's activities and artifacts. 

All times and planes are open 

to Boccob, He constantly seeks to 

learn more of planar structures* 

the logic of magic, long-lost lore, 

and the underpinnings of magic's 

role in the multi verse, hoping to 

find another clue to delaying the 

eventual decline of magic on Oerth. 

Some say that Boccob's ability to 

travel all planes freely means that 

he can even enter another deity's 

personal domain without permis¬ 

sion. tWs remains a theory, as he 

has never done such a thing, mainly 

as that would anger any deity whose 

THE BASICS 
Boccob is a neutral deity and his clerics are always neutral (the majority), 

chaotic neutral (a small minority), lawful neutral, neutral evil, or neutral good. 

Boccob’s clerics traditionally wear purple robes with gold trim or gold runes 

where the trim would be. His symbol is an eye within a pentagram, usually 

worn as an amulet. Also called the Archmage of the Deities, the Uncaring* 

and Lord of All Magics, his planar home Is in the plane called the Gotland* 

(although the folk of Oerth often call this place Concordant Opposition, for 

which his famous magical attack is named). His portfolio includes magic, 

arcane knowledge* foresight, nonintervention, and balance. His primarywor- 

shipers are sages, oracles, and seers, although many wizards consider him 

their patron. His domains are Knowledge, Magic, and Trickery. His favored 

weapon is the quarterstaff, representing his staff of the magi. 

HOLY TEXTS 
Most clerics of Boccob are very familiar with the following holy texts, even if 

their understanding of a book makes it heretical in their eyes. Those seeking 

out these texts can find them at nearly any shrine or temple dedicated to the 

Lord of All Magics* 

The Uncaring's Will: This is the definitive text of Boccob’s faith. It is part 

sermon, part prophecy, and part guideline for proper behavior. It is broken 

into five chapters each wit h five subchapters* covering the origin of the faith, 

Boccob's rare direct missives to his followers, letters from early members of 

the religion* and the results of many potent divinations revealing the outcome 

of key events (although only someone with a background in prophecy has any 

chance of Interpreting them correctly). Every cleric of Boccob has a copy of this 

book. Some of them are incredibly old and decorated with gilt lettering, callig¬ 

raphy, and illuminations, while others are very small and simple* 

Words of the Prophets^ An extensive collection of prophecies, whether 

about minor subjects of contested value and veracity* or from sometimes- 

unreliable sources* this book is the source of many debates within the 

church. Every cleric is required to study it as a lesson in the problems of 

vague prophecy. Every few years someone finds enough dues to connect 

part of the book to ongoing events. Those who embrace the book in its 

entirety tend to have an apocalyptic mindset* as many of its verses pertain 

to destruction and mayhem. 

The Rare Waten Although some members of the faith consider this book a 

heresy and its adherents misguided fools, it is gaining strength among lawful 

followers of Boccob* The book postulates that magic is a finite resource and 

every item created or spell cast expends a part of it* using selected quotes 

from The Uncaring's Writ to back up its assertions in a roundabout fashion. 

Followers of this doctrine seek to limit the use of magic except in emergency 

situations* policing themselves and others as best they can with their limited 

numbers and no support from the main church. 

sanctuary he violated. As an aspect 

of keeping the balance in all things, 

Boccob neither provokes nor avoids 

conflicts. He docs not instigate 

needless combat but stands up to 

any fool who dares challenge him, 

Boccob manipulates the energies 

of the Positive and Negative Energy' 

Edanes as he wishes* mixing them as 

lie desires to create effects impossible 

to any other be mg* His mastery allows 

him to create the lethal Disk of Con¬ 

cordant Opposition at will* a seemingly 

gray construct of interwoven positive 

and negative energy that can destroy 

any creature, object, or force it comes 

into contact with. Boccob has used 

the Disk to obliterate several liches, 

archfiends* and mortal wizards who 

sought to challenge him or interfere 
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with his work; so complete was their 

destruction that even their names 

are lost and few records even hint at 

their existence at all Boccob can tune 

the Disk's mix of energies to bypass 

a creature's special defenses or take 

advantage of Its vulnerabilities. 

Boccob has a personal interest in 

the creation of new magic, whether 

items, spells, or alchemical formu¬ 

las. Rather than depleting magic, 

each act of magical creativity adds 

one more drop of fuel to the lamp 

that is Oerth's magic, giving it a 

moment's more time before it is 

snuffed out. Those researching new 

magic often first consult with one 

of Boccob’s clerics or utter a short 

prayer to him for luck and inspira¬ 

tion in their work. As he is said to 

carry many amulets and protec¬ 

tive devices, such things created by 

mortals often bear his symbol even 

when created by worshipers of other 

deities, so strong is the link between 

Boccob and item-crafting Boccob's 

domain, the Library of Lore within 

the plane of Concordant Opposition 

(Outlands), contains a copy of every 

magic item ever crafted by mortal 

hands, every spell ever created, and 

every alchemical formula success¬ 

fully tested (although some believe 

these items are but representations 

that Boccob can use to duplicate the 

actual item if he needed to, but are 

otherwise useless to all others). 

Boccob most commonly appears 

as a man in purple robes covered 

in shimmering gold runes, usually 

with gray hair, a staff, and some kind 

of protective amulet He carries the 

first staff of the majji, which also has 

all the powers of a sfqfFof cottpiraffem. 

Other details of Boccob's appearance 

vary from location to location, as 

local faiths and races describe him as 

looking like them. For example, the 

Bakiimish people (who know him as 

ALZarad) show him as olive-skinned 

and with Bakluni facial features, 

while the Suel depict him as fair- 

haired and Mr skinned. 

Boccob's church is primarily 

concerned with protecting magic 

and discovering old lore, tt does not 

actively encourage others to study 

magic (although there is al least unc 

school run by clerics), but neither 

does it consider magic something 

only an elite few should know. The 

church promotes balance above 

alignment concerns and fights to 

push back the encroachment of 

good just as it would the oppres¬ 

sion of evil. The church leaches 

lhat magic is the source of all that 

is important on Oerth, and magic 

must be preserved so that the bal¬ 

ance can be preserved. Boccob’s is 

one of the rare churches that doesn't 

try to destroy dangerous magic 

items, even those made by beings 
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APHORISMS 
The everyday sayings and adages of the faithful tell a great deal about their 

beliefs and morals. The sample here is representative of the many sayings 

common to defies of Boccob* 

Balance above morai/ty, knowledge above all: This is the central creed of the 

faith, worn into the mind of every acolyte and apprentice. In times of stress 

they repeat this to themselves like mantra until they can focus on the task at 

hand, It's such a conditioned response that if presented with an absurd ques¬ 

tion or choice of actions a believers first response is usually to quote ft 

Magic makes the world stranger than we could possibly imagine: This is typically 

used as a response to folk who doubt the existence of something bizarre in 

the world, such as a sinking island or a forest made of stony humanlike pillars. 

Those who study the past, future, and the multitude of planes are more likely to 

accept an obscure report of something that can only be explained by magic. 

Magic is the fj^Moad of Oerth:A follower of Boccob is expected to nu rture 

and protect magic as he would has own blood, in this way he extends and 

invigorates his world just as eating sustains his own body. Just as a sickened 

body cannot uphold the balance, weakened magic cannot uphold Qerth. 

who oppose the church's teachings. 

Instead, they lock away items they 

feel are too dangerous (items that 

destroy magic are aJways hidden 

this way) and use the remainder to 

bargain with rival faiths, often selling 

them to more appropriate owners 

and using the money to finance lur- 

ther research. Most of his worshipers 

are sages, seers* and oracles; he has 

relatively few clerics compared to 

other deities of his power* 

Most temples of Boccob are set 

away from outside interference and 

Lhe worshipers within devote their 

time to research when they feel the 

world is in accord with balance. Fart 

of their research includes prophe¬ 

cies* which they guard carefully lest 

such knowledge fell into the wrong 

hands. In lands where the forces of 

law, chaos, good, or evil grow too 

strong and aggressive, churches 

of Boccob become more active in 

the suito unding area* pushing to 

restore the balance by opposing the 

more prevalent philosophies. As 

localized shifts in the balance are 

usually compensated for by oppo¬ 

site shifts in other areas, the church 

rarely has to intervene unless the 

offender tries to expand its influ¬ 

ence beyond an acceptable amount 

For example, the church is likely to 

ignore an introverted country with 

extremist views that has little effect 

on its neighbors* but takes action 

against a small good organization 

that actively works to promote its 

agenda in a widespread area. 

Because of his connection to 

magic items and staffs in particular, 

the staff is an important symbol 

in Boccoh's church. Clerics and 

wizards alike consider it a point of 

pride to own a staffqfpower at some 

point in their lives, and in many 

temples a $fq|f of power (sometimes 

with only one charge remaining) 

is a ceremonial item of great spiri¬ 

tual weight, used during the most 

important rituals of the faith. News 

of the location of a lost staff of power 

(moreso foT a staff of the magi) is the 

cause of great excitement among the 

faithful and is one of the rare times 

for which even the older members 

of the church might leave a temple 

or library for an extended period 

A CLERICS ROLE 
Nine-tenths of BoccolYs clerics are 

at least middle aged, and this affects 

their outlook. While all of them are 

expected to devote themselves to 

the pursuit of knowledge, the older 

ones go about it with a grave and 

serious outlook, fully understanding 

the inexorable dwindling of magic 

on Oerth just as they experience age 

and infirmity taking hold in their 

own bodies. Of these old ones, most 

of them rarely set foot outside of 

a temple, as Iheir strengths lie in 

information and prophecy, not in 

daggers and combat magic. They use 

their spells and libraries to discover 

Links to lost magic, the keys to new 

uses of its power, and the whispers 

of threats on the horizon. Boccob’s 

older clerics view themselves as 

seers, oracles, and prophets, relying 

on their connection with the Lord 

of A11 Magics to guide their work, 

The remainder of the clergy are 

young and vital, naive in the eyes 

of the elders but better able to 

take necessary action in the world 

outside the library s walls. These 

younger followers make up almost 

all of the adventuring clerics of Boc¬ 

cob, only retiring to more scholarly 

work when injury, affliction, or age 

force them to. They are the ones who 

join or lead expeditions to recover 

lost magical treasures, tomes of lore, 

and the like. Filled with a sense of 

invulnerability and immortality 

unique to the young, they are the 

active and extroverted part of the 

church, countering the reactive and 

introverted tendencies of the elders* 

Although the two sides disagree on 

methods, there is no animosity— 

younger clerics respect the elders for 

their knowledge and experience, the 

elders respect the younger ones for 

their vigor and willingness to risk 

life and limb for the church's needs* 

As such, most PC clerics of Boccob 

are relatively young 

Regardless of age, all clerics are 

expected to keep up on their stud¬ 

ies, reflected in game terms by max¬ 

imizing their ranks in Knowledge 

(arcana) and Spelkraft; failure to do 

so results in chastisement and even 

the loss of certain privileges within 

the church's purview. Most clerics 

also stay informed on al least one 

other Knowledge skill. 

Extremism is frowned upon by 

the church. Although it is possible 

for his clerics to have alignments 

other than neutral, most believe 

these inclinations mellow with age 

and over time the cleric changes to a 
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purely neutral outlook. An elder cleric 

with such a “radical" philosophy is the 

source of much gossip and unlikely to 

get far in the church hierarchy* 

Overall* there are fewer chaotic 

neutral clerics of Boccob than any 

other alignment. This is partly because 

such individuals have little respect for 

tradition or the future needs of the 

church and partly because those with 

this outlook find Zagyg's church much 

more to their liking. Its not unusual* 

on the other hand, fora cleric ofZogyg 

to eventually join Boccob s faith. 

The one significant taboo for any 

cleric is the destruction of magic, 

whether spell or item (using a lim¬ 

ited-use item such as a scroll or 

wand does not count as "destruc¬ 

tion/'only the deliberate breaking 

of an item does). Clerics of Boc¬ 

cob know they can always hand 

over a magic item to the church 

for archiving* and they believe that 

something can be learned from any 

magic thing. Even a good cleric of 

Boccob considers destroying an 

unholy magic item an abhorrent 

act; he would rather give it to his 

temple—and be appropriately com¬ 

pensated for it—which would then 

hand it over to someone else in the 

church who could make use of it (for 

example, a cleric in an area where 

zealous do-gooders threaten the bal¬ 

ance) or store it. Even the accidental 

destruction of magic (such as whe n 

one of an enemy's items is damaged 

after a failed saving throw- against a 

spell) is a tragedy requiring penance. 

RELATIONS WITH OTHER 
RELIGIONS 
Boccob is an aloof deity, not out of 

arrogance but because his work is 

of the utmost importance and the 

distractions of celestial politics arc 

a waste of his valuable time. He is 

coolly neutral toward all other dei¬ 

ties, postponing meetings when he 

must and ignoring taunts. He is 

slightly more tolerant of the god¬ 

dess Wee JasT although he feds her 

“extraneous* interests—beauty and 

death—distract her from her true 

potential and effectiveness as a 

deity of magic. The only other deity 

he has any regular contact wilh is 

his demigod-servant Zagyg, who 

acts as his liaison to other deities 

and the mortal world. Boccob is 

hostile toTharizdun, but as that 

entity is imprisoned and incom¬ 

municative the Lord of All Magics 

technically has no interaction with 

him at all. 

A WIZARD'S ROLE 
Boccob's clerics have the option of 

choosing the Magic domain, causing 

the lines between clerics and wiz¬ 

ards to blur. Sorcerers and wizards 

function under the same general 

mandates as clerics, although with 

looser guidelines as they are not 

considered as attuned to Boccob's 

will as clerics. Thus, arcane spell- 

casters are allowed to be any align¬ 

ment, and the church teaches that 

an extremist wizard of one type is 

usually offset by an extremist of the 

opposite type, keeping the overall 

balance on Oerth, Because of their 

varied specialties, some young wiz¬ 

ards—particularly diviners—end 

adventuring early, while others who 

study more aggressive spells might 

remain active explorers until they 

suddenly drop from old age. 

Although it is not an outright 

taboo for a Boccobite wizard to 

destroy a magic item, it is discour¬ 

aged. and few would do so if they 

had a choice. It is far more prefer¬ 

able to take an unwanted item to 

one of Boccob's temples and sell or 

trade it there for something of use. 

Only when the magic item's very 

nature is dangerous (such as with 

some cursed items) does a wizard 

normally consider breaking the 

item over selling it, 

HOLIDAYS 
The faithful of Boccob celebrate a 

number of holidays. Although few 

are open to the public, they regu¬ 

larly include a number of invited 

guests pertinent to the ceremony. 

Celestial Conjunction: With 

their experience in prophecy and 

divination, true astrology plays 

a significant role in the official 

activities of Boccob's clerics. Par¬ 

ticularly fortuitous conjunctions 

of stars and moons are a time to 

celebrate and analyze their future 

(for the serious and reserved fol¬ 

lowers of Boccob, even a holiday 

is a kind of work), Like all services 

honoring Boccob, these eonjunc* 

tion holidays involve complex 

rituals, incense burning, and 

recitations from works honoring 

knowledge. Certain magic items 

with symbolic significance (such as 

a robe of stars or a slafo/pouper) are 
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ZAGYG 
Mast believe that Zagyg—god of humor, eccentricity, occult 

lore, and unpredictability—was once Zagig Yragerne* a 

wizard and former mayor of the city of Greyhawk who 

found a way to become a divine being. The mortal wizard 

somehow captured nine demigods of opposing tempera* 

ments and imprisoned them under his castle. Although 

the demigods were hter freed by a group of adventurers, 

their temporary confinement was apparently sufficient to 

allow Zagig to ascend to god hood, possibly with the help 

of Boccob. Eccentric (and possibly mad) when a mortal, the 

demigod retained this aspect after his transformation; hfs 

holy symbol incorporates the rune meaning "insanity," While 

he favors dark blue and silver colors, he has little constancy in his 

physical depictions and shows no preference for any particular weapon 

or magical tool, although his followers prefer the dagger because of his 

wizardly origins. He is Boccob's primary agent and liaison to mortals and 

other deities, although he puts his own odd twist on any mission. He also 

associates with telestian, Fharlanghn's brother and counterpart in celes¬ 

tial and planar journeys* 

Zagyg reveals little, but believes that all deserve to be entertained 

and surprised by humor, although preferably in a manner that leaves 

them wondering for some time. Providing this service is a high prior¬ 

ity for him. Simultaneously, the quest for odd bits of information on 

magic is of utmost importance. The various small clusters of his faith 

focus on one type of humor for a time and then abandon it when 

they believe it perfected, only to take it up again after a seemingly 

random interval. Outside of his rare temples, worshipers are unlikely 

to encounter each other and less likely to admit their common faith— 

thus* the joke, 

Zagyg's few clerics enjoy bringing strangeness and humor to the lives 

of those around them, especially those in need of comedy to lift up their 

dulled souls. Many work as bards, and are forced to travel far when their 

jokes are misunderstood or cause offense. They take advantage of any 

opportunities during their travels to uncover lost magical knowledge. 

Most have at least one odd personality quirk, although whether this is 

an actual trait or one affected solely for the observer is debatable. 

Alignment: CN (often acts CG), Domains: Chaos* Knowledge, Magic. 

Favored Weapon: dagger. 

often used in these rituals. Many 

of the great prophesies concerning 

future events are made during 

celestial conjunctions, and such 

proclamations are often the focus 

of such celebrations. 

Great Discovery: Each temple 

celebrates this holiday early in the 

year, honoring their discoveries 

in lore and magic from the previ¬ 

ous year. Clerics use this holiday 

to inform other temples of their 

ongoing work, announce graduating 

wizards and acolytes, and compare 

£ & 

notes. Every five years they expand 

the holiday to include testing inter¬ 

ested parties for magical or oracular 

talent, sponsoring explorations into 

places they've unearthed with the 

potential for great magical finds, 

and the restocking of their armories 

with useful magic items (particu¬ 

larly wands) either by creating more 

or buying those available, 

l^ast Ri te of the Prophet: When 

a ranking cleric or powerful wizard 

of the faith dies, whether or not he 

is an actual prophet, the funeral is a 

somber church holiday. 

Clerics read a eulogy, 

recite a list of significant 

magic and lore discovered 

or created by the deceased, 

and walk a perimeter (of the temple* 

graveyard, or a magical site) while 

burning potent incense* Before the 

burial, the chmch uses a ritual to 

draw some of the magical power 

from a willing recently departed 

spirit and use it to add one or more 

charges to a magic item; in this way a 

part of the person remains behind to 

aid the church in the mortal world. 

THREE MYTHS 
Although the specifics vary from 

region to region and even temple to 

temple, a number of myths are com¬ 

mon amongst the faithful. Some 

find their way into recorded texts, 

but they are nonetheless considered 

myths by most sages and scholars* 

Boccob and the Demon Prince: 

This myth tells of bow Boccob 

used his knowledge and magic to 

outwit and bind a demon prince 

and his army for a thousand years. 

It goes on to explain how he used 

his power over the demon to coun¬ 

teract the plans of a well-meaning 

but shortsighted solar, maintaining 

the balance between good and evil* 

Hie myth shows the faithful that 

careful planning and knowledge of 

your opponent allows you to over¬ 

come a physically superior foe. even 

one that is resistant to magic, and 

« 
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furthermore that it is better to bind 

and utilize a dangerous resource 

rather than destroy it outright. 

The Wizard and the Spell- 

fountain; This myth tells of a 

greedy wizard who discovered a 

wel)spring of magical energy in 

a remote location. Day by day he 

eked magic from it, increasing his 

own power in small increments, 

until it finally dried up. Only later 

did he discover in another wizard's 

library that such a font lasted lon¬ 

ger the more people used it, each 

wizard's power causing a resonant 

effect within the source that added 

to its capacity. If he had shared the 

spring with others, he and every¬ 

one involved would have gained 

more from it, and perhaps found 

a way to make it permanent. The 

moral of this myth is that magic 

is a tool that should be used and 

shared, not hoarded and kept 

secret—and like money, it must be 

spent to make more of it. 

The Lost Spell and the End of 

Magic; Not so much a myth as an 

often-retold prophecy, this story 

explains Boccob's discovery that 

the magic of Oerth is fading and 

will eventually dwindle away com¬ 

pletely, The future-myth speaks of 

the existence of a great spell that 

can end the decline, but it is found 

too late due to laziness of research¬ 

ers in that time period. This myth 

is a warning for modem follow¬ 

ers of Boccob—spend less time in 

frivolous pursuits such as love and 

feasting lest your great discovery 

come too late. Furthermore, it sug¬ 

gests that if more work in this area 

is done today, there is less remain¬ 

ing for later researchers and the 

devout in the future might discover 

the spell in time. 

PRESTIGE CLASS 
SUGGESTIONS 
Many Boccobites pursue prestige 

classes that enhance their ability 

to find information and divine 

the future, such as the divine 

oracle (Complete Divine, page 34), 

BOCCOB’S SUMMON MONSTER LIST 
In his travels through the infinite planes Boccob has discovered and bound 

many creatures to his service. His worshipers (both wizards and clerics) can 

use summon monster spells to summon the following creatures in addition 

to the normal creatures listed in the spells. 

Summon Munster II 

Small animated object* (statue) (N) 

Summon Monster IV 

Ooppelganger* (N) 

Large animated object* (statue) (N) 

Pseudodragon* (NG) 

Summon Monster VI 

Ravid (N) 

Summon, Monster VJI 

Celestial or fiendish wll!-o-wisp| (ME or NG) 

Flesh golem* (N) 

Summon Munster vm 
Stone golem* (N) 

Zelekbut inevitable (LN) 

“ This crtcti.rfc hsu ifitf trlfcplanot u/blypc kit dtJwwpir has the normal stettftfcsjfcr a aeolurc of its Lind 

f Tbii cnflrtyr* ba$ the Grtapfarttr .wfryj* md a (tijfewi aftgntaenF inn otherwise hot the normal si 

for 0 cramire 0/its Lmd 

Summon Munster l 

Tiny animated object* (statue) (N) 

Summon Monster 111 

Medium animated object* (statue) (N) 

Ethereal marauder (N) 

loremaster (Dungeon Master*s 

Guide, page 191), or sybil (Savage 

Species, page 90). Others explore 

the fundamental forces of the 

universe or the planes, taking 

prestige classes such as the agent 

retriever (Epic Level Handbook, 

page 24), cosmic d esc rye r (Epic 

Level Handbook, page 26), elemen¬ 

tal savant [Complete Arcane, page 

32), or planeshifier (Manual of the 

Planes, page 30). Some just try to 

build and concentrate their power 

in spectacular ways or blur the 

boundaries between the arcane 

and the divine, using classes like 

the arch mage (Dungeon Master's 

Guide. page 178), hierophant 

(Dungeon Master's Guide, page 

188), mystic theurge (Duneeon 

Master's Guide, page 192), thauma- 

turgist (Dungeon Master's Guide, 

page 196), or wayfarer guide (Com¬ 

plete Arcane, page 65), 

RELICS OF 
THE FAITH 
The clerics of Boccob hold all magic 

items in high regard, but some are 

valued above all others. Although 

powerful these items are not arti¬ 

facts, but due to their unique nature, 

they are priceless. 

Darvax’s Staff; This staff of power 

was wielded by a mighty Oeridian 

wizard during the height of the 
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Great Kingdom of Aerdy. Darvax 

was an accomplished wizard with 

several personalized teleporta¬ 

tion spells, and with the staff 

he flitted about the Great 

Kingdom unearthing troves 

of ancient lore and carefully 

spinning lies and spells to 

maintain the balance. He left 

on a planar quest in his forti¬ 

eth year and was never heard 

from again, although rumors 

of his staff surface every fewr 

decades in strange documents 

found m other realms. 

Easily recognized by the adaman¬ 

tine symbol of Boccob on its top end, 

the staff is made of a black dragon's 

carved thighbone. In addition to the 

normal powers of the staff; it can also 

create a disk of concordant opposition for 

2 charges and automatically absorbs 

all magic missile spells directed at the 

wielder. It is possible that the item 

has lost all of its charges and is just a 

magical quarterstaff now, but given 

Darvax s skill it is likely he allowed 

for some way to recharge it, especially 

given that he wielded it for years and 

wasn't shy about using it 

Razor Ban ds of the Aichmage: 

This powerful magic item is held 

in high esteem by the church, for 

it received a blessing from the god 

himself during an encounter on a 

remote plane. The item is a steel 

orb about 3 inches across, graven 

with lines, spirals, and a single 

instance of Boccob's symbol. 

It orbits its bearer's head like 

an ioun sftme and provides a 

+6 enhancement bonus to 

Intelligence when doing so. 

The orb is also an offensive 

weapon, unfolding into a 

tangle of razor-sharp loops 

on command and function¬ 

ing like iron bands of Bilfflm 

Any creature held by the razor 

bands cannot use any spell effects 

of 4th level or lower, just as if it were 

within an enemy's globe of invulner¬ 

ability: this globeiike effect only 
affects a 10-foot-diameter sphere, 

but the bearer's spells can penetrate 

it as if he had cast the spell, A crea¬ 

ture caught in the bands takes id8+4 

points of slashing damage per round 

(the item is considered a magic 

weapon for the purpose of bypassing 

damage reduction). The bands are 
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flexible and hard to break; a crea¬ 

ture can escape them with a DC 30 

Escape Artist or Strength check, but 

to actually break them requires a 

successful DC 40 Strength check. 

Sphere of Time Scrying: This 

ciystal faalJ with special powers 

dates back almost to the end of the 

Sue! empire. Although its com* 

mand words are in Draconic, magi¬ 

cal tests show that the spells used 

in its creation bear spell fragments 

common to Suloise wizardry, and 

most scholars believe the item was 

created by a Sue! wizard or recent 

expatriate who was traveling out¬ 

side his homeland. 

The sphere is usually a blue or 

green color, but sometimes turns 

red or even deep violet when used. 

In addition to the ability to use detect 

thoughts on creatures scried with it, 

once per day on command it will 

answer one question {asked in Dra¬ 

conic) about a viewed creature as if 

using the divination spell, except the 

wearer may only use the question 

to learn about the creature's past 

instead of its future. At some point a 

cleric of Boccob attached a new fea¬ 

ture to the item; anyone bearing the 

sphere receives a +5 insight bonus 

on saves to avoid being the subject 

of a sowing spell or similar magic. 

The existence of this additional 

property is concealed with a vari¬ 

ant of Nystui’s aura that affects 

only this property. 

NEW DIVINE SPELLS 
Boccob's faithful have created 

countless new- spells over the years 

in homage to their deity'. The spells 

presented here, along with numer¬ 

ous others, can be found in the 

lib raries of any maj or temple dedi¬ 

cated to Boccob. 

Disk of Concordant 
Opposition 
Conjuration (Creation) 

Level: Clr 5 (Boccob), Sor/Wiz 5 

Components: V, S, M/DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range; Short (25 ft, + 5ft./2 levels) 

Effect: Disk of energy 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Fortitude half 

(object) 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

You hurl a hand-sized disk of inter¬ 

woven positive and negative energy, 

a lesser form of Boccob's own 

power with this name. You must 

make a successful ranged touch 

attack to hit. Any creature struck by 

the disk takes id6 points of dam¬ 

age per caster level (to a maximum 

of isd6). Any creature reduced to 

0 or fewer hit points by this spell 

is entirely disintegrated, leaving 

behind only a trace of fine dust. A 

disintegrated creature's equipment 

is unaffected. 

When used against an object, 

the disk simply disintegrates as 

much as one 5-foot cube of non¬ 

living matter. Thus, the spell 

disintegrates only part of any very 

large object or structure targeted. 
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The disk affects even objects con¬ 

structed entirely of forcet such as 

Big fry '$ interposing hand or a u?all of 

force, as long as caster level of this 

spelfs caster equals or exceeds 

the caster level of the target force 

effect's caster, but not magical 

effects such as a jglobe of tmutfiur- 

ability or an antima^icfield. 

Half the damage from this spell 

comes from positive energy, half 

from negative energy. Unlike the 

negative energy from an inflict 

wounds spell this spell does cure 

undead (nor does its positive energy 

component cure living creatures), 

A creature or object that makes a 

successful Fortitude save is partially 

affected, taking only hal f damage. If 

this damage reduces the creature or 

object to o or fewer hit points, it is 

entirely disintegrated. 

Only the first creature or object 

struck can be affected; that is, the disk 

affects only one target per casting. 

Arcane Material Component; A small 

iron and electrum wheel with a rod 

rising from the center of one side, 

Boccob s Rolling Claud 
Evocation [Electricity, Fire] 

Level: Clr 4, Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S, M/DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Close (25 ft, + 5 fL/2 levels) 

Effect Cone-shaped burst 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex half (see text) 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

A shimmering lo-foot-tail cloud 

made of gold, red, violet, and 

blue energy springs into ex is* 

tence, resembling rolling fire and 

lightning The cloud appears in 

front of you and sweeps outward to 

the extent of the range. 

Creatures struck by the cloud 

take id6 points of damage per 

level (maximum iod6). The dam¬ 

age is one<quarter electricity, one- 

quarter fire, one-quarter negative 

energy, and one-quarter positive 

energy. Unlike the negative energy 

from an inflict wounds spell, this 

spell does not cure undead (nor 

does its positive energy compo¬ 

nent cure living creatures). 

A creature that fails its save is 

struck full-force by the cloud and 

must make a Fortitude save or be 

dazed for one round. Creatures 

immune to stunning are immune 

to this aspect of the spell. 

This spell can be made perma¬ 

nent with a permanency spell (mini¬ 

mum caster level nth; 1,500 XF), 

in which case it creates a straight 

cloud 5-foot-wide, 10-foot-tali, and 

up to 25-foot + 5 ft/2 levels long 

and deals zd6 points of damage +1 

point per caster level to any crea¬ 

ture that contacts it, A creature that 

passes through the wall must suc¬ 

ceed at a Fortitude save or be dazed 

for one round. 

Arcane Material Component: Four 

stones, one for each of the colors of 

the cloud. 

NPC CONTACTS FOR 
CLERICS BOCCOB 
Players might wish to contact the 

Uncaring faithful for a number 

of reasons. They might have an 

evil magic item to get rid of but 

fear its destruction, they might 

be in search of a prophesy about 

the future, or they might simply 

be in search of a potion of cure 

light wounds or rim? of protection +1. 

Whatever the case, these NPCs can 

act as a contact for the players and 

as useful plot devices for the DM. 

Corvin Bon rood (N male human 

cleric 4 of Boccob) is a young 

adventurous cleric of Boccob, A 

veteran of several excursions into 

deep ruins, he is starting to earn 

a name for himself as a finder of 

lost things. He gets "hunches” that 

lead him interesting places, and 

because of his success he believes 

they are divine inspiration from 

Boccob, So far his hunches have 

not led him wrong, so if a hunch 

contradicts a more reasonable 

course of action he*ll follow the 

hunch, which might eventually get 

him into trouble. 

Corvin is short and thin, with 

black hair, a short beard, and the 

start of a potbelly, Hc*s friendly 

in an awkward sort of way, with 

a habit of bringing up stories 

of his past adventures as if they 

were relevant to the current topic 

(although they often arc not), 

Corvin is a good contact for low- 

level adventurers anywhere, as part 

of a temple or acting solo. On his 

own and flush with money from an 

adventure, he can buy dangerous 

magic items from a cash-starved 

party or sell some of his single-use 

items to a group of PCs in need of 

some items in a magic-poor area. 

If part of a temple, he can be their 

liaison, or even join the party as 

a guide. If following a hunch, he 

might even turn up unexpectedly 

in the middle of an adventure right 

when the PCs need some help. 
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Jasra Redira (N female human 

cleric 10 of Boccob) is a middle- 

aged member of the church transi¬ 

tioning from an explorer to a full¬ 

time researcher. She spent many 

years as a field agent of the church, 

has lost many comrades in the 

course of her work, and is ready to 

devote the rest of her life to study, 

Jasra is tall, although she appears 

shorter than she actually is because 

she leans on a staff to favor an old 

injury to her left leg. Her Suel heri¬ 

tage is obvious, as she has white- 

blonde hair, fair skin, and blue 

eyes. Worry lines frame her eyes 

and mouth and she normally keeps 

her hair tied back behind her head. 

jasra is an excellent contact for 

PCs searching for information or 

who need an intermediate official 

in the church. She is experienced 

enough to recognize the special 

needs of adventurers but her role 

in the church prevents her from 

giving in to extraordinarily strange 

demands. She could be the head of 

a new temple or an up-and-coming 

member of an established temple. 

Ravel Dasinder (N male human 

clerk i8 of Boccob) is the high 

cleric of Boccob in the city of 

Greyhawk, Although very old 

(in his seventies), his mind is 

still dear and he is still in good 

health. His powers of divination 

are unequalled, and he has access 

to the knowledge of future events 

through his connection to the 

Lord of AH Magics, He is a very 

powerful political figure, part of 

the Directing Oligarchy of the city, 

although he almost never inter¬ 

feres in its government* He uses 

his power to stave off threats to 

the city (which protects his temple 

and library) and is an ally of Mor- 

denkainen (and by extension the 

Cirde of Eight, although he dis¬ 

likes at least one other member of 

the group and limits his commu¬ 

nications to Mordenkainen), 

Ravel is tall, with blue eyes, gray 

hair that is almost gone, a beaked 

nose, and thin lips. Quiet and 

studious, he speaks slowly and only 

after contemplating what is the 

best answer, a habit acquired after 

a lifetime of acquiring knowledge 

that could be dangerous in the 

wrong hands. Surprisingly for a 

Boccobite cleric, he dislikes tem¬ 

perate folk, welcoming cunning, 

deviousness, and even dishonesty, 

for these things can be noted and 

accounted for, while quiet people 

are more difficult to fathom (he of 

course is more than willing to use 

magic to discover what these folk 

are planning). 

Ravel is a good contact for high- 

level adventurers in and around Grey- 

hawk He is busy enough that lesser 

members of the church rarely see him 

and this gives him an air of mystery 

and power that he accepts but doesn't 

flaunt. Anyone granted an audience 

with him must be very important to 

the church's plans in some way. 

PLANAR ALLY 
One of the better-known servants of 

Boccob is Burning Eye (N celestial 

wili-o-wisp Sorcerer 6), a blue-and- 

silver flamelike creature with a single 
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staring eye floating in its center. 

It can change its color to violet 

or even red, and—like a dancing 

lights spell—can temporarily take 

the form of a manlike area of fire 

or even split into multiple flames 

like a blind) of torches (although 

these multiple flames cannot split 

apart to move into separate areas)* 

All of its forms retain a staring eye 

at the center, 

tn addition to the powers of a 

celestial wiU-o-wisp with six levels 

of sorcerer, Burning Eye can create 

a disk of concordant opposition once 

per day as a l^th-level caster. 

Burning Eyes is a strange 

and aloof creature, immune to 

emotional arguments and always 

considering the effect its actions 

on magic and the balance. The best 

way to get it to agree to something 

is to explain how the proper action 

benefits these things. When roused 

to anger it blazes brightly and 

wades into battle, smashing ene¬ 

mies with its shock attack, spells, 

and the disk, preferring lo single 

out enemy speikasters and magic 

creatures to best make use of its 

immunities to magic. 

Although it lacks the 

strength to carry much (7 

pounds is a heavy load), 

when called by a servant of 

the faith (requiring planar 

ally or a similar spell) it 

accepts magic items as pay¬ 

ment, preferring wands for 

its own use, but otherwise 

asking for scrolls and other 

light items to hand over 

to other agents ofBoc- 

cob. A donation of a staff of 

power counts as double its 

actual value for the purpose 

of buying Burning Eye's 

services, as does any item 

tied to the power oflhariz- 

dum The gift of a staff of ffre magi 

is enough to convince it of almost 

anything that isn't outright suicidal. 

Such donations are simply wrisked 

away to be distributed later by other 

agents of the Lord of All Magics. 2 
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Celestial Advanc ed W H/-Or-Ulsp Sorcerer 6 
Small Aberration (Air, Extraplanar) 

Hit Dice: 6d4+12dS+36 (105 hp) 
Initiative: +15 
Speed: Fly 50 ft. (perfect) 
Armor ("lass: 35 (+1 size* +11 Dex* +9 deflection* 

+4 armor), touch 31* flat-footed 24 
Base At tar k/C rap pie: +12/+3 
Attack: Shock +24 melee touch (2d8 electricity) 
Full Attack: Shock +24 melee touch (2d8 electricity ) 
Space/Reach: 5 ft/5 ft* 
Special Attacks: Boccob's disk* smite evil l/day* spells 
Special Qualities: Dark vision 60 ft., magic immunity, 

natural invisibility, resistance 10 (acid* electricity, and 
cold), DR 10/magic* SR23 

Saves: Fort +8, Ref+ 17* Will +15 
Abilities: Str l. Dex 32, Con 14. Int 18* Wis 14. Cha 16 
Skills: Bluff + 18, Concentration +20, Diplomacy + 19* 

Intimidate +10* Knowledge (arcana) +13* Listen + 17* 
Search +12* Sense Motive +12* Speller aft +15* 
Spot +17 

Feats: Blind-Fight, Dodge, Flyby Attack. Improved 
initiative. Practiced Spellcaster* Silent Spell* Sudden 
Em power* Weapon Finesse 

Challenge Rating: 11 
Treasure: 10% coins* 50% goods* 50% items 
Alignment: Neutral 

Boccob"s Disk (Sp): Burning Eye can create a disk of 
concordant opposition effect l/day as a 13th-level caster to 
deal I3d6 damage (DC 18 Fort half). 

Magic Immunity (FA): Immune to all spells and spell-like 
abilities which allow spell resistance, except for magic 
missile and maze. 

Natural Invisibility (Ex): A will-o'-wisp can become 
invisible by extinguishing its glow. 

Smite Evil (Su): A celestial creature can deal + 18 extra 
damage with a melee attack against an evil foe l/day* 

Spells (6/7/6Z4): As sorcerer* caster level l()th. DC 13 + spell 
level* Spells known: Oth — acid splash, detect magic, detect 
poison, ghost sound, mage hand\ message, read magic: I st — 
burning hands, mage armor (already cast), magic missile, 
shield: 2nd - scorching ray, see invisibility: 3rd - fireball. 

Planar Ally: A normal will-o'-wisp has 9 II13* so with 6 
sorcerer levels* Burning Eye can be called with a greater 
planar ally spell (up to 18 1 ID), instead of a planar ally spell 
(up to 12 1 ID). 

Sources: Practiced Spellcaster and Sudden Empower teats 
are from Complete Arcane. The latter allows it to empower a 
spell l/day without increasing casting lime or spell slot level. 
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Imbuing your Wizard’s staff 
by Ben Vandgrift 

illustrated by Jeff Carlisle 

The wizard's staff accompanies her everywhere, 

from the darkest dungeon to the loftiest royal 

audience chamber. It is a symbol of power, sta¬ 

tion, and an advertisement of the vanity of spelkasters. 

History, myth, and tradition demand its use as it alludes 

to mystical principles beyond the ken of the layman. 

The image of a powerful magician, whether drawn 

from folklore, mythology, or contemporary literature, 

inevitably includes a stall. Although the satchel, spell- 

look, and pointy hat make frequent appearances, the 

staff’ serves as a constant companion to wieJders of mys¬ 

tical might. Looking closer at this image, however, can 

1 add depth to spell casting characters. 

History, Myth, and Allusion 
Beyond a certain point, history and mythology become 

interchangeable. The merger of these two concepts defines 

a realm from which our oldest and deepest images are 

drawn. The wizard’s staff Is no exception, as it draws from 

numerous sources both historical and mythological. 

S ha manic: Tribal healers and medicine men—their 

histories notched in stone and painted on cave walls—are 

frequently depicted with a staffin hand. Likely these ren¬ 

derings depicted a walking stick—age, wisdom, and infir¬ 

mity intertwined into a single symbol. The profile stuck 

and became an integral part of the shamanir uniform. 

By the fifth century, the staffs power was legend. Old 

Icelandic inscriptions speak ofRuncmal magicians 

carrying the "gandr,” a rod rendering them invincible. 

The Saga of Erik the Red describes their magician as 

a woman carrying a knobbed staff. To the shaman, the 

staff was not only a statement of position and a sign of 

wisdom, but also a focus of power, a tool upon which to 

carve history and spelkraft, and a sympathetic represen¬ 

tation of both the tree of life and the phallus. In eastern 

^humanistic traditions, the staff served as a representa¬ 

tion of the spine chakras and was carried by wise wu jen. 

Hermetic: From 2100 hce, images appear of Egyp¬ 

tian ritual-leaders carrying magical staffs; enchanted 

iinials depicting the gods perched atop. These were 

carried not only as marks of distinction, but also as the 

focus of the ritualist's power. 

Hermes Tiismegistus, the divine merger of the Egyptian 

Thoth and Greek Hermes, first appeared in these images, 

it is from THsmegistus and the treatises written in his 

name that the philosophical and practical Hermetic tradi¬ 

tions sprang. His ever-present staff became—among other 

things—the caduceus (knotted serpents representing the 

entanglement Ofgood and evil within the soul) and the 

Celtic cross. In the hermetic tradition, symbols are traced 

in the dust with the boot of the staff as it is a conduit of 

magical energy grasped tightly by the mages will. 

Fantastic: Before the saga of Arthur, Merlin appears 

as Ambrosius, a seer conceived immaculately, and Myrd- 

din, a wild forest prophet. Most Westerners are familiar 

with the image of the powerful trickster at Arthurs side, 



with robe and staff handy. Merlin 

serves as the seminal “magician" 

archetype for fantastic literature* 

The similarities are obvious 

between Merlin and Tolkien's 

CaudalT for instance* In fact, all 

of the Istari had long beards* and 

each carried a staff—'it was their 

distinguishing feature* To remove 

Saruman oflsengard from power, 

Gandalf broke the evil wizard's 

staff—not only destroying the seat 

of his authority, but shattering Saru- 

man's conduit to magic itself* 

In fantasy literature* more so 

than in traditional, staffs are 

themselves magic, rather than the 

staff being a representation of a 

mystical model. These devices 

of fantastic power can often be 

picked up even by a novice and 

w ielded with terrible results. 

Prophetic: The "Rod of Aaron*" 

carried by both Aaron and Moses, 

was a sign of their divine authority 

in both the religious and kabalistic 

sense. It was this rod that parted the 

Red Sea, turned the rivers to blood, 
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and drew water from the stone in 

the desert* it sprouted new leaves at 

Aaron’s request, and was carried in 

th e Ark of the Covenant* 

In the Old Testament a rod or staff 

signified one of two tilings. As a war¬ 

rior's or leader’s rod, it represented 

power, strength, and occasionally 

wrath; il was the weapon by which 

God deliveredjudgmeut* As a shep¬ 

herd's staff it represented wisdom, 

leadership, mercy, and measure* Both 

sets of characteristics are embodied 

in the wizard. 

These traditions and more have 

been distilled to form the essence of 

the wizard* hence the inseparability 

Of the spell caster and her staff It is a 

measure of her power* wisdom, and 

mystical authority* When detailing 

your wizard character* consider care¬ 

fully what her staff means to her mys¬ 

tically and how important it is to the 

workings of her craft* 

Practical Uses 
For the practicing wizard, the staff 

is indispensable. Not only is it an 

ornamented symbol of station, but a 

useful everyday tool. 

Defense: While a staffis not a 

fancy or tricky weapon, it is practical 

and effective. It perfectly suits those j 

who don't have time for martial 

training. Because it is a two-handed 

weapon* it bri ngs more of Lhe wi e Id- 

er’s strength to bear and is difficult 

to disarm* It has a broad striking area 

and can be used equally wdl to jab. It 

is les*s likely to be peace-bound than 

a sword or other Haded weapon, and 

even Lhe boldest of guards would 

think twice before confiscating the 

staff of a spellcaster. 

Support: The quest for illumina¬ 

tion frequently leads off the beaten 

path. Ask any hiker; a walking stick is 

a must* A staff provides support over 

rough and slippery terrain (+2 circum¬ 

stance bonus on Balance skill checksjt 

can be used as a lever for heavy objects 

and stuck doors (+z circumstance 

bonus on Strength checks), and is 

always useful for gingerly poking 

something to see ifit's (still) dead. At 

the very least, a staff is a long shaft: of 
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wood, often mv^ftcally reinforced, and 

can be employed to hold open doors, 

[cep apart trapped tomb walls, test a 

ceiling for soundness, and check the 

depth of a murky pool. 

Imager If a magician’s reputation 

doesn't precede her, a properly main¬ 

tained staff serves as a warning to 

the ill-inclined. As part of an overall 

persona, a well-kept, imposing staff 

can intimidate most ne'er-do-wcDs 

into considering other marks, A 

pointed gesture of the staff can serve 

as warning, threat, and the prepara¬ 

tion of a nasty surprise. 

Keeping Up Appearances: Rarely 

does a wizard’s staff fail to reflect 

her personality. Given the propen¬ 

sity for theatrics among most spell- 

casters, her choice of decoration is 

likely to amaze and mystify 

‘Ilie overall impression the wizard 

wants to project can be enhanced 

by carefully choosing her staffs 

form. The madman of the woods 

carries a Li mb of knobby oak with the 

hark still attached and a grapevine 

spiraling up the length. The court 

vizier carries a long, enameled white 

rod topped with a giant pearl. A 

country enchanter prefers a thin and 

unassuming pole of ash. A wartime 

spell-smith will wrap steel bands 

around a shall ofironwood. The 

right accessories can be as important 

as correct spell components. 

Ornamentation: In addition to 

its basic shape* a staff may be orna¬ 

mented even further. A hobgoblin 

wizard winds a string around the 

top, hung with left ears of all those 

he has defeated in magical duels. 

An advisor to a noble bouse might 

wrap his staff in the banner colors 

of his lord. A plains sorcerer marks 

his tribal herbage with the feath¬ 

ers ofhis ancestral totem. A staff 

can he festooned with quest tro¬ 

phies, reminders of battles past, or 

chalked-on recipes for chicken soup 

gathered from the outlying prov¬ 

inces. Choose carefully the things of 

significance to your character. 

A Target: It must be said: putting 

on wizardly airs has its problems as 
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well Anyone carrying sufficiently 

mystical accessories must accept the 

consequences of being thought of 

as a magician. Those suspicious of 

magic will be harder to deal with. 

Carrying a staff into the wrung 

store might get prices doubled, 

and skilled rogues hungry for a 

big score could find a 

gem-encrusted cane a 

tempting target. 

Perhaps the most 

significant danger 

comes from other 

spelleasters. The 

competitive nature 

of those with power 

often demands 

some challenge to 

settle the question: 

'Who has the most 

powerful staff?" An [/ 

unsuspecting young 

apprentice pretending to power 

above her station likely finds herself 

on the sour end of a malicious spell 

or deadly duel. 

A Familiar Companion: Not only 

a mere tool and mark of status, a 

wizard's staff'can be a constant 

companion, a symbol of resolve 

and unwavering strength. It can 

mean as much to her as her 

traveling companions, or more. 

This is especially true when the 

magician has invested a por¬ 

tion of her spirit into the rude 

material of the staff itself In 

this case, the staff serves as 

the wizard's familiar. 

The Imbued Staff 
As an optional rule* any 

sorcerer or wizard may 

opt to forego a normal 

familiar in order to imbue 

her traveling staff with 

that portion of her power, 

To do this, she selects 

a quarters! afflength of 

wood that resonates with 

her mystical signature 

and personality. Lt can¬ 

not have been previously 

enchanted (although it may subse¬ 

quently Lie) and must be of master- 

work quality* It must be prepared i 

using materials costing at least 500 

gp, usually with a gem to serve as a 

mounted finiaLThe imbuing ritual 

lakes 24 hours and tics a portion 

of the $pdlcasterTs power into the 

staff a separate piece of her soul 

that grows in power as she does. 

Upon its imbuing, the staff becomes 

magically linked to its creator 

and is treated as a magic item* 

Hi t Points: The staff has 

10 Hit Points and Hard¬ 

ness 5* both of which 

increase as the wizard or 

sorcerer gains Levels, 

according to the Imbued 

Staff Advancement table. 

Saving Throws: The 

staff saves as its creator, 

even when unattended. 

Jf an imbued staffis 

broken, its creator must 

attempt a DC 15 Forti¬ 

tude saving throw or 

lose 500 experience points 

per wizard or sorcerer level. 

Success reduces the loss by 

half However, a caster's expe¬ 

rience point total can never 

be reduced below o as a result 

of the loss of her staff A broken 

imbued staff cannot be replaced 

for a year and a day—the loss is 

too great. 

If the character who imbued the 

skiff dies. Ale staff loses all magical 

properties. Should the character return 

from the grave, it regains its imbued 

powers when it is first touched by the 

imbuing character. 

imbued Ability 
Descriptions 
An imbued staff has special capabi li¬ 

ties depending on its master's wizard 

or sorcerer level, as shown on the 

Imbued Staff Advancement table. 

Cantrips (Sp): Three times 

per day, as a standard action, the 

wielder of the staff can make it 

shed a flickering light as per the 

spell. Once activated, this light 

remains until the wielder dismisses 
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-it (a free action).' fn addition, the 

staff can hold a si ngle cantrip 

ilablc to the widdcr, decided 

pon when it is first imbued. Once 

per day, as a standard action, the 

aster can cast this cantrip from 

the staff. The caster level for these 

effects Is equal to that of the mas¬ 

ter. The save DC for any cantrip 

cast by the staff is \o. 

Deliver Touch Spells (Su): die mas¬ 

ter may deliver touch spells with the 

staff When using the staff in this way, 

the wielder may attempt to deal the 

staffs damage by hitting the target’s 

standard AC (as opposed to the target’s 

touch AC). A successful critical hit with 

the staff does pot double the spells 

effect when delivered in this way. 

Enhanced Weapon (Su)s ITtc staff 

gains the listed enhancement bonus 

to attack and damage when wielded 

by its master. This bonus applies to 

both ends of the staff In die hands 

of any other it is merely an ordinary 

masterwork staff 

Remote Viewing {Su)e The staffs 

master may concentrate and view' 

file staffs surroundings as though 

looking through the frnial. This 

effect is identical to that of tfoiruqy- 

am* except that it Lasts for as long as 

the owner concentrates and has an 

infinite range so long as the staff is 

on the same plane. While in effect, the 

staff's frnial glows faintly, illuminating 

the area around the staff like a candle. 

Vital Transfer (Su): The staffs 

L master may opt to forego her natural 

healing for the evening and mend her 

p staff through mystical means. Each 

night’s rest thus spent returns a num¬ 

ber of bit points to the staff equal to 

the master’s character level up to the 

staffs maximum hil points. The Heal 

skill does not increase this amount. 

Perfect Location (Su): By concentrat¬ 

ing fora full round,the wizard knows 

the direction and distance to her staff 

so long as it is on the same plane. 

Mighty Weapon (Su): The staff 

gains the banc, defending, flaming, 

frost, merciful shock, or thundering 

special weapon ability. This ability 

applies to both ends of the staff 

IMBUED STAFF ADVANCEMENT 
Master Gass Level Hardness Hit Points Special 

lst-2nd $ 15 

3rd—4th 

Sth-6th 

5 

5 

15 

15 

7th-5th 10 20 

9th—10th 10 20 

lllh-12th 10 20 

I3th-14th IS 25 

l St h-16th 15 25 

I7th-I8th 15 25 

19th-70th 20 30 

Cantrips, deliver touch spells 

Enhanced weapon +1 

Remote viewing 

Vital transfer 

Enhanced weapon +2 

Perfect location 

Mighty weapon 

Ret u rn 

Enhanced weapon +3 

BEHIND THE CURTAIN 
Deciding to forego a traditional familiar Sfi favor of an imbued staff isn't a 

simple choice, A staff can’t move, communicate, or provide any help depending 

on these abilities. Its not intelligent and provides no company. It does not pro¬ 

vide its owner with any skill bonuses or bonus feats. Its creation costs make it 

difficult for ist-level characters to afford and the penally for loss is also higher. 

Finally, by creating an imbued staff, a wizard decreases the likelihood that other 

magic staffs or weapons will be worth trading up to. These drawbacks are bal¬ 

anced by the guarantee that the staffs power will grow with the wizard's, and 

the possibility of increasing it further through various feats. 
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Once chosen, the bonus cannot be 

changed and docs not function in 

the hands of anyone other than 

• the staffs master. 

Return (Six): The master 

can su mmon the staff to 

her hand as a standard 

action, so long as it 

is on the same plane. 

When summoned 

in this way, the staff 

simply appears in its 

master’s band. Any effect 

targeting the staff or the 

master that prevents teleporta¬ 

tion also blocks this ability. 

invested Symbol of 
Power 
Once a staff has been imbued 

with a wizard's power, the spell- 

caster can further enhance it 

through feats. These feats each 

require further preparation and 

ornamentation of the staff, and 

as such are classified as item 

creation feats, 

ENCHANT STAFF 
[ITEM CREATION] 
Your imbued staff develops a 

new power. 

Prerequisites: Caster level 5th, 

ability to imbue a staff. 

Benefit: Choose a spell that 

you are capable of casting and 

-that is of a level no higher than 

one level below the highest- 

level spell you can cast. Your 

imbued staff gains the ability 

to grant you this spell once per 

day as a spell-like ability. While 

grasping your imbued staff, you 

may cast this spell as a standard 

action. The caster level and DC 

for this spell is calculated as if 

you had cast the spell yourself 

Special: This feat may be 

taken multiple times. Its effects 

do not stack. Each time you 

take the feat, select a new spell 

to add to your staff If your 

imbued staff is ever destroyed, the 

use of these abilities is lost until a 

new staff is imbued. 'The ritual tor 

preparing the staff to receive this 

teat requires 24 hours and expends 

materials valued at 100 gp per level 

of the sped to be in vested. 

IMBUED 
DEFENSE [ITEM 
CREATION] 
Your staff protects its 

master, deflecting attacks 

targeting you* 

Prerequisites: Caster 

level 3 st, ability to imbue 

a staff. 

Benefit: While cast¬ 

ing a spell on the defen¬ 

sive and in contact with your 

imbued staff, add your Wisdom 

modifier to vour AC until your 

next action, in addition to your 

Dexterity modifier. 

Special: 11 your imbued 

stallls ever destroyed, this 

benefit is lost until a new' staff 

h imbued. Preparing a staff 

to receive this feat requires 12 

hours and expends materials 

valued at 500 gp. 

IMBUED STRENGTH 
[ITEM CREATION] 
Your will can overcome the limi¬ 

tations of your physical abilities. 

Prerequisites: Caster level 

yrd, ability to imbue a staff. 

Benefit: When you successfully 

hit with your imbued staff use 

your Wisdom modifier to deter¬ 

mine your damage bonus, rather 

than your Strength modifier. 

Special: If your imbued staff 

is ever destroyed, this feat is lost 

until a new' staff is imbued. Pre¬ 

paring a stalf to receive this teat 

requires 12 hours and expends 

materials valued at 500 gp, 

INVEST SPELL [ITEM 
CREATION] 
The staff you carry is a reposi¬ 

tory of great power. 

Prerequisites: Caster level 9th. 

ability to imbue a staff 

Benefit: You permanently lose 

one of your arcane spell slots to 

invest an arcane spell of that level 

into your imbued stalf Tlie spell 

invested must be one that you are 

able to cast and can be of a level no 

higher than 2 levels below the high¬ 

est-level spell you can cast. Once 

imbued in this w'av, the spell chosen 

can be east from the staff three times 

per day as a spell-like ability. Casting 

an invested spell in this way does not 

require any normal material com¬ 

ponents, hut any XP cost or costly 

material components must 

still be paid. You must be 

in direct physical contact 

with your imbued staff to 

cast an invested spell. 

This feat uses a spell slot 

equal to the Level of the spell 

being invested, however, 

you may choose to modify 

the spell with any metamagic 

feat you know and adjust the 

spelfs Level and slot accord¬ 

ingly, The caster level and DC 

for an invested spell is calcu¬ 

lated as if you cast Ihe spell. 

Special: This feat may be 

taken multiple times. Its effects 

do not stack. Each time you 

take the teat, select a new' spell 

to invest If Lhe imbued staff is 

ever destroyed, the use of this 

ability is lost until a new staff is 

imbued. The ritual for prepitr¬ 

ing the staff to receive this teat 

requires 24 hours, and expends 

materials valued at 250 gp per 

level of the spell to be invested. 

RECHARGE STAFT 
[ITEM CREATION] 
You have the ability to transfer 

your arcane power into your 

imbued staff recharging it. 

Prerequisites: Caster level 

12th, Craft Staff, ability to 

imbue a stafl' 

Benefit: You may, as a stan¬ 

dard action, expend any of your 

prepared spells or unused sped 

slots to add charges to your 

imbued stalf. For every five spell 

levels expended in this way, 

add one charge to your imbued 
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Hbrough this ability. 

Special; If the imbued staffis ever 

t destroyed, the ability to use this feat 

f is lost until a new staffis imbued. 

Crafting a Staff 
In general, creating a magical 

staff should he a labor of love for 

» wizard. Even if it is not imbued, 

kthe connection between wizard 

and staffis very strong, A staff cfe- 

fated with the Craft Staff feat isn't 

|something likely to be produced 

* in quantity—each staff is a unique 

'work of mystical and mundane art 

> Take care to insure that a staffs 

fepwers are closely related and work 

together. Choose related concepts: 

gshadow and fear, or water and ice, 

for example. Use the sample staffs 

on page 243 the Dungeon Master's 

Guide and the article "Staffs of 

Power” from Dungeon #127 for 

inspiration. Once the concept is 

secure, work with your DM to define 

building materials embodying the 

ess ence of the powers your staff 

will hold, A staff containing the 

spells enerwiion and ski do; walk for 

instance might require Ihe collec¬ 

tion of a rose that died while in the 

shadow of a vampire. A stall for con¬ 

trolling treants could require the 

collection and compositing of wood 

from each type of tree in a forest. 

Even while you are working out 

the gold and experience costs with 

your Dungeon Master, bear in mind 

that the staffis more than just its 

power—it is likely to be the most 

challenging endeavor ora charac¬ 

ter's career. 

Cnjj^ncing an Imbued 

A wizard with the Craft Staff teat 

wishing to add powers to her 

imbued staff as if it were a norma] 

staff (OtmctoN MasterV Guide 

page 2S7} may do so, however all 

costs associated with its creation 

are increased by 20%. This refects 

Lhe difficulty in overlaying the 

newer abilities with the existing 

powers. A staff crafted in this man¬ 

ner is created with 50 charges. II 

retains any imbued powers and 

its magical nature, even after the 

charges are expended. 

Conclusion 
There are many options for a wizard 

and her staff a tew of which are pre¬ 

sented here. Spend some time reflect¬ 

ing on your wizard's relationship with 

the archetypes of old, and how she 

views this most vital accoutrement. 

Consider carefully the wood, the 

shape, and the ornamentation of her 

staff as it will likely be Lhe first thing 

other characters in her world notice, 

and will naturally reflect the casters 

personality. It is the details that give 

any character life—your wizard, her 

life, and her description are only as 

rich as you make them. ^ 

gLCBEMb, Aaron Williams 
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Magic is the birthright of many creatures: powers in 

excess of most mortals'abilities that seem to grant 

them dominion over lesser races, Dragons, behold¬ 

ers, titans: these beings all manipulate the world through 

magical might, but none hold mastery over and refine 

their powers to the degree of the enigmatic and elusive 

spell weavers. Natural sorcerers, as potent as they are alien, 

spell weavers are the orphans of an ancient empiret ruined 

seemingly by happenstance. Collectors, traders, and insti- 

gators, spell weavers ever seek a way to reshape the present, 

which has perhaps gone terribly wrong. 

WOT OF THE SPELL WEAVER 
Only seen on rare occasions, and always because of their 

involvement in some scheme to obtain magic items by 

trade, persuasion* or force, spell weavers are a mysterious 

race of powerful sorcerers. These elusive beings evidence 

the last descendants of an ancient, magically advanced 

empire that, millennia ago, spanned numerous worlds 

and planes, 

In this forgotten time, the spell weaver umpire consisted 

of a vast league of colonies, called nodes, which spanned 

the rmdtivcrse. Huge pyramids of stone and steel powered 
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“Non; I am my death cmd my decay, and soon I shall be nothing... but the scheme of my 
causes nu7I repeat itself, and generate me again. I lived six times to breed six nav lives, and l 
shall be the same, identical life. I shall be horn again as six recurrences of myself." 

—From the Breeding Tablet 

by gigantic magical furnaces, these 

nodes were widely separated, often 

with only one existing on any single 

world or plane of existence. All of 

I hem, however, connected to one 

another through a complex matrix 

of magical portals. Thus, each node 

served as a huge planar travel instal¬ 

lation, capable even of instantly mov¬ 

ing with all of its inhabitants to other 

locations or planes. 

The so-called spell weaver empire 

was largely a noninvasive one—an 

advanced community of intellectual 

watchers who only occasionally sub¬ 

jugated more primitive creatures to 

carry out menial chores and hard labor* 

What te w races they encountered that 

posed threats the spell weavers gifted 

with powerful magic items and arti¬ 

facts, allowing these cultures to destroy 

themselves from within (an act some 

spell weavers still practice in modem 

rimes). Yet; above all, the spell weavers 

were interested in semantics, a subject 

they had researched for thousands of 

years, traveling through the multi verse 

to meet and observe nearly every cul¬ 

ture imaginable. Through the tireless 

study and practice of innumerable 

symbol and language codes, the spell 

weavers learned to avail themselves of 

their physical attributes and natural 

talents like no other race, developing 

an uncanny telepathy and the ability to 

cast multiple spells at once. 

Few know if the spell weaver plan 

to acquire total knowledge of all 

existing communication was their 

ultimate goal or if they had some 

other purpose. What is known is 

that, at the height of their prosper¬ 

ity, the spell weavers conducted a 

grandiose and dangerous experi¬ 

ment, possibly an attempt to alter 

reality across the entire multiverse* 

This experiment; however, met with 

tragic failure and caused a catas¬ 

trophe of colossal proportions* For 

unexplained reasons, the furnaces 

within every spell weaver node 

exploded one after the other in a 

terrible chain reaction, obliterat¬ 

ing the pyramidal colonies and all 

their inhabitants within seconds, 

effectively purging the multi verse of 

the spell weaver empire in a single 

moment* Only the few members of 

the race who were away from the 

nodes survived, becoming the ances¬ 

tors of all modern spell weavers. 

PHYSIOLOGY Of IHf SPELL WEHYER 
Averaging 5 feet in height and too 

pounds, spell weavers are six-armed 

alien-looking creatures. Their gender¬ 

less bodies are smooth and hairless, 

varying between numerous shades 

of gray and occasionally splotched 

or speckled with light colors such as 

beige, pink, or yellow. Their necks are 

long and exceptionally nimble, allow- 
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ECOLOGY 

mg spell weavers to turn their heads 

completely around with no effort. Fur¬ 

ther adding to their alien nature, spell 

weaver blood is metallic blue In color, 

similar to quicksilver. 

All spell weavers carry chromatic 

disks, thin, 6-mch-diameter circular 

o bjects made of a silvery substance 

that is stronger than steel. At a spell 

weaver's will, the disk can change 

color and show a variety of patterns 

and designs on its dark surface. These 

objects are intimate creations of spell 

weavers, actual living extensions of 

their beings. In the rare case that a 

chromatic disk is lost or destroyed, 

a spell weaver can quickly replace it 

thiough meditation, exuding blood 

and fluids from the palm of its hands 

in the form of a metallic resin. The 

resin is manipulated to form the disk 

shape and solidifies quickly. This pro¬ 

cess takes only an hour but leaves the 

spell weaver exhausted. 

Spell weavers are extremely long- 

lived creatures, with a lifespan near 

six centuries. Age does not seem to 

significantly affect their physical 

abilities, and only lighter skin tones 

distinguish older individuals from 

younger ones. Aging, however, is 

directly tied to reproduction for spell 

weavers in a complex and mysterious 

pair of rituals. 

Upon reaching the end ofits life—a 

time spell weavers seem to instinctu- 

ally know—an elder spell weaver can 

rejuvenate its body through a special 

hibernation trance requiring the 

draining of a near-priceless amount of 

magic items. In preparation, the spell 

weaver sacrifices the energies within 

its accumulated magic treasures, 

destroying them to create a cylindrical 

"coffin." It then finds a secure loca¬ 

tion, as the rite leaves it effectively 

helpless for the trance's entire dura¬ 

tion, Upon sealing itself within the 

coffin, the spell weaver enters a state 

of suspended animation f rom which 

it cannot be awakened. This process 

usually takes only a month, but some¬ 

times lasts far longer, with evidence of 

spell weavers languishing within their 

coffins for centuries at a time. At the 

end of this ritual, the spell weaver is 

physically restored, its skin darkened 

and its life renewed for another six 

centuries. Tills restorative process 

only seems to function for spell weav¬ 

ers, yet even so they keep its specifics 

a mystery from all other races. This 

trance only functions six times, pro* 

riding no benefit beyond that Despite 

their lengthy lifespans and these 

renewing trances, however, spell weav¬ 

ers are far from immortal. 

To reproduce—an act that is for 

spell weavers little more than a final 

act of self-regeneration—an elder 

specimen who has gone through all 

six rejuvenation processes may per¬ 

form a complex, ritual self-sacrifice 

that results in the "birth1* of six new 

adult spell weavers. The rite requires 

a special array of breeding vessels 

found only in a few rare spell weaver 

sites. To perform the ceremony, the 

parent creates six new chromatic 

disks and places them into the ves¬ 

sels where the new individuals form 

and grow in a few' hours. During that 

time, the parent dies and decays, 

eventually disappearing into noth¬ 

ingness. The newborn spell weavers 

rise from the vessels with the full 

memories and mental abilities of 

the parent. 

Spell weavers do not speak, for 

their law forbade speech millennia 

ago as part of the training to develop 

their telepathic faculties. They sel¬ 

dom emit noises, and only as a con¬ 

sequence. When they suffer pain, for 

example, they might squeal or grunt 

in a high-pitched tone, but nothing 

more. Spell weavers have their own 

incredibly complex language of dicks 

and whistles, which they know only 

from distant memories. In modern 

times, the spell weaver language is 

experienced only in its written form, 

as node hieroglyphs. 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPELL WEAVER 
The following table shows the results of a Knowledge (nature) check related 

to spell weavers. Those most likely to know such information are the few peo¬ 

ple who have researched the ancient spell weaver empire or have knowingly 

done business with them. Other sources of information might also exist near 

the site of a node's destruction, wastelands usually marked by a crater or rift 

of some sort. 

As spelt weavers are an extremely rare race, Knowledge checks resulting 

in less than DC 15 reveal no information about them. Aiso, considering their 

ancientness and magical aptitude, DMs might wish to change the skill check 

required to learn about spell weavers from the standard for monstrous human¬ 

oids—Knowledge (nature)—to Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge (history). 

Knowledge (nature) 

DC Result 

IS Spell weavers are exotic, six-armed sorcerers who constantly search for 

magic items. 

ao Spell weavers are silent and aloof creatu res. They sometimes enslave 

physically powerful monsters to serve them. Spell weavers excel in magical 

combat and can sling many spells simultaneously. 

25 Spell weavers are powerful tefepatbs, although they seem to shun 

contact with all but their own kind. Part of spell weaver communication 

relies on the shifting colors of their strange chromatic disks. 

10 Spell weavers can rejuvenate themselves multiple times, each potentially 

living multiple lives. New spell weavers are spawned through a complex 

ritual in which an elder spell weaver dies. 

IS The telepathic powers of spell weavers Includes the ability to read the 

“memories*' of certain magical objects. Their race-wide search 

for such items is likely tied to some greater, mysterious purpose. 
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PSYCHOLOGY flHD SOCIETY OF THE 
SPEU WEHYER 
Although they still comply with the 

dogmatic prohibition not to speak, 

modem spell weavers are free from 

the rigid social structure of their 

ancient empire. Sometimes a few 

individuals band together to pursue 

the common goal of acquiring magic 

items, but most members of the race 

are essentially loners. 

Spell weavers have two complemen¬ 

tary ways to communicate exclusively 

among themselves—a sign language 

that makes use of their flexible neck and 

six hands and a visual language based 

on the colors of their chromatic disks. 

Both of these communication methods 

can convey very complex and articulate 

meanings, and are totally incomprehen¬ 

sible to other races. They are not redun¬ 

dant. thought for through the combina¬ 

tion of sign language, chromatic dis ks, 

and telepathy, spell weavers can deliver 

hours of explanation and dialogue in a 

lew minutes. 

Spell weavers have no religion and 

actively shun the worship of dei¬ 

ties, refuting these beings’ divinity 

and mysteriously hinting at some 

undermining secret of their powers. 

Despite this disbelief spell weavers 

do revere their ancestors and often 

meditate to better understand the 

will of past generations. As all spell 

weavers share the memories of their 

forebearers, this spirituality is less 

like actual devotion and more a kind 

of pious reminiscence. 

During these recollections, spell 

weavers often recall the Time of 

Nodes, the golden age of their race 

when their pyramidal cities still 

existed. They refer to the catastrophe 

that wiped out their empire as the 

Disjunction, and the following age, 

up to the present day, as the Scrab¬ 

bling, In t he hopes of restoring Lhis 

Time of Nodes, spell weavers seek 

out particular magic items or, more 

specifically, ancient gems imbued 

with “memories” that spell weavers 

can tele pat hically read. By inspecting 

these rare and specific gems, many 

spell weavers try to collect pieces of 

what they call the Code of Reversion, 

a magical formula devised before 

the final experiment that destroyed 

the spdl weaver empire. The pieces 

of the formula were psychometri- 

cally inscribed on a series of pre¬ 

cious stones for security reasons, 

and distributed in multiple copies 

to different keepers throughout the 

empire. Any spell weaver could acti¬ 

vate the formula, but it had to read 

and memorize all the pieces first. 

The Code of Reversion essentially 

formed an incredibly powerful mul¬ 

tipart spell, designed to revert time 

in the entire multi verse to the point 

when the formula was inscribed. 

Aware of the risks involved in their 

final experiment, the spell weavers 

devised the Code of Reversion as 

a chance to restore their empire if 

something went wrong. The catastro¬ 

phe, however, exceeded their worst 

expectations, and the inscribed gems 

were scattered and lost. As such, 

no spdl weaver has yet been able 

to locate and perform the Code of 

Reversion, Even the spell weavers are 

not sure if a complete copy of the 

formula has survived, and most gems 

suffer gaps in their memory that 

cannot be filled. Needless to say, the 

successful activation of the Code of 

Reversion would inevitably mean the 

erasure of thousands of years of his¬ 

tory and the effective annihilation of 

all present things. 

Not ail spdl weavers obsess over the 

past, however. While some accept the 
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NODE HIEROGLYPHS LEGENDARY SPELL WEAVER ELDER 

The node-dwelling spell weavers of ancient times used special hieroglyphs to 

record the specifics of their lives, their travels, and their research. Since most 

spell weaver tablets date to this Time of Nodes, they are often blackened and 

badly damaged. The spell weavers of modern times rarely use node hieroglyphs, 

but can still understand them perfectly. The hieroglyphs can be read aloud with 

spells like comprehend languages, but the text is encoded in a way that its literal 

translation inevitably reveals nonsense to non-spell weavers. To successfully 

make sense of the text, a reader must succeed at a DC 25 Decipher Script check 

in conjunction with comprehend languages. 

Spell weavers sometimes illustrated their tablets with simple line block draw¬ 

ings. The tablet presented here is the Breeding Tablet, one of the most famous 

spell weaver documents ever discovered. It shows the sequence of a spell weav¬ 

er's six-life cycle and its final self-sacrifice. 

ruin of their civilization and attempt 

to live peacefully, others strive to 

rebuild the spell weaver empire. To 

them, the greatest impediment to 

renewed spell weaver mastery is the 

world's infestation by innumerable 

humanoid races, which dominate H 

through their verminous fecundity 

atone. Hearkening back to offensive 

strategies utilized during the Time 

of Nodes, these spell weavers arc all 

too glad to supply such races with the 

instruments of their annihilation. 

THE DISJUNCTION 
No spell weaver or researcher from 

any other race knows what accident 

caused the ruin of the spell weaver 

empire and brought about the end of 

the Time of Nodes. While spell w eav¬ 

ers acknowledge that their leaders 

were attempting some far-reaching 

magical feat, they remain universally 

secretive of its specifics. TSvo com¬ 

monly held possibilities follow: 

Ascension: Through their study of 

language, spell weavers discovered the 

prime form of communication, words 

of reality capable of manipulating all 

existence. Revealing that deities were 

little more than bickering entities with 

knowledge of this language, the spell 

weavers attempted to take their place 

among the powers en masse. Their 

intentions discovered by the existing 

deities, these covetous beings warped 

the spell weavers' attempt to elevate 

the population of an entire node* cre¬ 

ating a magical backlash that rippled 

through and destroyed the spell weaver 

NODE NUMBERS 
Numbers—especially the number 

six—are sacred to spell weavers, 

and they have a senary numeri¬ 

cal system. Spell weavers also 

have a decimal system, developed 

to cooperate with the nerra (the 

enigmatic rulers of the Plane of 

Mirrors; see page 127 of the Fiend 

Folio) at some point of their his¬ 

tory, The purpose of this coop¬ 

eration was the construction of a 

mirror-based* short-range telepor¬ 

tation device. This device consisted 

of several pentagonal gates that 

connected spell weaver nodes 

with selected locations in the sur¬ 

rounding areas. Successful transit 

through the gates was achieved 

by navigating through a maze of 

cxtradimensional rooms, using a 

numerical code for direction (see 

the Shackled City Adventure Path 

for more on this and other spell 

weaver artifacts). 

empire, along with all knowledge of 

the prime language. 

Unification: Spell weavers came to 

believe that* at the beginning of creation, 

all of the planes and countless worlds 

were in fact one single, balanced reality. 

This equilibrium, however* was shat¬ 

tered by the mercurial whims of the dei* 

ties. Traveling to all of these fragmented 

existences and creating their nodes as 

anchors, the spell weavers hoped to cast 

a mu! dverse-s panning spell capable 

of drawing the shattered planes back 

together. The power of infinite infini- 

Advanced Spell Weaver of Legend Arch mage 3 
Medium Outsider I Augmented Monstrous 

Humanoid, Native) 

Hit Dice: 3d4+30d8+l98 (340 hp| 
Initiative: -i-£3 
Speed: 30 fl. 
Armor Class: 38 (+9 Dex. +10 natural, +6 armor, 
+2 deflection, +1 insight), touch 22. flat-footed 29 
Etas e A t la ck/G ra pple: +31 /+3 4 
Attack: Slam +34 melee (ld6+3) 
Full Attack: 2 slams +34 melee (ld6+3) 
Spate/lleach: 5 11/5 ft 
Special Attacks: Frightful presence, spell-like 
abilities, spells 
Special Qualities: Arcane reach 30 II, chromatic 
disk, dark vision 60 II, fast healing 5. lire resistance 
10. immune to mind-afleeting effects, mastery of 
elements, mastery of shaping, reflective hide, 
shielded mind, spell weaving, SR32. telepathy 
Saves: Fort+20, Ref+30, Will +27 
Abilities: Sir 17. Dex 28. Con 23. Ini 22, Wis 19, 
Cha 32 
Skills: Concentration +26, Diplomacy +23. 
Knowledge (arcana) +37. knowledge (planes) + 15. 
Listen +20. Move Silently +20. Sense Motive +20. 
Spellcra ft +48. Spot+37. Tumble + 15. Use Magic 
Device +44 
Feats: Empower Spell, Improved Initiative (B>, 
Maximize Spell, Quicken Spell. Skill Focus 
(spell craft), Spell Focus (conjuration). Spell Focus 
(evocation). Still Spell 
Epic Feats: Automatic Quicken Spell (0-3), Epic 
S pel Icasti ng. 1 m prov ed Metamagic, M u 11 i spel I (x2) 
Challenge Rating: 21 
Treasure: Ring of protection +2. ring of minor fire 
resistance, dusty rose loun stone, cloak of charisma 
+2. gloves of dexterity +2. amulet of health +2. 
wand of cure serious wounds 
Alignment: Usually neutral 

Frightful Presence (Ex): All creatures within 20 fl 
must make a DC36 Will save or become shaken for 
as long as they stay within 20 II Creatures with 30 
HD or more are immune 

Reflective Hide (Su): This monster of legend has a 
permanent spell turning effect. 

Sped-tike Abilities: Always active - see invisibility: 
at will - detect magic, invisibility: I/day - plane 
shift CL35 

Spells (6/999/887/767/3): As 35th-level sorcerer. 
DC21 + spell level +! for evocation and conjuration 
spells (*). It can cast 3 epic spells per day. It can 
cast 3 quickened spells per round (excluding spell 
weaving) and all 0th-3rd level spells are 
automatically quickened All metamagic spell level 
adjustments are reduced by t (min +1). 
Typical Known Spells: 0th - acid splash I detect 
poison, read magic, dancing lights*, toy of frost*, 
ghost sound, mage hand. message. openclose: I st - 
burning hands * magic missile I obscuring mist*, 
ray of enfeeble meat, slue id: 2nd locate object, 
hideous laughter mirror image, touch of idiocy, 
scorching ray*. 3rd greater mage armor* {already 
cast), fireball * fly. suggestion: 4 th - locate 
creature, charm monster, fire shield*, greater 
invisibility, 5 th- cone of cold*, feeble mi ml 
teleport*. M all of force*. 6th - chain lightning*, 
disintegrate, greater dispel magic, 7th - finger of 
death, force cage*, mage's sword*. 8th - maze*, 
polar ray* trap the soul*: 9th — gale*, meteor 
swarm*, time stop: Epic - let go of me. lord of 
nightmares * rum. 

For other spell weaver abilities, see the following 
page High arcana abilities are detailed in DMG 



ECOLOGY 

BATTLE WEAVER 
Some spell weavers train themselves to make use of an extra pair of hands in combat. 

Prerequisites: Spell weaver, Str 15. 

Benefit: Spell weavers with this feat gain two additional slam attacks. These 

additional attacks are primary attacks and have the same attack bonus as the 

spell weaver's other slam attacks. 

Normal: Spell weavers can normally only make two slam attacks. 

Special: A spell weaver ca n take this feat twice* allowing it to make use of all 

six arms in combat This feat makes spell weavers eligible for the Multiweapon 

RghtEng feat (see page 304 of the Monster Manual). 

ADVANCED SPELL WEAVER 
Seeking to master greater magic, most spell weavers advance as sorcerers or wizards, 

making the archmage or nearly any prestige dass from Complete Arcane natural paths 

for many. Adhering to a strict atheism* spell weavers never advance as clerics. More 

martially minded spell weavers benefit greatly from the eldritch knight and spelts- 

word (see Complete Warrior) prestige classes. 

SCHAVRA CR12 

Spell weaver fighter 4 

N Medium monstrous humanoid 

Monster Manual it 187 

Inrt +i; Senses darkvision 60 ft.. 

telepathy; Listen +11. Spot +11 

AC 77. touch 12, flat-footed 25 

hp SS (14 HD) 

SR 21 

Immune mind-affecting effects 

Fort +8, Ref+9* Will +14___ 

Spd 30 ft. (6 squares) 

Melee +2 speW storing iongsutord 

+15/+10/+S (2d 6+6/18-20) and 3 +1 

lonijsivords+B (2d6+5/18-20) 

Base Atk +14; Grp +16 

Special Attack spelMike abilities, spells 

Combat Gear potion of PulTs strength 

Spells Known (CL 16th, ranged touch +16): 

6th (S/day)—chair) lightning (DC 20), 

ludl of /non 

5th (6/day)—cone of cold (DC 19), 

piying Q&* telekinesis 

4th (6/day)—corrosion (DC 17)* 

dimension door, fire shield, stone skin 

3rd (6/day)—dispel magic, fiy, haste. rage 

2nd (6/day)—alter self, Wur, web (DC 15)* 

resist energy, scorching ray (DC 16) 

1st (6/day)—burning bonds (DC 15), 

identtjy,)ump, magic missile, shield 

0 (6/day)—dancing lights, detect magic, 

flare, tightmage band, message, ray of 

frost, touch of fatigue (DC 13), resistance 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 16th): 

Always active—see invisibility 

At will—detect magic* (rjuisiferfiily 

1/day—plane ship 

Abilities Str 14, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 20, Wis 

19, Cha 16 

SQ chromatic disk, immunity to mind effects, 

shielded mind, spell weaving 

Feats Battle Weaver. Empower Spell, 

Enlarge Spell, Extend Spell, Heighten 

Spell, Multi weapon Fighting, Spell Focus 

(abjuration), Spell Focus (evocation), Spell 

Penetration* Weapon Focus (la ngsword). 

Weapon Specialization (long sword) 

Skills Climb +12* Intimidate +15, jump +10. 

Knowledge (arcana)+19* Knowledge 

(history) +15. Knowledge (religion) +10. 

Knowledge (the planes) +15, Listen +13. 

Search +9, Spellcraft +19, Spot+14t Use 

Magic Device +14 

Possessions + 4 mithral shirt, +2 spelt storing 

Jongsword, 3 +1 longswords, amulet of 

natural armor +2* chromatic disk, backpack 

Chromatic Disk: Scbavra's chromatic disk 

holds ten additional spell levels of energy. 

8y holding the disk in one hand the spell 

weaver can cast a spell that it knows and 

expend spell levels from the disk rather 

than from its number of spell slots 

Shielded Mind (Ex): Shavra's mind cannot be 

read by any means. Those that try must 

make a DC 17 Will save or be confused for 

Id 6 days. 

Spell Weaving (Ex)c Shavra can cast multiple 

spells at a time as long as the sum of their 

spell levels are equal to or less than the 

number of hands it has free. 

Telepathy (Su): In addition to the bask 

effects of telepathy, Shavra can 

communicate by thought with any other 

spell weaver within 1*000 miles. 

ties proved too great for even the bold 

spell weavers, though* and their first trial 

wiped their empire from the reality they 

hoped to save. 

m WEAVER RUINS 
Ravaged by the Disjunction, the ruins 

of spell weaver nodes are thousands of 

years old—relics of an empire lost to 

time. Extraordinarily scarce* multiple 

nodes rarely exist on a single world and 

never on the same continent. 

Every node has a similar structure, 

with a main pyramid that towers more 

than 500 feet talL At the top perches a 

great crystal lamp once capable of illu¬ 

minating the surrounding landscape 

with a pulsing azure light. With all prob¬ 

ability, these lamps acted as a magical 

homing beacon for other spell weaver 

planar travel facilities. 

Inside, the most important room 

of any node was the breeding 

chamber, the home of the magic 

cylinders necessary for spell weav¬ 

ers to reproduce. Only a few of 

these rooms survived the Disjunc¬ 

tion intact, and they are desperately 

sought out and jealously guarded 

by modern spell weavers. Secondary 

to the breeding chamber was the 

mortuary, a many-floored hall that 

protected spell weavers undergoing 

their rejuvenating stasis. Deeper 

than these rooms slept the heart of 

the node, a gigantic magical fur¬ 

nace. While those in every node ever 

discovered have been destroyed, an 

active spell weaver furnace is capa¬ 

ble of producing effects on par with 

t he powers of the deities. As such, 

spell weavers throughout the planes 

dream of finding a near-mythic live 

node furnace. 

In the Forgotten Realms* the 

Tortured Lands and the Fallen Lands 

both make likely spots for sped weaver 

ruins. In EflF.RRON.a spell weaver 

node might appear somewhere in the 

Demon Wastes ot deep within mysteri¬ 

ous Xen'drik. The Shackled City Adven¬ 

ture and the adventure “The Spire 

of Long Shadows/' in Dungeon #130, 

also suggest further spell weaver plots 

and designs, 
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SURVIVING THE AGE ^0 OF WORMS 
Adventure Path 

The Wormhunter 

While the pages of Dungeon present everything 

a DM needs to run the Age ofWorms Adven¬ 

ture Path, every month Dbacon gives the 

players of that—or any other campaign—tools to enhance 

their gaming experience. 

This month we look at a highly specialized prestige 

class—the wormhunter. The design philosophy behind 

this prestige class is somewhat different from other pres¬ 

tige classes you might have seen in these pages. Usually, 

a prestige class serves two major functions. First, il gives 

a player options to specialize his character and set him 

apart from other characters who might have the same 

standard class. Second, a prestige class is an excellent 

way to bring the flavor of a specific campaign world to 

the forefront of a game. It's one thing to play a bard in 

the Forgotten Realms, but it's quite another to join an 

organization like the Harpers. 

The wormhunter is a different kind of creature—it isn't 

spawned from a specific campaign world as much as it is 

from a specific campaign; The Age of Worms. As a result, 

its prerequisites and abilities can he far more specialized 

and focused than those of most prestige classes. Fora 

player of the Age ofWorms Adventure Path, taking levels 

of wormhunter can reflect how the events in this cam¬ 

paign have directly influenced and affected your character 

while at the same time giving him an edge against the 

most common enemies he'll be fighting in the future. 

Just remember that if you choose to fight fire with fire, 

you could get burned. 

THF WORMHUNTER 
The spawn of Kyuss derive their power from the worm. 

The worm is their link to divinity, the source of their 

supernatural powers, and the means of their propagation. 

It is, in the absence of anything similar within their rotted 

frames, their soul. Without the worm, they are nothing. 

Many before have turned to these strange and danger¬ 

ous green worms, seeking knowledge or power. How is it 

that such a small thing can cause such great devastation, 

such unholy ruin in even the holiest of men? Those who 

find themselves confronting the spawn of Kyuss are fre¬ 

quently forced to adapt, to develop specialized techniques 

against these dangerous foes. The spawn of Kyuss are not 

without their weaknesses. Their link to the worm can be 

ruined by magic that cleanses curses and disease. Their 

stumbling gait and unarmored bodies make them rela¬ 

tively easy to hit. And beyond a range of 10 fret, they're 

relatively harmless (provided you can resist the aura of 

palpable fear that surrounds them). Yet the spawn of 

Kyuss are merely the foot soldiers in a vast undead army. 

There exist far more powerful minions in the dark cor¬ 

ners of the world, creatures closer to Kyuss and thus far 

more dangerous. (See the "Ecology of the Spawn of Kyuss" 

in Dragon #336,) 
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Fortunately, the lore of Kyuss can 

be tapped by those willing to risk a 

portion of their sanity In exchange 

for insight into the workings of the 

worm, A character who survives the 

worm's caress is never wholly the 

same thereafter. The scars might heal, 

but as the worm gnaws upon the brain 

of a host, it leaves behind part i fits elf 

Memories, emotions,and fragments 

of knowledge that have sloughed off 

of Kyuss'vast intellect find their way 

into the minds of these beings. Ger- 

tain rare texts like Lifrris Mortis and 

the Ntfcronomicon call these souls the 

worm touched. Often, their dreams 

are haunted by these memories. In the 

worst cases, a victim eventually spirals 

into insanity. 

Yet there is a way to focus these 

memories. By studying not only the 

lore surrounding Kyuss and his spawn, 

but also the words he and his priests 

have recorded in a blasphemous set of 

texts called the Apostolic Scrolls, some of 

the wormtouched can draw upon these 

memories and turn them hack on the 

source. They can even draw directly 

upon new worms of Kyuss, absorbing 

them into their bodies and minds, 

refining their alien memories to unlock 

potent abilities of Iheir own. Unfortu¬ 

nately, this path is not without peril— 

those who take the lore of Kyuss into 

their minds cannot expect to escape 

unscathed. Such is the price the worm- 

hunter pays for his edge against those 

who would usher in the Age ofWontts, 

The wormhunter prestige class is a 

very customizable one, and since its pre¬ 

requisites depend as much on exposure 

to the teachings of Kyuss as anything 

else, it's a fairly easy class to qualify for. 

Of course, not everyone wants to risk 

his sanity just to get an advantage over 

one specialized type of undead menace. 

And while clerics and paladins oflaw- 

ful or good churches might balk at the 

concept of accepting the wisdom and 

memories of an evil deity, taking levels 

in the wormhunter prestige class is not 

an evil or chaotic act. Likewise, many 

of the wormhunter s strengths play to 

characters that locus on melee combat, 

so those who specialize in ranged com¬ 

bat don't gain as many benefits from 

taking levels in this class. 

Finally, while the wormhunter itself 

is designed to build off of the Kyuss 

Mythos, you can use it as a model lor 

designing other prestige classes spe¬ 

cialized at fighting against a related 

group of monsters. Creatures that 

have parasitic reproductive cycles 

make the best nominees, such as mind 

flayers, slaadi, or vampires, although 

with enough wpork one can adapt the 

wormhunter to any type of creature. 

RFQUIRFMFNTS 
To qualify to become a wormhunter, 

a character must fulfill all the 

following criteria. 

Spcciak Musi have at some point 

suffered a minimum of 4 points of 
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1 
Intelligence damage from a worm of 

Kyuss, These 4 points oftnielligence 

damage need not have occurred as ft 

result of a single worm, 

Special; The character must meet 

two of the following five criteria. 

* -1-7 Base attack bonus 

* Able to cast 4th-level divine spells. 

* Knowlege (religion) 10 ranks, 

* Base Fortitude save +4 

* Sneak attack +4d6 

Special; Must have read through a 

copy of die Ajjosffilic Saw? 

Cl ASS FEATURES 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: A 

wormhunter does not gain any profi¬ 

ciency with weapons or armor. 

Gift of th e Worm {Ex); By con¬ 

suming a Kyuss worm, a wormhunter 

gains insight into the nature of Kyuss 

and his minions. Alternatively the 

wormhunter can allow a Kyuss worm 

to burrow' into his body—this deals 

the standard 1 point of damage per 

round for uLj+i rounds until the 

worm reaches the brain. At this point 

(or immediately, i f the wormhunter 

voluntarily consumes the worm), die 

wormhunter's body absorbs the worm. 

This immediately kills the worm (and 

prevents any Intelligence damage). 

Immediately thereafter, the worm- 

hunter absorbs the latent knowledge 

and power contained within the worm 

and magnifies if using it to augment 

his owm abilities. He immediately 

selects one of the Gifts of the Worm 

listed in the related sidebar. The ben¬ 

efit granted is permanent. Unfortu¬ 

nately, the influx of knowledge also 

damages the worm hunter's mind in 

some way. He must also select one 

form of madness from those listed in 

the Madness of the Worm sidebar. This 

madness cannot be cured by magic, as 

it becomes as fundamental a part of the 

wormhunter's being as the gift granted, 

A wormhunter gains a second gift 

at yrd level, and a third at 5th level. 

He must secure a new Kyuss worm 

for each gift. Normally, a Kyuss 

worm dies after it leaves a spawn 

and doesn’t immediately attach to a 

host, but alchemists have discovered 
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MINION OF KYUSS 
Many of the powers and resistances granted by this prestige class func¬ 

tion particularly well against the minions of Kyuss. This is a category of 

monsters and NPCs that includes all eulti$ts of Kyuss, any creatures that 

work directly for Kyuss (such as avolakfas), and undead created by or asso¬ 

ciated with Kyuss (such %s the spawn of Kyuss or the ulgurstasta), Many 

new monsters introduced in the Age of Worms Adventure Path fit into this 

category as well—if you're unsure if one of these monsters counts as one 

of Kyuss* minions, your DM can certainly tell you. 

MADNFSS OF THF WOR M 
Even as his might empowers the woimhunter, the touch of Kyuss leaves no 

mortal mind un scar red. 

Hypersomnia; You have extreme difficulty staying awake. You suffer a con¬ 

stants penalty on all Wisdom-based skill checks. Additionally, whenever you 

are engaged in a repetitive activity (such as using Craft or Profession checks), 

you must make a OC xo Will save (up to once per hour) to avoid falling asleep 

for an hour. 

Insomnia: You have extreme difficulty falling asleep. Each time you try to rest, 

you must make a DC 20 Will save. Failure indicates that your sleep wasn't restful 

and you awaken fatigued. 

Paranoia: You are convinced that the world and all that dwells within are 

out to do you harm. You cannot take the aid another action, nor can you ever 

receive bonuses on your own checks from an aid another action. You also take a 

-2 penalty on Bluff and Diplomacy checks. 

Schizophrenia: You periodically lose your grip on reality and have difficulty 

at limes telling the difference between what is real and what is hallucination. 

These constant hallucinations can cause you to appear erratic, chaotic, and 

unpredictable. You take a-2 penalty on all Charisma-based skill checks. If you 

ever roll a natural 1 when making any Charisma-based check, you must make a 

DC 15 Will save to avoid becoming confused for id^ rounds. 

Te rata phobia: A monstrous phobia is an irrational fear of a type of monster. 

Select one monster type from the list of ranger favored enemies on page 47 of 

Ihe Player's Handbook, You now take 3-2 penalty on attack rolls, skill checks, and 

Wifi saving throws made against these monsters. If you possess immunity to 

fear from some other source, your immunity to fear effects do not apply to fear 

attacks generated by monsters from this category. 

Tic Disorder: You have developed nervous, often violent spasms. These 

spasms cause a constant 1 penalty on all Reflex saving throws and Dexterity- 

based skill checks. 

that these worms con be stored in a 

state of .dormancy inside a patron of’ 

.yertfle refuse. Usually, these worms 

are Stored for nefarious purposes, 

but a wormhunter can lake advan¬ 

tage of them to activate one of his 

gifts, A preserved Kyuss worm costs 

j.Soc gp (this includes the cost of 

the potior* ofgentle repose), hut is usu¬ 

ally considered an illegal (at worst) 

or controlled (at best) commodity, 

and as Such probably requires at 

least a DC 23 Gather Information 

check to track down a seller. Even 

then, Kyuss worms are generally not 

for sale in any settlement smaller 

than a large town. 

Once a wormhuntcr selects a gift 

and its attendant form of madness* he 

cannot later change that gift or mad¬ 

ness. Likewise, he cannot select a gift 

or madness more than once, 

Kyussbane (Ex): A Wormhunter is 

particularly skilled at lighting against 

the minions of Kyuss. He gains a 

bonus on all weapon damage rolls 

and checks to overcome spell resis¬ 

tance made against these creatures 

equal to his wormhunter level. 

Defect Minion (Sp): If the worm- 

hunter concentrates, he can sense the 

proximity of minions of Kyuss via a 

subtle tingling in his scars. This func¬ 

tions as the spell detect undead, but it 

only detects minions of Kyuss (be they 

undead or living). A wormhuntcr may 

use this ability at will. 

Wormscarred (Su): At 2nd level, 

the wormhunter's body begins to 

develop patches of scarring. These 

scars are as much physical scars left 

from being infested by Kyuss worms 

as they are manifestations of the 

wormhunter’s growing taint and 

lurking madness. The wormscarred 

wormhunter is Immune to disease 

and gains a +2 bonus on all saving 

throws against poison, 

Wormeateo (Su): At 4th level, a 

wormhunter's body carries the taint 

of Kyuss* This taint is detectable 

as a faint magic aura. It grants the 

wormhunter a +4 bonus on Bluff, 

Diplomacy, and Disguise checks 

made against or opposed by undead 

creatures, as other undead are 

strangely comforted and lulled by the 

taint. The character also gains a +2 

bonus on saving throws made against 

attacks or spells from any minion 

of Kyuss, A wormeaten wormhunter 

need never fear infestation by Kyuss 

worms again—these worms interpret 

the taint as indication that the char¬ 

acter is already a spawn of Kyuss, and 

do not attempt to infest him, Worme¬ 

aten wormhunters are immune to 

tear effects generated by the minions 

of Kyuss. 

A wormeaten wormhunter Lakes a 

-2 penalty on all Bluff and Diplomacy 

checks made against living creatures 

(save for those made against other 

wormhunters), since the taint is some¬ 

what unsettling to the living. O 
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C remnant of the vast and mysterious spell weaver 

,iA empire, the “book’' now known only as the Sifi/rr 

zJ J Fhxamaic Folio was discovered only a short time ago. 

Unearthed and catalogued with its current name by the not 

especially creative scholar Tliannor Gwervilaf this oddly 

designed volume consists of three separate pentagonal 

books, each made of silver and covered on all surfaces by 

inscrutable spell weaver hieroglyphics, A line metallic cord 

connects the top and bottom folios to the middle book, 

forming an interconnected series. 

Filled with indecipherable runes, the Silver Hocamrnc Folio 

has proved a mystery to all modem scholars who have exam¬ 

ined it In order to explain their friability to comprehend the 

folio, Thannor and his peers claimed that the three hooks 

were designed to be read simultaneously but that the pages 

are numbered non-linearly* As such, the open pages form a 

difficult code requiring both mental and physical dexterity to 

accurately reveal, hut even then it is still written in a language 

that only magic can decipher/lhannor s claim has largely 

been accepted as a likely reasoning, and thus the Silver Hcxn- 

maric Folio has lieen tagged, hied, and put into storage. 

Thannofs claim, however, is wrong 

The Silver Hexa meric Folio in fact contains some of the last 

fragments of advanced spell weaver magical lore, arcane 

sciences perfected by one of the most magically adept races 

known to prehistory. Currently, these secrets languish in 
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NEW SPELLS OF THE SILVER H EXAM ERIC FOLIO 
The Sihrer Hewmeric Folio contains several unique spells created by the peer* 

less hands of ancient spell weaver masters. The following new spells are among 

those found within its hidden knowledge. 

The artificer standard class from the EeeftieoN Compogin Setting casts numer¬ 

ous spells that manipulate magic items, making spells like modulate and siphon 

perfect for these characters. Conversely, a number of artificer spells are the- 

matidy simitar to the spells included upon the Si/uer Hexometric Folio's shim¬ 

mering sheets and might find their way into its collected knowledge, 

Bard Spoil 

jrd-level Bard Spell 

A no mens is: Taps into an alien unconscious, providing a bonus on Knowledge 

skill checks. 

Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 
3rd-Level Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 

Modulate:Temporarily changes what spell is cast from a wand. 

Siphon: Drains charges from wands or staffs to replace expended spells. 

4th-Level Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 

Arromcnsis; Taps into an alien unconscious, providing a bonus on Knowledge 

skill checks. 

Cynosure: Increases the accuracy of Inaccurate teleportation spells, 

8th-Level Sorcerer/Wizard Spell 

Spdf Star: Creates a magic construction that counters spells targeting the caster. 

the hands of the uncomprehend¬ 

ing, waiting for a properly brilliant 

mind to once again reveal them to an 

unprepared world. 

ANAMENSIS 
Divination 

Level: Brd 3, Sor/Wu 4 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 hour/level or until dis¬ 

charged (D) 

By casting this spell you tap into the 

musings of some alien collective mem¬ 

ory, For the duration of the spell you 

can perform any Knowledge skill check 

untrained and can make one Knowledge 

check with a +10 bonus. If you have the 

bardic knowledge ability or a similar 

class ability, the +10 bonus can apply to 

that check instead. This bonus can only 

be applied once, as a free action, at any 

time during the duration of this spell. 

Once the Knowledge bonus is used 

the spell ends. 

For as long as this spell is in effect, 

however, you perceive noises—echoing 

hums, clicks, and complex rhythms— 

just at the edges of your senses, as if 

some outside intelligence were trying 

to communicate with you. For as long 

as this spell is in effect you take a -4 
penalty on all Will saves. Spell weavers 

are not subject to this penalty. 

You cannot have more than one 

anummsts active at the same time. 

CYNOSURE 
Conjuration (teleportation) 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: Vr S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Creature touched 

Duration: i round 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

As accuracy is frequently a concern 

when using long-range teleporta¬ 

tion spells, spell weavers created 

this spell to increase the reliability 

of their innate planes walking abil¬ 

ity, By using cynosure prior to casting 

spells like p/arte $Jif/l or fe/eporf, 

which require or have achanceof 

requiring you to roll to randomly 

determine the location targets are 

transported to, you decrease the 

distance targets appear from the 

intended location by 75% (rounded 

down to the nearest mile). 

Contrary to the frustrated supposi¬ 

tions of Than nor Gwervilal, the Sil¬ 

ver Hexameric Folio is not merely 3 

randomly organized code requiring 

multiple pairs of hands to handle. 

Anyone who spends a day examining 

the Silver Hexamerie folio can make a 

DC 25 Intelligence check- While fail¬ 

ure reveals nothing, a successful check 

exposes a Fundamental secret of 

the folio: If the chains connecting 

the individual books of the fotio are 

removed, the silver pages of each can be reas¬ 

sembled. When the correct four pages from each of the three books are 

removed and placed together in the shape of a dodecahedron, the arcane 

runes thus revealed expose a wealth of arcane secrets. This assemblage 

results in a twelve-sided silver polyhedron that hums as the writing glows 

faintly. After its true shape is discovered* the Si/ver Hexomeric Folio can be 

collapsed back into its normal form or reconstructed as a full-round action 

requiring a DC 15 Dexterity check. 

SHAPES IN SILVER 
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GHOST IN THE MACHINE 
Those arcanists who successfully decode the mystery of the Silver Hexamerjc 

Folio are in for a surprise. In addition to being a nontraditional spdlbook, the 

folio is also a sentient magic item, although one with no abilities beyond its 

own self-awareness. Created as a repository of spell weaver magical lore, the 

collection was also meant to be a teacher of not only the spell weavers' magical 

tradition, but also their history. The volume, calling itself Numurral, can speak 

with anyone who holds it. as well as any spell weaver within 100 feet via a form 

of telepathy, filling the target's head with strange chirps and beeps that are likely 

mistaken for noises made audibly by the folio. While spell weavers understand 

this noise as their ancient abandoned language (see the "Ecology of the Spell 

Weaver" on page 6a of this issue), the application of a comprehend lort^uo^es or 

tongues spell translates this unusual mental communication for other races. 

Those who come to understand Numunal find it to be helpful and friendly, 

offering to assist the fledging researcher in his Search for further lost lore. This 

sociability, however, is merely a charade. Numunal seeks the return of the Spell 

weaver empire and encou rages his new master to horde magic items and seek out 

anything spell weaver related. It does this in the secret hope that eventually its user 

might encounter an actual spell weaver who Numunal can present the collected 

mass of magic items to. any of which might be a piece of the Code of Reversion. 

Numunal has the following statistics: fnt 17, Wi$ 10, Cha 17: Alignment 

N; telepathy (limited), blindsense 120 ft.; Bluff+13. Knowledge (arcana) 

+13, Knowledge (history) +13, Spdkrafl +13; Ego 11 score. 

For example, a wizard who casts 

cynosure before casting a (deport spell 

that w inds up off target by 18 miles 

actually only appears 4 miles away 

from his intended destination. 

Cynosure affects the next conjura¬ 

tion (teleportation) spell or similar 

special ability (such as a spell weav¬ 

er's plane shi/1 spell-like ability) of 

any creature touched. Cyansure has 

no effect on spells of the teleporta¬ 

tion subschool that do not have a 

chance of deviating. If this spell is 

cast on a spell like teleport and the 

spell does not deviate, cynosure has 

no effect. This spell lasts for only 

r round and is wasted if a relevant 

transportation spell is not cast 

within that time, 

MODULATE 
Transmutation 

Level; Sor/Wk 3 

Components: Y, S 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range; Touch 

Target; 1 wand touched 

Duration: 1 minute/level (D) 

Saving Throw: Yes (harmless, object) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless, object) 

By casting modulate on the 

target wand, followed by a 

second spell, you temporarily 

alter the wand to cast a dif¬ 

ferent spell. After casting this 

spell, the next spell you cast 

upon the target wand infuses the 

remaining charges, allowing the wand 

to discharge that spell instead of the 

one it was created to cast. The spell 

cast after modulate must be one or 

more levels lower than the spell the 

wand normally casts. While under the 

effect of modulate, spells cast from the 

target wand are cast at the minimum 

caster level. Each use of a modulated 

wand expends two charges from the 

wand. If there are insufficient charges 

in the wand to invoke the new spell, 

the wand cannot be activated. 

For example, while trapped in the 

dark a 5th-level wizard wishes to cast a 

number offigfa spells (a o* level spell) 

from his wand of mqgfr missile (a ist-Ievd 

spell), which happens to have a caster 

level of 3rd, The wizard casts modulate 

and in the following round attaches 

a prepared light spell. The wand can 

now cast %ht as a ist-Ievel caster (the 

minimum caster level), but expends two 

charges per casting, The wizard may 

now use the wand to cast light instead 

of magic missile for 5 minutes, at which 

time it reverts bade to a normal wand of 

magic missile 

SIPHON 
Transmutation 

Level: Sor/Wk 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Wand or staff touched 

Duration: Permanent 

Saving Throw: None 

Spdl Resistance; No 

You drain the charges from a magic 

item, replacing spells you have already 

cast. By touching a staff or wand that 

has at least 5 charges left, you expend 

5 of those charges to replace a cast 

spell or used spell slot. The spell or 

slot replaced must be of a level equal 

to or less than the highest-level spell 
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the staffer wand holds. Upon draining 

these charges, a wizard regains any one 

spell or slot of the affected level that he 

has already cast that day. For example, 

a wizard who has cast his onlyfy spell 

for the day (a jrd-level spell) may drain 

5 charges from his wand oftirebafls 

(another jrd-level spell) to regain jly or 

any lower-level spell he has cast. 

If the wand or staff holds enough 

charges, one casting of this spell can 

replace multiple spell levels at once. 

For example, a sorcerer who has 

expended three of his 5th«level spell 

slots may drain 15 charges from Ms staff 

ofjrost to regain all three spell slots. 

Siphon has no effect on wands or 

staffs that do not hold enough charges 

to replenish the desired number of 

spell levels. 

SPELL STAR 
Abjuration 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 round + 6 rounds to 

add spells 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 10 minutes/levd (D) 

This sped creates a glowing blue- 

white, six-pointed star that hovers 

in front of the caster and sheds light 

equal to a candle. For the 6 rounds 

following the casting of spell star, the 

creator may cast one spell each round 

into the spell star. Only spells of 6 th- 

level or lower may be placed into the 

spell star. Once the spell star is full, it 

disappears and can only be seen with 

an arcane sight, see invisibility, true see¬ 

ing, or similar effect. 

For the duration of the spell, 

whenever the caster is targeted by 

one of the spells placed within the 

spell star, the spell is automatically 

countered as a counterspell action, 

requiring no action (or even knowl¬ 

edge) on the target’s part. The coun¬ 

tered spell is then removed from the 

spell star. Once a spell is removed, 

the spel/ star cannot counter another 

casting of that spell. To counter the 

same spell more than once, that 

spell must be placed into the spell 

star more than once. For example, a 

i4th-level wizard casts spell star and 

in the following rounds casts three 

magic missile spells, ray qfen/eebJemcnf. 

baleful polymorph, and phantasmal 

killer. Afterward, for the duration of 

the spell, this spell star automatically 

counters each of the spells once, 

except magic missile, which it can 

counter up to three times. 

You may not have more than one 

spell star functioning at the same time. 

Wearing a ring of counter spells immedi¬ 

ately ends spell star. Slots that are not 

filled with spells within 6 rounds of 

the spell star being cast are effectively 

wasted. A spell star is briefly visible 

whenever it counters a spell, allowing 

viewers to make a DC 28 Spelkraft 

check to recognize the spell or—as 

this spell is probably quite rare—at 

least discern its effect. A spell star takes 

up no room and cannot be damaged. 

Material Component: A moonstone 

worth 25 gp. b 
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SAGE ADVICE 

Liy Andy Collins - iiiwstro^ f?y Njkbs Janssen 

OFFICIAL ANSWERS 
TO YOUR QUESTIONS 
This month, the Sage tackles an array of queries regarding the interactions of various effects 

and durations. You can email the Sage your questions at sageadvice@p3iz0.com. 

What exactly does “once per day" 

mean? Does it mean “once 

per arbour period” or is it 

recharged after the character has 

rested for A hours, like spells? 

It means that in any given day, the 

ability may be used once. So what 

constitutes a day? That's where things 

get a little tricky and rely on the DM's 

common sense. 

The Sage advises using daybreak as 

the start of a "day," meaning that all 

daily-use abilities are recharged in Full 

each morning, regardless of exactly 

when they were used during the previ¬ 

ous 24-hour period. For the vast major¬ 

ity of games, that's when most abilities 

are recharged anyway (spells, for exam¬ 

ple). which makes it easy to use. 

If your players try to abuse this 

flexibility—such as by adventuring 

through the night and then suddenly 

getting all their abilities back w hen 

Ihe sun comes up—the DM should 

feel free to be more restrictive. It's 

entirely reasonable to require a full 8 

hours of rest before allowing daily-use 

abilities to recharge (even for those 

characters who don't require sleep). 

If a monster has resistance and vul¬ 

nerability to the same kind of damage 

(such as fire), which effect is applied 

first? And when does the saving throw 

come in? 

Always toll a saving throw before 

applying any effects that would 

increase or reduce the damage dealt. 

For example, if a frost giant is struck 

by a fireball that would deal 35 points 

of damage, it would roll its Reflex 

save, then apply its vulnerability to 

fire after determining how much 

damage the^refcuff would normally 

deal If the save failed, the frost 

giant would take 52 points of dam¬ 

age: 35 + one-half of 35 (17,5, rounded 

down to 17). A successful save would 

mean the frost giant took only 25 

points of damage: one-half of 35 

rounded down (17), plus one-half of 

17 rounded down (S). 

1 f the creature has both resistance 

and vulnerability to the same kind of 

damage, apply the resistance (which 

reduces the damage dealt by the effect) 

before applying the vulnerability 

(which increases the damage taken by 

the creature). For example, imagine 

that our frost giant from the previ¬ 

ous example wore a fine] of minor^ire 

resistance (granting resistance to fire 

10). If the save failed, the frost giant 

would take 37 points office damage: 

35 (/behalf) - 10 (resistance to fire 10) = 

25, plus one-half of 25 (12.5, rounded 

down to 12). If the save succeeded, the 

frost giant would take only 10 points 

of damage: 17 (half damage From the 

jirebaf/, rounded down) - ic (resistance 

to fire 10)^ 7, plus one-half of 7 (3*5, 

rounded down to 3). 

As a general guideline, whenever 

the rules don't stipulate an order of 

operations for special effects (such as 

spells or special abilities), you should 

apply them in the order that's most 

beneficial to the creature. Tn the 

case of damage, this typically means 

applying any damage-reducing effects 

first, before applying any effects that 

would increase damage. 

What is the duration of the invisibility 

granted by a ring of invisibility? 

In general, you should assume that 

any spell effect mimicked by a magic 

item treats all variables of the effect as 

if it were the spell cast with the item's 

caster level In this case, the duration 

of the ring's ability is the equivalent 

of an invisibility spell cast by a 3rd- 

level caster (the ring's caster level): 3 

minutes. Of course, nothing prevents 

a character from activating the ring's 

power more frequently than this (thus 

ensuring a constant invisibility), as 

long as he's willing (and able) to spend 

the actions to do so. 

When 1 affix a dispel magic to my hal- 

iow spell, what type of dispel effect is 

it—a targeted dispel area dispel or 

count erspell? Can I choose when i 

create the Jmflaw? 
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A dispel magic fixed to a hallow or u a ha I low spell may only 

he treated as an area dispel, not as a targeted dispel or a 

count erspell 

When a spell effect is fixed to a hollow spell, how do unusual 

durations (such as those of protectionfrom energy) or instanta¬ 

neous durations (such as those of dispel magic) work? 

The spell effect fixed to a hallow or unhallow spell is treated 

as being cast on any eligible creature each time it enters* In 

the case of “ablative" spell effects that are used up gradu* 

ally (such as aid or protect ion jroro energy), the full effect of the 

spell is renewed each time the eligible creature re-enters the 

hallowed/unhallowed area (with the newer version entirely 

replacing the older version). In the case of instantaneous 

effects (such as dispel magic), the spell affects eligible creatures 

each time they enter. 

Is there any way to get rid of an unhaUow? it is instantaneous, 

which implies that it lasts foreveT and can't be dispelled. 

You can't use dispel magic to end a hallow or unhallow effect 

(although you can use dispel magic to end the duration of 

the spell effect tied to the hallow or un hallow), 

Tf everlasting imha flows bother your sensibility, the 

Sage recommends the following house rule: Allow- hal¬ 

low, if cast anywhere within the area of the unhallo wr to 

negate the unhallow effect (and vice versa). This prevents 

PCs from easily overcoming an unhalloui (thanks to the costly 

material component and casting time) while simultaneously 

allowing for such effects to be overcome with the proper effort. 

Do temporary hit points from two applications of the same 

effect stack? What about from different effects? If I have 

temporary hit points from multiple sources, how should 1 

apply damage? 

Temporary hit points from two applications of the same 

effect don't stack; instead, the highest number of tempo¬ 

rary hit points applies in place of all others. Tempo¬ 

rary hit points from different sources stack, but you 

must keep track of them separately. 

For example, imagine a character who gained 15 tem¬ 

porary1 hit points from an aid spell After taking 8 points of 

damage, she has 7 temporary hit points left from the spell If 

another aid spell were cast on the same character granting 

iz temporary hit points, this total would replace the other 

spell's total meaning the character would now have 12 

temporary hit points (rather than 19). If the character then 

cast false life on herself, she would add the full benefit of 

that spell to the temporary hit points from the aid spell 

This also applies to temporary hit points gained from 

energy drain and similar special abilities. Each successful 

attack counts as one application of the effect (meaning 

that an attack that bestows 2 or more negative levels still 

counts as only one application of the effect). For example, 

a wight gains 5 temporary hit points each time it bestows 

a negative level with its slam attack. If it bestows 
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another negative level while it has 2 

temporary hit points remaining from 

the first attack, the new temporary hit 

points would replace the old ones. 

Temporary hit points are "first-in, 

first-out" Damage should be taken off 

the oldest teraporary*hit-point-granting 

effect first; when that effect is exhausted, 

apply damage to the next oldest effect. 

For this reason, you must track each 

supply of temporary hp separately. 

What effect does the Augment 

Healing feat {Complete Diuine, page 79) 

have on lesser vigor (Comp fete Divine, 

page 186) and similar spells? 

Augment Healing adds twice the 

spell's level to the total healing it pro¬ 

vides, The simplest method is to have 

the spell apply the extra healing to 

the first round of fast healing. Thus, 

lesser vigor (a 1 st-level spell) wrould 

cure an extra 2 hp of damage in the 

first round, fora total of 3 hit points. 

Each round thereafter it would heal 

the normal 1 hp of damage. Moss lesser 

uyjor(a jrd-level spell) would cure an 

extra 6 hp of damage to each target 

in the first round (for a total of 7 hit 

point s), and would heal 1 hp of dam¬ 

age each round thereafter as normal 

What is the duration of the wild shape 

class feature of the master of many 

forms prestige class (Complete Advert- 

furer, page 59)? What about the maxi* 

mum Hit Dice of the form? 

Technically speaking, the master 

of many forms doesn’t grant the wild 

shape class feature; it only improves 

the character s pre-existing wild 

shape class feature. Thus, the charac¬ 

ter would use the normal rules from 

whichever class she got her wild shape 

class feature (probably from the druid 

class) to determine duration and simi¬ 

lar effects. Her prestige class levels 

stack with class levels from the origi¬ 

nal source for determining both the 

duration of the effect and the maxi¬ 

mum HD of the assumed form. 

Can a wizard use a summon monster 

spell to get a familiar from the list of 

creatures for that spell? Would she 

need to apply the Persistent Spell feat 

to the summon monster spell, upping 

the duration to 24 hours and allowing 

time to bond the potential familiar to 

her? And does a summoned familiar 

receive the benefits of the Augment 

Summoning feat? 

There's so much wrong with these 

questions that the Sage hardly knows 

where to begin. 

1) The fact that a creature appears 

on a summon monster list has no effect 

on the creature’s eligibility to be 

selected as a familiar. The only crea¬ 

tures legal to select as a familiar are 

those listed in the Player's Handbook, 

with occasional expansions to that 

list as presented in other sources 

(such as in Stormivrack). Some feats, 

such as Improved Familiar (Dungeon 

Masters Guide, page 200) further 

expand the list of eligible creatures* 

2) You can't use Persistent Spell on 

a summon monster spell, because the 

spell doesn't have a "fixed or personal 

range” as required by the feat (see 

Complete Arcane, page Si), 

3) Augment Summoning has no 

effect on a familiar’s abilities. Famil¬ 

iars are obtained by completing a 24- 

hour magical ritual (Player’s Handbook, 

page 54), typically with the desired 

creature present, not by means of a 

summoning effecL 

What kind of action is it to attack 

with a spectral hand spell? 

Attacking with a spectral band is 

part of the action of casting the 

touch spell to be delivered. If the 

initial touch attack misses, you may 

make additional attacks with the 

spectral band in later rounds using 

the normal rules for holding the 

charge of a touch spell (Player's 

Handbook, page 176}. 

Can a spectral hand spell deliver a 

touch spell from a staff or wand? 

What about from a scroll? 

No. The spell delivered by spectral 

hand must be one that you cast. Acti¬ 

vating a magic item Is not the same 

as casting a spell, even if the effect is 

virtually identical tZ 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Joe Pitkin 

CM »If STOWE 
few classes are as viscerally satisfying 

to play as the barbarian. Barbarian 

rage—that carnival of crushing and 

screaming, grunting and cleaving that can 

so quickly reduce a pack of opponents into 

piles of so much tainted meat—provides a 

thrill hard to resist. Clearly, the standard 

barbarian taps into the spirit of Conan and 

the tales of Viking berserkers: the power¬ 

fully built wild man who can enter a fren¬ 

zied orgy of violence at will. 

Historically, not every warrior belong¬ 

ing to a group considered barbaric relied 

on his physical prowess. Some of history's 

most notorious barbarians’—Attila the 

Hun, Arpad the Magyar King, and Geng¬ 

his Khan, for instance—hardly reflected 

Sehwarzenegger-esquc proportions (Attila 

was reputed to be quite a small man, in 

fact). How, then, were they able to loot and 

pillage just as effectively as their burly 

Viking colleagues?The answer lies in a 

contemporary description of the warriors 

of the Mongol horde: "They were small 

men on the ground, but they were giants 

in the saddle," 

The horselord is a variant barbar¬ 

ian. Unless otherwise noted, a horselord 

advances in the same manner as a barbar¬ 

ian (same Hit Die, base attack bonus, 

saving throw bonuses, skill points, and so 

on). When a character elects to take a level 

of barbarian or horselord, he may not later 

take levels in the other class. This prevents 

the character from gaining the benefits of 

a ist-level barbarian twice. 

HORSELORD (LASS FEHTURES 
The horselord loses fast movement and 

trap seme, but gains several new abilities. 

The horselord does not rage, replacing that 

ability with a battle ecstasy he can use with 

the same frequency. 

Battle Ecstasy: Traditional cultures from 

the Celts to the Sioux speak of warriors 

able—through special prayers, protective 

garments, or even nakedness in battle—to 

become invulnerable to the weapons of the 

enemy, A horselord who enters battle ecstasy 

becomes difficult to harm. He temporarily 

gains a +4 bonus to Dexterity a +4 bonus to 

Constitution, and damage reduction 1/—. 

The horselord's damage reduction while in 

battle ecstasy increases the damage reduc¬ 

tion he receives at higher levels (thus, a 7th- 

level horselord has DR 2/— while in battle 

ecstasy). A horselord can use any skill or feat 

while in battle ecstasy, but all skill checks 

except for Handle Animal and Ride take a 

-2 penalty. Battle ecstasy lasts as long as a 

barbarian's rage and has the same fatiguing 

effect. Beginning at 17th level, the horselord 

is no longer fatigued after leaving a battle 

ecstasy. The horse lord's battle ecstasy has no 

greater rage or mighty rage equivalents. 

Skills: A horselord takes no penalty on 

Ride checks for riding bareback and gains 

a +2 bonus when using any kind of saddle 

(w hich stacks with the normal +2 bonus on 

Ride checks when using a military saddle). 

A horselord must choose a kind of animal 

he knows of and has ridden as a mount 

at least once. He receives a +2 bonus on 

Handle Animal checks whenever dealing 

with the selected kind of animal (most 

horselords choose the animals their tribes 

routinely use). 

Animal Companion: At 4th level, the 

horselords mount becomes an animal 

companion as per the ranger abilitiy of 

the same level. The horselord must own 

and ride the horse for at least two months 

before he can bond with it in this way. 

Treat the mount in all ways as the animal 

companion of a ranger of the same level 

as the horselord, except the horselord's 

mount retains the animal type and is not 

considered a magical beast. If the mount 

is killed or otherwise lost, the horselord 

can find a new companion mount after id4 

months of searching and a successful DC 

15 Handle Animal check. 

Improved Mounted Archery: At 6th level, 

the horselord gains Improved Mounted 

Archery (see page 101 of Complete Warrior) 

as a bonus feat, b 
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by Robert J. Hafm 

FOCUSED PERFORMER 
Normal: A character uses Concentration 

to cast spells under duress, 

FOCUSED PERFORMANCE [BARDIC MUSIC] 
You can modify your bardic music by chan¬ 

neling it back into itself 

Prerequisite: Concentration i rank Per¬ 

form 6 rankst Focused Performer, bardic 

music class ability. 

Benefit: You can expend daily uses of 

your bardic music ability to modify your 

performance. You must succeed at a 

Perform check (DC below} to successfully 

modify your bardic music ability. You may 

only apply one modification to a use of 

bardk music. 2 

BARDIC MUSIC MODIFICATIONS 

The most popular bardic music modifications follow. 

Accompaniment: Spend three daily uses of bardic music to perform two abilities at the 

same time. You must succeed at a Perform check every round or else you prematurely lose the 

rhythm and end both abilities early. Each round you may choose to stop using one ability and 

maintain the other as per the standard rules for bardic musk. You may use this modification 

with all bardic music abilities, DC K> + highest Perform ranks required. 

Dramatic Pause: While maintaining a bardic music ability you make a check to pause your 

performance and take another action (such as casting spell, making an attack, and so on). The 

following round you must resume the performance as though you never stopped, but you may 

attempt another dramatic pause in following rounds. Each dramatic pause expends two daily 

uses of bardic music. You may use this modification with fascinate, inspire courage, inspire 

greatness, and inspire heroics, DC 20 + Perform ranks required. 

Harmony: You may spend an extra use of bardic music to allow an ability that normally 

affects only one creature to affect two creatures instead. You may use this modification with 

inspire competence, suggestion, and song of freedom. OC 20 + Perform ranks required. 

Individual Performance: You may spend an extra use of bardic musk to target a single 

individual (other than yourself) with an ability affecting multiple targets. If affected, the target 

receives double the bonus or penalty. You may use Ibis modification with fascinate, inspire 

courage, inspire greatness, and inspire heroics. DC 15 + Perform ranks required. 

Projection: Spend two daily uses of bardic musk to double the area of effect of the ability you 

activate next. You may use this modification with countersong, fascinate, inspire competence, 

inspire greatness, inspire heroics, and song of freedom. DC 10 + Perform ranks required. 

Rhythm: If you maintain an ability for 3 or more rounds and expend an extra daily use of 

bardk music you cause the ability you're using to last an additional 2 rounds after you stop per¬ 

forming. Make the Perform check when you've stopped maintaining the ability. You may use this 

modification with fascinate, inspire competence, inspire courage, inspire greatness, and inspire 

heroics. DC 10 + Perform ranks required. 

Riveting Performance: By spending an extra daily use of bardic music, all targets in range 

who hear you are affected regard less of line of sight* You may use this modification with fasci¬ 

nate and inspire competence, DC 15+ Perform ranks required. 

Tome artists immerse themselves in their 

lari and tune out all distractions, includ- 

ftltng their own audience* Combining this 

dedication with arcane power offers pow¬ 

erful options, 

FOCUSED PERFORMER [GENERALI 
Your mastery allows you to finish your perfor¬ 

mance even when surrounded by distractions. 

Prerequisite: Concentration 1 rank* Perform 

4 ranks, bardic music class ability. 

Benefit When required to make a Concen¬ 

tration check to maintain an arcane spell with 

a verbal component you may use your Bsrlbrm 

skill instead* You cannot use this ability on a 

silent spell 
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RELIGIOUS TITLES Presented here is a collection of titles and 

descriptions of real-world leadership roles 

used for those in religious hierarchies* 

Abbess; The female leader of a nunnery (a 

female-only version of a monastery)* 

Abbot The male leader of a monastery. 

Anchorite; Similar to a hermit, but the priva¬ 

tions are more severe, and the religious dedi¬ 

cation is greater. Originally, an anchorite was 

a hermit bricked into the wall of the church 

while alive, spending the remainder oflife in a 

small cell with food and waste passed through 

a single window. 

Archbishop; Governs a group of bishops in 

a region* 

Bishop: A powerful priest with local author* 

ity; the sacred equivalent to a baron. Direct suc¬ 

cessor of the twelve apostles In Catholicism. 

Caliph: From the Arabic for "successor" 

or "follower" the supreme spiritual leader 

of Sunni Islam with authority directly from 

Muhammad—equivalent to the Catholic Pope. 

Shiite Muslims do not accept the Caliph as a 

valid spiritual descendant of Muhammad. 

Cardinal; Second only to the Pope in dignity 

and status; cardinals ad as the Pope's council. 

Cleric A general term for Christian religious 

specialists, applies to both monks and priests. 

Plural is clergy. 

Diviner. Someone who interacts with the 

divine, usually through symbolologicaJ systems 

(runes, tarot, and so on) and predicts the future. 

Father. A term of respect for a man, although 

not for many sects of Christian fundamental¬ 

ism. Variants include Padre, Plater, and Papa. 

Hermit; A person who retires from life and 

lives alone, usually for religious purposes. 

Imam; From the Arabic for "he who stands 

before"the imam is a Shiite Islam supreme 

spiritual leader who traces his line of author¬ 

ity from Muhammad—similar to Lhe Catholic 

Pope. Sunni Muslims do not accept the Imam 

as a valid spiritual descendant of Muhammad. 

Magi: One of a Medean caste or tribe of 

priest-nobles from pre-Zoroastrian Iran. 

Minister; One who attends to people, who 

cares about them, leads them in worship and 

counsels the troubled. 

Monk: One who lives in a monastery, a 

place where many people withdraw from the 

world. A female monk is a nun. 

Mother A term of respect for a woman. Also 

a traditional title for any priestess who repre¬ 

sents a goddess of the earth. Variants include 

Mad re. Mater, Virgin Mother, Great Mother, 

Mother Superior, and so on. 

Mystic; A religious believer who concen¬ 

trates on the spiritual aspect of religion, per¬ 

haps to the exclusion of the ritual and mythi¬ 

cal aspects. A mystic may be a visionary and 

a prophet. 

Pope; The highest mortal leader of the 

Roman Catholic church. 

Preacher; One who speaks to a group about 

religion, perhaps using stories from religious 

texts to facilitate the audience's belief 

Priest; A religious specialist with a formal 

position in a religious organization, primarily 

as tlie ritual leader, although he may also hold 

a bureaucratic position, be a preacher, and so 

on, A female priest is a priestess. 

Prophet: One who actively seeks out divine 

knowledge to predict the future, combining 

aspects of a preacher and a diviner. 

Saint; One who lives a prominent and 

overtly religious life that leads to a legend 

illustrating the world and divine will. A saint 

might intercede in favor of faithful believ¬ 

ers—or to punish evil—after death. 

Shaman: A type of religious leader found 

in small societies—a combination of mystic, 

preacher, healer, and priest, Ilie word origi¬ 

nated with the'Ibngus people of Siberia. 

Witch; A worker of magic (usually female), 

The word comes from an old English word 

meaning "to twisL.” A "warlock" is not a male 

witch, but an oath breaker, and most witches 

consider the term insulting 

Witch Doctor: One who can "smell" wicked 

witches and their evil spells and can cure the 

harm they cause. Found in societies where 

"witch" is synonymous with "evil." 

Wizard: A learned person who controls vast 

powers of magic and might or might not have 

religious duties, lhe title is etymologically 

related to "wisdom." 2 
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by William L Christensen 

Mill MUCK Brumal companions fill many roles, 

serving as mounts, guardians, hunters, 

and scouts. Druids and rangers come 

to rely on the beasts and often fit them 

with magical gear, hoping to increase their 

effectiveness in combat. These two new 

items, while suitable for most animals and 

magical beasts, are designed to enhance 

animal companions. 

BUR DING OF ME ALTERATION 
Medvyed, a particularly intelligent and 

powerful winter wolf once scourged the 

northlands. He led a tribe of fearsome 

goblins and trolls, demanding tribute of 

all those in the region and enacting swift 

and horrible retribution upon those who 

refused to comply. After narrowly escaping 

death at the hands of adventurers, Medvyed 

commissioned a frost giant shaman to craft 

him the first suit of bflrding of size alteration. 

His shining armor made him even more 

fearsome and renowned throughout the 

land. After encountering Medvyed multiple 

times, the rangers and druids of the region 

crafted similar suits for their own animal 

companions. With their newfound might 

they hunted down Medvyed and destroyed 

him. Since then, fjanftiwj of size alteration has 

grown greatly in popularity. 

Banting of size alteration exists for animals 

of all kinds and shapes. Wrought of mithr.il 

and often bearing elaborate etchings of 

battle featuring the animal it was crafted 

for, hording of size alteration is typically 

created with a unique animal in mind. A 

blacksmith can easily adjust the armor to 

fit animals of a similar kind and size with 

a DC 12 Craft (armorsmithing) check (for 

example, wolfbarding can be adjusted to fit 

a dog, but cannot be worn by a bear). 

Barding of size alteration is +1 mffforal 

chain mail hording. Three times per day, the 

balding can shrink the animal wearing it, 

as the spell reduce animal. Once per day, the 

barding can make the animal wearing it 

grow, as the spell animal growth. To activate 

these abilities, the animal's keeper must 

touch the animal and speak the proper 

command word. This requires a standard 

action, and the abilities only function if the 

animal is willing to alter its size (in nearly 

all cases the animal willingly changes if 

commanded by its master, but is not likely 

to comply if commanded by another). Ani¬ 

mals wearing bardm# of size alteration with 

an Intelligence score of 5 or higher and the 

ability to speak may activate the barding's 

abilities themselves. 

Moderate transmutation: CL 9th; Craft 

Magic Arms and Armor, animal ^rouMi, 

reduce amnial; Price 45,71s gp (Medium or 

smaller), 55,718 (Large): Weight by size, 

SPECTRAL COLLAR 
The barbarians of the Brynhi ldr dan have 

lived in harmony with the wild wolf packs 

of their territory for general ions. They call 

the wolves "mourning specters" for their 

forlorn howls and seemingly supernatural 

ability to blend with their surroundings 

while moving. Those members of the clan 

who choose the path of the ranger or druid 

take Lhe most fearsome wolves as com¬ 

panions. To honor their companions and 

accentuate their ghostly nature, the barbar¬ 

ians create spectral collars. 

5pecfrai collars vary in appearance 

according to the whims of their creators, 

and can be crafted from leather, metal, 

or wood. They are typically marked by 

extravagant works of craftsmanship, being 

etched wdth elaborate designs or studded 

with gems or spikes. 

An animal wearing a spcclral collar gains 

the benefit of a constant Mur effect, as Lhe 

spell, in addition, once per day the ani¬ 

mal can cast Jear by vocalizing in whatever 

manner is natural for its kind, with the 

intent of driving away creatures. A DC 14 

Will save negates the effect, A humanoid 

may also wear a spectral collar in the amulet 

body slot. 

Moderate illusion and necromancy: CL 

7th: Craft Wondrous Item, blur, fear; Price 

34,080 gp: Weight 1 lb. 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Paul Leach 

THE PIKEMflK 
Philip, the father of Alexander the Great, 

introduced the uirissa (long pike) to the 

Macedonian phalanx around 340 bce, 

providing them with a distinct advantage over 

their Greek hoplite foes armed with shorter 

spears. The pezetainw, or*foot companion/' was 

a disciplined warrior responsible for holding 

the main enemy line m place while the heavy 

cavalry delivered devastating attacks to the 

flanks. The Macedonian pike men gave Alexan¬ 

der the tools he needed to overcome the pow¬ 

erful Persian Empire and to conquer lands 

as far away as the Indian frontier. The pike 

phalanx remained a core component tn the 

evolving su ccessor armies of Greece and Asia 

for more than 100 years. The superior maneu¬ 

verability of the Roman legion heralded its 

demise, but the pikeman did return to the 

battlefield more than a millennium later, in 

the armies of the European Renaissance. 

'Hie Macedonian pcsetaim* served in a syn- 

tagnia, a company of 256 men with its own 

command stall'and standard. Me might have 

been individually brave, but he and his breth¬ 

ren were most successful when they moved 

and stood together instead of each man taking 

his own initiative. The sarissfl-armed pha¬ 

lanx, between eight and sixteen ranks deep, 

presented crushing weight and deadly reach 

against any foe who dared to face its front. 

When not engaged in normal battlefield 

actions, the pezctairoi were armed with short 

swords and javelins and they assumed siege 

and anti-guerilla duties. Elephants became 

popular with some of Alexander's successors, 

and pikemen and bowmen often fought from 

small wooden towers mounted on the backs 

of the fearsome beasts. 

The typical Macedonian pezetairos wore a 

leather corselet with metal greaves (equiva¬ 

lent to D^D leather armor) and used a pel ft, 

a light bronze shield. Breastplates were more 

common for officers, while padded armor 

and chain shirts came into use with the rank 

and file of the successor armies. The peze- 

tairos usually wore a plain helmet, but com¬ 

manders had crested models that sometimes 

bore elaborate decorations. 

THE PEZETHIROS IN DSD 
The pezetiuros needs good physical ability 

scores {Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution) 

to survive. While all soldiers need decent 

Constitution and Strength scores, a pezetuircs 

can survive and thrive with just a high Dex¬ 

terity. A high Dexterity offsets the pikeman's 

light armor and otherwise poor Armor Class. 

Combat Reflexes benefits from a high Dex¬ 

terity and is quite handy when paired with a 

warrior class who stands in the second rank 

with a reach weapon, even in a dungeon envi¬ 

ronment. Every pezefniros should have (and be 

proficient with) a sun's^L 

THE SHRIHfl 
Tn D$D terms, the surissn is either a long 

spear or an awl pike (detailed in “The Point 

of Pole Arms,” from Dkacon #331). A fighter 

who wishes to emulate the pezetaims should 

acquire proficiency in the surissn as well as 

taking the Shield and Pike Style feat to mas¬ 

ter its use and maximize his defense. ^ 

SHIELD AND PIKE STYLE [GENERAL] 

You can use a light shield in conjunction with a piercing pole arm with reach, such as a long- 

spear or awl pike. 

Prerequisite! Proficiency with selected piercing pole arm, proficiency with light shield. 

Benefit: Vou may wield a light shield with its fu It Armor Ctass bonus when using a two- 

handed piercing pole arm weapon with reach. 

Normal: You may hold items in the hand that wields a light shield, but you cannot wield a 

weapon in the same hand. 

Special: A fighter may select Shield and Pike Style as one of his fighter bonus feats (see page 

38 of the Player's Handbook), 
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hyAmber E Scoff 

BACKGROUNDS ns warriors, truth-seekers, heroes, spies, or 

evert assassins, monks can fill almost any 

party rote, The available options can over¬ 

whelm newer players. Each of the following 

vignettes suggests a particular direction for 

your monk or offers a character concept. Your 

DM must approve the small mechanical bonus 

associated with each background. 

FBnOfM 
One day your years of practice breaking boards 

and stone blocks paid off when a brigand car¬ 

rying a spiked steel shield barred your path 

and demanded a toll Your refusal sparked a 

fight, and you discovered the bandit possessed 

great skill at bashing you with his spiked 

shield. 1'iring of the whelp's arrogance, you 

focused your strength into your fist, let out a 

yell, and smashed your hand into ins shield. 

The shield crumpled and cracked and the 

chastened brigand ran off! 

Suggested Benefit: If you penetrate the 

hardness of an object with hardness 10 or 

greater when making an unarmed strike you 

deal +i extra point of damage to the object, 

GRASSHOPPER 
The giant stone steps of the temple, each 3 

feet tall, sometimes humble even the most 

arrogant visitor. This lesson in humility 

proved almost fatal when a young girl in 

town accidentally ate a poisoned apple set 

out for rats. You grabbed the convulsing 

child and ran full speed to the temple, but 

found it impossible to climb the steps with 

the girl in your arms. You hopped up the 

stairs one by one while holding the girl, 

shouting for the clerics the whole time, get¬ 

ting her inside with moments to spare. Tile 

child's hug rewarded you for the ache in 

your calves. 

Suggested Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus on 

Jump checks made to perform a high jump. 

MONASTERY OF DREAMS 
You suffered a tragic accident that resulted 

in unconsciousness, awaking sometime 

later to find monks tending you. The monks 

explained that you had been badly injured 

and required rest and quiet. For the next 

three days you remained inside the monas¬ 

tery, perusing a vast library of ancient scrolls 

and texts and speaking with the enlightened 

monks. On the evening of the third night you 

went to sleep and awoke in a strange temple. 

The clerics there claimed that you'd slipped 

into a coma after your accident and had 

been unconscious for an entire month! Now- 

you wonder every night if sleep will bring 

another visit to the strange monastery. 

Suggested Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus on 

Knowledge (history) checks made to recall 

details of myths and legends. 

RUNNING RIVALRY 
As part of your training your master insisted 

that you learn how to stun youl opponents. 

He set you to sparring with Joben, the best 

warrior in your class. Day after day you 

sparred with him in the courtyard, and in 

every match be knocked you dizzy. Finally the 

day came when Joben threw a punch with an 

ill-concealed snicker, and you shrugged off 

the attack instead of going crosseyed. Your 

return blow stunned Joben, broke his nose, 

and earned you a dedicated rival—but also 

the praise of your master. 

Suggested Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus 

on Fortitude saves made to resist Stunning 

Fist attacks. 

TANGLEFOOT TRAP 
The alchemist had already killed three people 

and the city watch warned you away. You 

assured them that you could deal with one 

unbalanced woman. Slipping noiselessly into 

her home, you stalked the murderess in her 

laboratory. When you moved to apprehend her, 

however, you triggered a trap that sent a half- 

dozen tanglefoot bags sailing your way. In an 

amazing display of agility you avoided every one 

of the bursting bags and grabbed the alchemist 

before she could run. The watch, and the fami¬ 

lies of the victims, were most grateful. 

Suggested Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus on 

Reflex saves to avoid becoming entangled. ^ 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Hol Maclean 

lOiniCE KKK.HT During the winter solstice, when the forces 

of light ebb before soundless legions of 

darkness, a handful of champions main¬ 

tain a long and lonely vigil. Their prayers, fer¬ 

vent denials of the forces of evil, help to sus¬ 

tain the mortal realm through its time of trial 

In the morning, when the rooster crows and 

the dawn begins its inexorable march toward 

the triumph of midsummer, they sometimes 

find their faith rewarded in unusual ways, 

A paladin who endures one of these vigils 

gains the option of choosi ng solstice knight 

substitution levels. A substitution level is a 

level of a given class that you lake instead 

of the level described for the standard class. 

Selecting a substitution level is not the same 

as multiclassing—you remain with the class 

for which the substitution level is taken. The 

class features of the substitution level simply 

replace those of the standard level. 

You can select each substitution level only at 

a specific class level When you take a substitu¬ 

tion level for your class at a given level, you give 

up the class features gained at that level for the 

standard class, and you get the substitution 

level features instead You can’t go back and 

gain the class features for the level you swapped 

out—when you take your next level in the stan¬ 

dard class, you gain the next higher level as if 

you had gained the previous level normally, 

MCE KNIGHT SDMIUTIOH LHELS 
Paladins who spend the winter months in 

meditation gain access to new abilities. 

REQUIREMENTS 
lb take a solstice knight substitution level, a 

character must be a paladin about to take her 

and or 5 th level of paladin. 

m SKILLS 
Solstice knight substitution levels grant 

the same class skills as the standard pala¬ 

din class. 

Skill Points at Each Level: 2 + Intelligence 

modifier, 

(IK ffllllRE 
All of the following are features of the sol¬ 

stice knight's substitution levels. 

Blessed Radiance (Sp); Embraced by the 

risen sun, a jrd-level solstice knight car¬ 

ries a light deep within her soul, a radiance 

she pledges to beaT into places of darkness 

and terror. She gains the ability to create 

a glorious, swirling aura of light, painting 

the area around her with a magnificent 

cascade of silver and gold. As a free action, 

a solstice knight may cast daylight, centered 

upon herself, a number of times per day 

equal to her uses of smi te evil, (The two 

effects are not related—they merely have 

an equal number of uses.) Her caster level 

equals her paladin level. 

Dark vision (Ex): At 5th level the solstice 

knight also gains darkvision with a range of 

30 feet. If she already possesses darkvision 

she instead increases the range of her 

darkvision by 30 feet. 

Strike of the Faithful {Su): A solstice 

knight can channel the titanic power of the 

sun's righteous light. Whenever the paladin 

uses his smite evil ability against an evil 

undead creature he deals double the smite 

damage. The paladin loses one daily use of 

smite evil from her total number of uses 

when she gains this ability. Thereafter she 

has one fewer use per day (only two at 10th 

level, for example), w 

Attack Fort Ref Will 

Level Bonus Save Save Save 

3rd +3 +3 +1 +1 

5 th +5 +4 +1 +1 

Special 

Aura of courage, blessed radiance 

Darkvision, stoke of the faithful, $pccfal mount 
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by Ridwrd Famse 

THE ELK KING 
n ancient days, men believed in a minor 

deity known as the Elk King, It was said that 

this god frequently walked upon the mortal 

world in the guise of a powerful humanoid 

male with the head of an elk, hunting down 

nature's enemies and slaying those who would 

cause it harm. A small group of rangers have 

taken over this andent tradition. These men 

and women put fear in the hearts of those 

who cut down even a single tree, 

HISTORY 
Several human tribes throughout the world 

once worshiped the Elk King, With the advent 

of civilization and the emergence of large 

cults and major religions, the power of this 

ancient god gradually waned. Today, all that 

remains of him is the memory that such an 

entity once existed* Before the majority of this 

knowledge disappeared from the thoughts of 

mankind , however, a small group of ardent 

followers of the dead god founded what they 

called the Fraternity of the 0k King, 

CORES HHD RCTiyiTIK 
At frrst glance, the Fraternity of the Elk King 

is Little more than a loosely based ranger guild 

whose members are sworn defenders of nature. 

There is more to it than the common man sus¬ 

pects, however, like many guilds, the fraternity 

provides its members with food, lodging, and 

gear at reduced cost in several places through¬ 

out the wTorld, but it focuses its efforts on main¬ 

taining a centuries-old tradition established by 

the Elk King: the Great Hunt 

The Great Hunt consists of a fraternity' 

member from each guildhall assuming the 

role of the ancient deity* The leader of each 

respective guildhall gives his member the 

mantle o/fhe Elk King; a large, dark, and pow¬ 

erful-looking elk head with beady eyes and 

wide antlers. With this intimidating head¬ 

dress, the adorned members of the fraternity 

roam the wild places of the wrorld to rid it 

of its enemies* Thanks to the Great Hunt, in 

some regions common folk believe in some 

sort of vengeful entity that keeps a close 

watch on nature. 

NEW MAGIC ITEM 

Designed by and for rangers t>e!onging to 

the Fraternity of the Elk King, a mantle of 

the Elk King belongs to each guildhall of 

the fraternity* It is nearly impossible to find 

this item outside of the organization, as 

its members zealously guard (and use) the 

mantle. The secret of the construction of 

these powerful items was lost with the dis¬ 

appearance of the Elk King, making them 

extremely rare and essentially priceless* 

Mantle of the Elk King: This item looks 

like a simple* hollowed-out stuffed elk 

head* When worn by a ranger the mantle 

merges with its wearer's head. Donning the 

mantle grants a ranger darkvision out to 

120 feet as welt as a +4 enhancement bonus 

to his Strength and Constitution scores* 

He also benefits from a +8 bonus on all 

Intimidate skill checks and can, twice per 

day, summon a pair of dire elk {see page 75 

of the Monster Manual 11) to aid him (as per 

summon nature's ally IV), These elk remain 

for 18 rounds or until slain. The mantle of 

the Elk King bestows one negative level on 

any nonranger who dons it. The negative 

level remains as long as the mantle is worn 

and disappears when it is removed. This 

negative level never results in actual level 

loss, but it cannot be overcome in any way 

while the mantle is worn, 

Strong transmutation; CL iSth; Weight 9 lb, 

MEMBERSHIP HHD HIERARCHY 
Any ranger willing to follow the teachings 

of the Elk King and able to dedicate at least 

one week every year to parade as the deity 

can become a member of the fraternity. 

Each guildhall of the fraternity' is headed by 

an Elk Prince-=a wise and often venerable 

ranger of either gender who knows the rites 

and history of the deity by heart. The Elk 

Prince ensures that one member of each hall 

always bears the mantle of the ancient deity* 

No other ranks exist in the fraternity, as ail 

members take on the mantle of the Elk King in 

turn and are otherwise treated equally. 2 
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by Joshua Cote 

DWARF ROGUES Stolid dwarf society frowns upon roguery 

in its usual forms, but dwarves value 

two things in common with most suc¬ 

cessful outlaws: wealth and skill. Dwarven 

engineers, respected masters of their race's 

grand vaults and vast underground cities, 

sometimes feel the caU of this combination 

to such an extent that they compromise 

their honor. Others learn engineering with 

the intent to destroy rather than create—to 

collapse tunnel ceilings on invading draw 

or burrow into the subterranean vaults of 

ancient foes. 

A dwarven engineer learns to mix his 

mechanical aptitude with unconventional 

motives, finding ready employ with any 

adventuring party or thieves' guild he 

comes across. No one builds better than 

a dwarf and no one can ruin better than 

one either. 

Only a member of the appropriate race can 

take a racial substitution level. 

See “Solstice Knight" on page 94 for more 

information about substitution levels. 

DWARF ROGUE SUBSTITUTION LEYEIS 
A dwarven rogue can choose from new abilities. 

REQUIREMENTS 
To take a dwarf rogue substitution level, a 

character must be a dwarf about to take her 

rsf 3rd, or 5th level of rogue. 

m SKILLS 
Rogue substitution levels grant class skills as 

the base rogue class, plus Knowledge (archi¬ 

tecture and engineering). 

Skill Points at each Level: 8 + Intelligence 

modifier 

CLASS FEATURES 
All of the following are features of the dwarf 

rogue’s substitution levels. 

Demolitionist (Ex): A ist-lcvel dwarf 

rogue deals +rd6 points of damage against 

constructs and objects. This bonus does not 

ignore hardness or damage reduction. 

Expert Demolitiomst (Ex): At 3rd level, 

the rogue deals +2d6 points of damage 

against constructs and objects. This bonus 

does not ignore hardness or damage reduc¬ 

tion. In addition, she gains a +2 compe¬ 

tence bonus on Craft* Disable Device, or 

Knowledge (architecture and engineering) 

checks made to demolish, tunnel through, 

or otherwise degrade the structural integ¬ 

rity of an object or building—or to plan to 

do so. 

Rapid Demolitionist (Su): A 5th-level the 

rogue deals +3d6 points of damage against 

constructs and objects. This bonus does not 

ignore hardness or damage reduction. 

II Lakes less time for a rogue to use her 

Craft. Disable Device, or Knowledge (archi¬ 

tecture and engineering) checks in order 

to demolish, tunnel through, or otherwise 

degrade the structural integrity of an object 

or building—or to plan to do so. If the task 

ordinarily takes more than 1 minute to 

complete, it instead takes half as long. A 1- 

minute task requires only 5 rounds. Tasks 

that require a full-round action take only a 

standard action, and those that begin as a 

standard action only need a move action. A 

task that takes a move action or free action 

does not change. 

This substitution replaces the rogue's nor¬ 

mal +3d6 points of sneak attack damage at 

Sth level. 2 

DWARF ROGUE RACIAL SUBSTITUTION LEVELS 

Base 

Level 

Attach 

Bonus 

Fort 

Save 

Reflex 

Save 

Wilt 

Save Special 

1st +0 +0 +2 +0 Demolitionist, trapfinding 

3rd +2 ■hi +3 4-1 Expert demolitionist, trap sense +1 

Sth +3 +1 +4 4-1 Rapid demolitionist 
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by Matthew J. Hanson 

mail mil 
ormally sorcerers take their spells 

from the sorcerer spell list, but page 

54 of the Player's Handbook allows 

for "unusual spells that the sorcerer has 

gained some understanding of by study" 

Allowing sorcerers free access to spells 

off other spell lists can prove trouble¬ 

some* but some DMs might allow them a 

limited number of spells off other lists, 

provided they put forward effort to learn 

them. To that end* consider using the fol¬ 

lowing spell lists to help you thematically 

expand the sorcerer's possibilities. Each 

spell list expansion presented here has a 

prerequisite associated with it. A sorcerer 

must meet the minim urn prerequisite of 

the spell list in order to add one spell (of 

a level he can already cast) to his sorcerer 

spell list. He does not automatically learn 

the spell, but he gains the opportunity to 

do so. If the sorcerer exceeds the prerequi¬ 

site in a meaningful and impressive man¬ 

ner the DM might allow him to add the 

entire spell list expansion to his sorcerer 

spell list, 

CELKTIHL BOOH 
Angels, archons, and other good outsiders 

may impart divine knowledge on good- 

aligned sorcerers who aid the cause of good. 

Prerequisites; You must be blessed by a 

good outsider with at least 5 more Hit Dice 

than you. The blessing usually is given due 

to a specific good deed, although it may be 

rewarded for a history of faithfulness. 

Benefit; You add one or more of the fol¬ 

lowing spells to your sorcerer spell list: 

o—purijjy/ood and drink; 1st—detect evil; 

2nd—align weapon*; 3rd—searing light; 

4th—holy smite; 5th—-flame strike; 6th— 

uudeafh to death; 7th—holy word; 8th—holy 

aura: 9th—storm of vengeance 

*Cast as a good spell only 

DWHRVEH ANCESTRY 
The dwarves' connection to the earth often 

provides dwarven sorcerers with magic 

uncommon to surface dwellers. 

Prerequisite: Dwarf You must create a 

work in stone of unparal leled beauty, recog¬ 

nized by peers for its expert craftsmanship. 

Benefit You add the following spells to 

your sorcerer spell list: o—guidance; 1st—- 

shield ofJuifh; 2nd—make whole; 3rd—magic 

vestment 4th—spike stones; 5th—sped resistance; 

6th—stone led; jlh—h era's Jeast; 8th—earth¬ 

quake: 9th—elemental swarm* 

*Cast as an earth spell only 

FIENDISH PACT 
Some evil sorcerers pay any price for 

power, readily making deals with evil out¬ 

siders* making unspeakable sacrifices— 

even selling their very souls—for the power 

of the lower planes. 

Prerequisites: You must make a pact with 

an evil outsider with at least 5 more Hit 

Dice than you. Typically the pact involves 

providing a service for the outsider or 

offering a valuable sacrifice in exchange 

for the benefits granted. 

Benefit: You add the following spells 

to your sorcerer spell list: o—inflict minor 

tuounds; 1st—defect good; 2nd—align weapon*; 

3rd—potson; 4th—unholy blight; 5th—summon 

suwm; 6th—harm; 7th—blasphemy; 8 th— 

unholy aura; 9th—implosion 

*Cast as an evil spell only 

ORC DECENT 
An ore sorcerer sometimes learns to harness 

the rage and bestial nature burning inside 

him. This grants the sorcerer powers others 

lack, improving the ore's already fearsome 

physical power or causing his terrible anger 

to explode outward. 

Prerequisites: Ore or half-ore. You must 

accomplish some great deed set before you 

by your tribe’s shaman or chieftain thal 

increases your tribe’s power. 

Benefit; You add the following spells to 

your sorcerer spell list: o—virtue; 1st—kwg- 

sfriden and—rage; 3rd—good hope; 4th—divine 

potver; 5th—righteous might; 6th—harm; 

7th—destruction; 8th—earthquake; 9th—storm 

of vengeance 2 
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by C Uh/fy Clough 

GRIMOIRES The wizard library is an archetypal image 

in fantasy. Whether filled with towering 

bookcases carefully arranged by subject 

or slipshod piles spilling over into living 

spaces, all wizard libraries have one thing 

in common: vast numbers of books. What 

do these tomes and librams contain? Obvi¬ 

ously they cannot all be grirmores. Mundane 

works on subjects pertaining to the wizard's 

interests and magical studies constitute the 

majority of books in a wizard’s library. 

Some woTks provide such value that wiz¬ 

ards from across the multiverse attempt 

to acquire copies of them and libraries 

must occasionally guard their copies from 

theft* The books presented here represent a 

sample of such popular works. While these 

books vary in general appearance, each 

weighs roughly 3 pounds* All of the writing 

and illustrations inside are hand written 

and drawn, either by the author (in the case 

of an original manuscript) or by a scribe 

who copied the work* None contain spells, 

but as reference works they provide +2 cir¬ 

cumstance bonuses to the listed skills. 

DIMENSIONS Of ETIL R GUIDEBOOK TO 
THE NETHER RERLMS 
This tome provides its bonus on checks 

relating to the Lower Planes. Due to its 

subject matters several faiths of good dei¬ 

ties have banned this book and attempt to 

confiscate any copies that appear. Others 

encourage their followers to read the book, 

going so far as to create multiple copies. 

Dimensions of End paints a fairly accurate 

and unflattering view of the Lower Planes 

and its inhabitants. 

Language: Infernal 

Skill: Knowledge (the planes) 

Market Price: 75 gp 

DWELLINGS OF THE ANCIENTS 
This tome provides its bonuses on checks 

relating to ancient ruins and inscriptions. 

Considered a definitive treatise on the sub¬ 

ject of ancient civilizations and ruins, this 

book documents howT several ancient cul¬ 

tures constructed their buildings and offers 

translations of several famous inscrip¬ 

tions found therein. The book, written by 

acclaimed antiquarian Naniel ibn-Nurth, 

also provides a short section on ancient 

scripts and languages, which can be quite 

helpful when attempting to decipher simi¬ 

lar writings. 

Language: Dwarven 

Skills: Knowledge (architecture) and Deci* 

pher Script 

Market Price: 140 gp 

LAYING DRAGONS 
This tome provides its bonus on checks 

relating to dragons. A hefty tome wrapped 

in leather created from the skin of a black 

dragon, Slaying Dragons presents impas¬ 

sioned reasons and techniques for hunting 

some of the most deadly creatures in ail cre¬ 

ation* It is somewhat ironic, however, that 

proclaimed dragon hater and the author of 

this tome, one Cevinar of the Saffron Robes, 

died a very public death on the daws of a 

red wyrm some eighty years ago* Despite his 

untimely demise the wizard was thorough 

in his research, his surviving work being a 

testament to that. 

Language: Common 

Skills: Knowledge (arcana) 

Market Price: 100 gp 

THE THEORY AND HPP1ICRTI0N 
OF FORCE MAGIC 
This tome provides its bonuses on checks 

relating to spells with the force descriptor. 

Many wizards consider Aerolh Bliths book the 

best reference about force magic ever written. 

Well organized and dearly written, if a little 

dry and analytical in places, the tome exam¬ 

ines force magic as a mysterious power akin Lo 

a fifth element. Copies of this book can often 

be found in universities and larger libraries 

that cater to war wizards and battle mages. 

Language: Common 

Skills: Knowledge (arcana) and Spelleraft 

Market Price: 55 gp ^ 
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r rrm \ 
we mi 

THE ADDRESS 
onuEaMTJ- 
L SAMTAT j 

’LAVA-PROOF 
boots; i w. 
*WMATAGOOD 
^IDEA'tSAID^ 

HE MOST 
UYE4MKB 
THIS PU¥£ 

rWMAT DO YOU EXPECT?^ 
Hi OF MV WORKERS ARE 
MSttUfTiaMK&VES, 

KJCKEP OUT OF THEIR 
□TIES F0R_ WELL. LOOK 

tL AT THEM. J 

THESE hCUN 

CONDITIONS Wli I 
HELP MMOt&aV! 
YOU COULD MAKE 

MV TUUGHTY LET 
V MSYEARI > 

r CURLY- l 
TOCP SHOES CAN 

BE JUST ASM. AS 
/ NOWON \ 
f ASCALEOF 1 

'OWE* TO 
•DEATH RATU£: 

HOW WOULD 
YOU RATE THAT 

HMM?A 

by Aaron Williams 
uiuiui.nodu»ick-com 

Why if eve ryene fcliiny me lo 
marry a yirl called Christmas? 

DO YOU THINK „„ 
WEU GET EVERYTHING UJE KT , JsfltSUL 

ASKED FOR? y\ WCYEBEENfVt 
V ALL Y&KJ 

A TYROL ORDSH LAIR IN A TYROL WN6EON_ 

^ OHI PONT FORGET ^ 
TO ASK FOR A NEW SET OF SKUU 

EXTRACTORS! 

OUR HEROES JOURNEY TO AN ARCTIC VOLCANO MONSTERS GET THEIR MAmC 
UCAPOMS FROM SOMEWHERE, 
AND WE PONT THINK THEVRE 

BRIGHT ENOUGH TO 
V MAKE THEM, ^ 

MUST BRING 
THEM! AND NOW 
WE KNOW WHERE 

SOME DISCUSSION LATER. 1 t SENSE A PRESENCE THAT WS NEVER ONCE KNOWN 
» COAUN HER STOCKING f ^ 

/ MORE ^ 
VALUABLE 

WEAPONS MEANS 
MORE ECONOMIC 

STIMULATION 
WHEN IT 

t BECOMES j 
L LOOT! A 

eE££? ^rWCTETMONSTERS SUCH 
I h®£ T0 \ WH-omnv 

lxutoji MAKE SURE £0091 WE HAVE 
t^ourm Vyou stop-1 to if-$m nos 
UXWUAIH STUFF, YOU , 
\ TW[ / KNOW. A 
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^ Oft THE — 
r TOTALLY HOT,X 
/half-clad dark\ 

ELF DWARF-EATER 
VIXEN PRIESTESS OF 
THE PROW OOP OF 

HELLFIRE niHUN 
FULL SACRIFICIAL 

. BIKINI (ALONG > 
\ WITH ENT RAIL / 

N^CAULDRONVP/vV 

^SSN. V *v \ 

OOO! OOO! 
THE COMPLETE 
ADVENTURER $ 

GUIDE TO 
EVISCERATING 

YOUR ENEMY, 
WHILE 5TILL 

ALIVE!" 

^REMIND ME NEVER ' 
TO ASK IGOR WHAT HE D 
LIKE FOR THE SEASON OF 

PEACE AND GOOD- 
-s. WILL AGAIN... 

GLEE) 

©2005 5UETLAKID PRODUCTIO*)5 OOUUGKOVAUC.COM HWW.DOftlcrOWEIi.COM 

HTTP;//WWW.UVEOOURKWi-.COM/U5eR5/MU5KRAT_OOUtJ 

OOO! OOO! 
OOO! OOO! 

AND A 
PARTRIDGE 

IN A PEAR TREE! 
^ GNOLLS X 

ATE MY BABY 
AND MY HEAD AND 

my ENTIRE VILLAGE 
THE ROLEPLAYING 

GAME!" ^ 
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Y I could be ^ 
wrong. I'm a little 

unclear on how 
L. it oil works, j 

Are ye 
sure? 

Look, not that 
^'m In a rush or anything, 
but can anyone remember 

, the rules on attacking 
whilegrappled?^^ 

^^Gee, Elan, well 
^considered spontaneously 
growing horns, but decided 

l it was just on inefficient 
b use of my actron^^ 

f have the answer No, ^ 
you may not strike a foe 

with which you are grappling 
k unless your blade is a 
^^considered "light11 m 

^n-fey, how^ 
about natural 

weapons? ^ 

Don't look^ 
r at me, I never 
bother with that 
l special attack j 

crap'^^B 

Really?? 

No. no, no,^^ 
f that just lets ^ 
you start the grapple 
l for free when you j 
^k hit someone^* 

^Are you sure~ 
you don't mean 
^ an Overrun? j 

Wait, I 
forget, which one 

pushes the enemy 
back? 

Thor's Seardl^ 
Roy's done dropp'd 
^^to negatives! A 

Ugh, this is 
* just—Look can we ^ 
forget the grapple thing? 
OK? I'll jiist full attack 

S^or something &eez / 

Hold on, I X 
^thought I don’t lose^ 
my Dex bonus because 

. I have Improved j 
NV^firab, Right? 

Fantastic 

Y^ But all is well 
The aberration shall 1 

be denied its Dexterity 
bonus to Armor Class for 
as long as Sir Sreenhilt 
k^ remains grappled, A 

GAHH i 

©2005 Rich Burlew Read more Order of the Stick online at www.GiantlTP,com. Goo goo g* chuul 

"Order&Stick by Rich Burlew 
I'm pretty^ 

Sure I can only 
attack while grappled 

if I have a light 
weapon 
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